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Foreword

This is the last of seven publications presenting studies com-
missioned by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education as a means of providing.a global perspective for edu-
cation and youth employment in contemporary societies.
These publications are concerned with education and youth
employment in Japan, by Hidetoshi KaurrIVIe;dco and South
Asia, by Alberto Hernandez Medina and Carlos Munoz Izquierdo
and Manzoor Ahmed, respectively; Poland, by Barbara Liberska;
Great Britain, by Stuart Maclure; the Federal Republic of
Germany by Klaus von Dohnanyi; Belgium, by Henri Janne;
and, in this volume, Sweden and Denmark, by GOsta Rehn and
K. Helveg Petersen, respectively. Margaret S. Gordon, associate
director of the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher

Education, is the general editor of the series. To the authors of
these studies, and to Gosta Rehn and K. Helveg Petersen, whose
work appears in this volume, we express our deep appreciation.

The German Marshall Fund generously provided support
for two international conferences on education and youth em-
ployment, which were attended by several of the authors of
studies for this series and which have contributed significantly

to the Council's deliberations on this subject. The International
Council for Educational Development, under the direction of
James A. Perkins, arranged for the participation of the essayists
in this project. We acknowledge these contributions with pro-
found thanks.

CLARK KERR
Chairman,
Carnegie Council on Policy Studies
in Higher Education



Part One

Sweden

by Gosta Rehn



Introduction, Part One

'Fhis volume should be regarded as a compilation 01 basic infor-
mation, which concerns, on the one hand, youths themselves,

what they do and what they think or believe and, on the other
hand, what society is doing in order to influence their lives,
through labor market policies to provide satisfactory youth em-
ployment and through an enlarged and reformed educational
system.

I have also attempted to analyze this information and for-
mulate probabilities and desirabilities for the future. Being
neither a sociologist nor an educator, I have confined myself to
summaries of the debates over these matters in Sweden. My
own basic value system is that of a middle-of-the-road Social-
Democrat. It should, however, be understood that, even if ver-
bal clashes between proponents of different ideologies have
been violent in matters like education, youth delinquency, and
employment policy, the real divergencies (at least those that
have enough backing to determine actual policy) are usually
rather limited compared to those that exist in most other
countries.

For practical reasons, references to sources and judgments
presented in this volume are limited to material available in
English. Statistical figures are largely taken from the regular
statistical publications of the Central Bureau of Statistics (in
Sweden known as SCB), the Labor Market Board (AMS), and
the National Board of Education (SO). In addition, for Chap-
ter 1, I have used published and unpublished material produced



Youth.

by the State Youth Conned (Stattins Ungdomsaad), the
Prevention Council (BRA.), the Swedish Institute for ()pinion
Research (Sili0), and sociologists ;did criminologists of the uni
versities of Stockholm and Gothenburg. F(.)1* Chapters 2 and it,
I have used reports from the Employment Policy Commissiim,
the Expert Group on Labor Market Research (E1'...1), the instii
tun/ for Social Research (S011), and factlinding and debating,
publications issued by the organizations of workers and ent
players (LO, 'IVO, SAGO, SR, SAF).

For the chapter on the educational system, I have used the
Swedish government's report to the Education Committee of
OECD (November 1979) :Ind the OECD Examiners' Report.
Material has also been taken from it number of studies and re
ports by the National Board of Universities and Colleges (111 rA),
the National Board of Education (SO), and the various public
commissions that prepared the series of educational reforms dis-
cussed in these chapters, the respective gtATIZIMCII! l»opySl-
tions and debates in Parliament, and the journals tea"

organizations.
The daily and periodical press at large has been 0 source of

information about more or less divergent views indicated in all
the chapters. Most of this volume was written on the basis of
material available in November 1979. On some points I have
tried to update to mid-1980. Inconsistencies may have resulted.

Early drafts of several sections were produced by inv
assistants, Richard Noonan of the Institute for Internat., "1
Pedagogics at Stockholm University and Lennart (if

SOFI. My finalization has, however, involved considerable
revision and enlargement because of the changing programs in
labor market policy and access to new material analving the
experiences of the university reform of 1977 and of earlier
school reforms, new rules for compulsory school work, etc.
Thereby I have received help in the form of advice and unpub-
lished material from several officers of the public agencies and
organizations mentioned above. Various parts of this volume
have been read and commented upon by friends and colleagtii
I have gratefully made use of advice from Torsten Ilusen and
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Sixten Marklund (Institute for International Pedagogics), Mac
Murray (Ministry of Education), Erik NyqWist (AMS), Knut
Sveri (Stockholm University Institute of Criminology), Martin
'Prow (Center for Studies in Higher Education, Berkeley), and
Margareta Westin (So). Margaret S. Gordon has been an ener-
getic supervisor and also contributed to making my variant of
the English language more readable. I also wish to thank the
members of the staff of the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies
in Higher Education for their assistance.



Behavior and Attitudes

of Youth

Young people reaching adolescence in the past few decades in
Sweden are children of parents and grandparents who won a

number of liberalization battles for them.
Society had taken the responsibility for maintaining a high

level of employment and had largely succeeded. Trade unions

protecting workers against arbitrary treatment on the job were

no longer threatened by employers' attacks but were a stable

and nearly all-embracing element in the societal structure.
Leisure time was greatly increased by laws on holidays and
hours-of work. Equal rights for women had been established by
law and union contracts; they were even well underway in prac-

tice, too.
A pronounced expansion of school facilities on all levels,

abolishment of all tuition fees, and introduction of a general
right to financial support during studies opened the way to sec-

ondary and higher education for everybody who was interested

and able.
Churches no longer had much power to moralize over secu-

larized behavior. Anticontraception laws had long been abol-
ished, and abortion laws were gradually liberalized. There was

no longer any stigma attached to premarital sex relations and

children born out of wedlock. Hornebuilding and childbearing

were facilitated by economic support and by laws providing for

14



6 Education and Youth Employment: Sweden

rights to leaves of absence from jobs for mothers and, recently,
for fathers.

Rationing of alcohol was discontinued and other rules con-
trolling its use were relaxed. Alcoholism and juvenile delinquen-
cy, as well as other types of deviant behavior, were regarded as
human weaknesses to be healed; imprisonment and other author-
itarian methods were more and more regarded as both inhumane
and antiproductive, even with respect to their own purposes.

Children were not to be subject to physical punishment in
the schools, and parents were advised that this should not occur
at home, either. Freedom of manners was taught by popular
artists and other idols.

In other words, the permissive society had arrived, and the
young took it for granted. Their most important reaction was to
obey their parents' advice to stay longer in school and in voca-
tional institutions beyond compulsory school years, which also
were gradually prolonged. The "educational explosion.' was par-
ticularly pronounced in the 1960s.

In other respects, the increasing access to money and lc ;-
sure and rising levels of education led to an intensification and
proliferation of both constructive and destructive activities and
attitudes among the young during and after the school years:
voting in elections; working to finance their own studies; enter-
ing unions and youth organizations; supporting tax increases to
promote social and cultural amenities and to reduce inequities
in society; participating in sports and travel in and outside the
country; taking an interest in world affairs and in protection of
the environment; participating in free studies in educational or
ganizations and libraries; engaging in free lovemaking, early
family building with or without official marriage registration,
restrictive birth control, or divorce; being seduced by fashion-
creating commercialism in the consumption of records, fancy
clothes, and other conspicuous products; reading pornographic
publications and those dealin.. with violence; displaying undis-
ciplined attitudes in classrooms, workplaces, subways, and other
public places; drinking, drug using, and delinquent behavior.

15
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Fortunately, the clearly destructive activities involve much

smaller groups than do the constructive developments. Volun-
tary schooling (soon or later after the prolonged compulsory

school) affects practically everybody. There has been a doubling

of the membership in organizations for sports and free studies

since the early 1960s; even after adjusting for double-counting,
this means an increase of nearly 1 million each in a population

of 8 million. The number of drug addicts, persons with serious

alcohol problems, and repetitive criminals still is limited to a
few percent of the population, even after the growth in recent

decades.
Public opinion in Sweden, as well as that of foreign observ-

ers, tends to give more attention to spectacular deviant conduct.

The appearance of vandalism and drunken behavior in the
Stockholm subway has given rise to sinister generalizations about
modern Sweden by reporters and TV program producers and
their audiences. The fact that the number of young (as well as
old) participants in study circles and other cultural activities has

grown many times more than the number of young alcoholics

and drug addicts is not so apparent and does not provide a
basis for interesting TV programs in Sweden or abroad. Although
precise figures are not available, an estimate of an increase of

some 100 to 200 thousand youthful participants in free study

tivities, over and above the more pronounced increase in regu-

J educational programs, in the past two decades, appears rea-
sonable. These trends should not be overlooked in an appraisal

of what has been happening to Swedish youth in recent decades,
At the same time, we must not underestimate the serious-

ness of destructive tendencies. No doubt those who have en-

gaged in punishable types of behavior (though seldom punished)

on some occasion in their youth are in the majority. This has

probably always been true, if we may judge from the results on
self-d,claration surveys in various countries. It is possible,

however, that a change in attitudes, associated with a decline of

social controls and perhaps also of emotional and intellectual
contacts between parents and children, has occurred. Indeed,

16
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there may have been a :ecline in such contacts between people
in general at the present stage of economic and social develop-
ment in Sweden and in other highly industrialized countries.'

In the case of some of the observed trends, moreover, the
question of whether they should he regarded as positive or neg-
ative is debatable, even allowing for the subjectivity of all value
judgments. Particularly ambiguous is the restrictive family plan-
ning, which has brought the Swedish reproduction rate down to
one of the lowest levels in the world. Potential immigrants from
overpopulated countries may regard the resulting shortage of
young labor in Sweden as an advantage, but one may also sug-
gest that it can be seen as a sign of illness of a society if children
are too of ten regarded as a burden rather than a joy foi parents.

Another ambiguous development is the television reolu-
tion that ha;; occurred since 1955. The experience of viewing all
of the world's problems in one's living room is broadening to
one's horizons, and there is no question that TV has taken over
much of the educational function from the schools. Even so.
passive 1 V viewing interferes with the acquisition of basic skills.
Although both TV and radio in Sweden are provided through
public broadcasting systems, without commercials, there is com-
petition between the channels in offering light entertainment to
attract a mass public audience. The effects of these types of
rapid and unsorted impressions on the intellectual and emotion-
al development of el ldren and youth are a matter for concern,
even though violence as entertainment is less frequent than, for
example, in the United States. It is frequent but relatively mild.
On the other hand, the widespread access to both TV and radio
has made it possible to use these media as supplements to the
educational system. Moreover, there is evidence that competi-
tion from TV has adversely affected movies and probably, also,
meetings of trade union and political party locals, but not so
much the study activities or the use of public libraries.

II hese speculations about the development of modern society arc, how-
ever, contradicted particularly for Swedenby the evidence provided by
the 11(..-/d Youth Survey, sponsored by the Japanese government (1978)
and the study of Anxiety in the Nordic Countries (Keijo, 1975).
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Taking into account all of the developments discussed
above can lead to different conclusions. Noting the growing par-

ticipation in intellectual, physical, vocational, and eitizemshio

activities, one may conclude that Swede,-., through its young

generation, is proceeding rapidly toward particularly high levels

of civilization, culture, and economic efficiency. On the other

hand, viewing only the rise of negative and destructive Aenoin-

ella, one may conclude that Sweden, earlier regarded as the

model welfare state, can now be presented as a warning exam-
ple. The latter view has become popular among conservative
journalists, writing in the spirit of the well-known propaganda
invention of Sweden's "world championship in suicides." lei
reality, Sweden is about halfway between the countries with thc

highest and lowest suicide rates Leftist critics, on the other
hand, tend to see Sweden, and particularly its youth, as mitt:a:-

ally susceptible to capitalist commercialism, with vulgarity and
self-satisfying egotism as predominant features in a ruthlessly

competitive society. Moreover, some foreign observer:; tend to

regard the expansion of welfare-state benefits as an indication

that the young, as well as the old, submit themselves to authori-

tarian tutelage "from the cradle to the grave," resulting in a loss

of freedom and individuality in the name of egalitarianism.
Others may note that precisely th,i system of comprehensive

social insurance liald access to educational services for both

young people and adults, as well as homemaker services for

children and the elderly, and income maintenance and health

services during illness results in increased freedom for every-one

in the choice of lifestyles and in patterns of work and leisure. On

the basis of the results of political opinion surveys of youth,

especially of university students, and on the basis of lively dis

cussions about the "quality of life versus economic growth:"

various observers may find signs of leftist or rightist reactions,

or both, against postindustrial society.
Weighing hard facts, as well as public opinio surveys and

everyday observations, I have come to less dramatic conclusions.

The predominant characteristic of contemporary Swedish youth

is one of intergencrationai stability in values and beft,vior. The

Is
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rise in rates of deviant behavior in recent decades should be
viewed in the light of the fact that an:; increase from low levels
tends to appear as rapid in relative terms. The overwhelming
majority of the young people, all through the normal turbu-
lence of yiowing up, accept socialization into attittules and be-
havior patterns similar to those of their parents. If there is a
difference between generations, it is manifested in the tendency
d youth to seek greater freedom from subservience to author-

ities and greater personal freedom in the choice of lifestyles.
Even s), active opposition to the older generation is limited to

small , and eunsistemtly overt rebellion (political or
rrintin,cil is only found among groups that itre still limited in
size.

Thus, the predominant pattern is one of pragmatic and
balanced reformism, both among those who regard themselves
politically its reformists and among those xvho consider them-
selves conservatives or communists. Differences of opinion as to
social values do, of course, exist, but the lines of cleavage are
mainly between political parties and socioeconomic groups,
rather than bcween generations, although the voting tend to
inherit political allegiances from their parents to a somewhat
kisser extent than formerly.

In the following discussion, I wilt consider some of these
matters in greater detail. In doing so, we must keep in mind cer-
tain basic features of postwar development, affecting the situa-
tiotu of the great majority of people most of the time, whatever
mar have occurred in particular periods or among unlucky
minorities or fringe groups. 'Fhes,:i fundamental features follow.

The high and stable level of employr:ent that has been
maintained throughout the postwar period (compared with most
other industrial countries) among both young people and adults.
'Fite labor force participation rate of women has been high and
has grown rapidly. The traditional gab between low unemploy-
ment rates for adults and higher ratt:s for youth under age 20
has, however, widened, with the result that youth unemploy-
ment has become a serious problem.

The rapidly rising level of living in a mixed economy,
whose parallel features of expanding free enterprise and state
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interventionism, of free-market commercialism and welfare-

statism, still preserve Sweden's "middle way." Real wages of

industrial workers (after taxes) have increased about 250

percent from 1939 to 1979, partly as a result of Sweden's non-
participation in World War 11. With some inflation-induced
exceptions, most types of income differentials have been consid-

erably reduced.
The rapid shift of the economic structure toward the ser-

vice industries and large manufacturing plants, inducing large-

scale migration from the :ountryside to the cities (and also

immigration from other countries). These are fundamental fea-

tures of growth but also involve structural changes that create

or exacerbate problems of social adjustment.
The poll stabili:y that permitted the Social Democrats,

allied w 4h a very ,::.,rong trade union movement, to govern vir-

tually wii...now, intert option from 1932 to 1976, when they lost

out to ,.h: "Boiii::is" coalition, probably because of the coin-
"stagflation" and fears of nuclear energy

r
i:r.p;:::t ant to note that some of the most spectacular

around 1970 and have since been reversed or

!- at least temporarily. Here 1 refer to the rapid
kt: of real incomes, the excess demand for labor, the influx of
yoJth to secondary schools and universities (although enroll-

ment rates have recently begun to rise again), and the "green
wave" (or nostalgia for a rural environment) among the popula-

tion in general. On the other hand, the rate of inflation acceler-
ated in the 1970s in Sweden as in other countries. The negative
repercussions of this acceleration (and of the less rapid inflation
of the 1960s as well) on the social and political climate and on
societal phenomena have been important, but difficult to define
in detail. The growing inequities between those who lose and

those who gain from inflation can only have negative effects on

loyalty to a society that permits such injustices.
During this period, the central political debates have con-

cerned how much of the national income should be used for
private purr :ses and how much for publicly financed services
iind transfers to needy groups. This conflict has, however, been
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a matter of degree. Controversial debates have rapidly faded
after particular issues have been settled and the reforms have
been put into practice. The major portion of public services and
transfer payments has sooner or later been accepted by the
majority in all of the political parties. Public opinion has also
largely been unified on such matters as the school reforms and
,..e vigorous expansion of labor market policies, designed to
keep unemployment at low levels even during periods of world-
wide or national economic recessions. Despite the growth of
public expenditures until they exceed one-half of the national
income, the increase of private income after taxes for most peo-
ple has been high enough so that the growth of public spending
has gained majority acceptance.

This broad acceptance of Sweden's social policies was con-
firmed by a public opinion poll in 1974, conducted by the
Study Association for Business and Society (SNS), which indi-
cated that a majority in each of the politkal parties expressed
a. preference for public services rather than tax reductions, and
even indicated acceptance of. higher taxes for such purposes as
better schools, pensions, childrens' allowances, public transpor-
tation, etc. By 1978 the majority of those in the bourgeois par-
ties and about 50 percent of the total population no longer held
this view. Finally, a poll in spring 1980 (about 1,000 interviews
by SIR) for SNS) on measures to restore Sweden's economy
(i.e., improve the balance of payments and increase investments)
clearly indicated a return to the 1974 positiona majority of
those polled favored increasing public services and drastically
reducing private consumption.

Political and Social Attitudes

Five parties are traditionally represented in Parliament in pro-
portion to the number of votes they receive. In the 1979 elec-
tion, the results were as follows: Moderates (conservatives),
20.3 percent (up 4.9 percentage points from 1976); Center
(formerly Farmers' Party), 18.1 percent (down 6.0); People's
Party (liberals), 11.1 percent (down 0.5); social Democrats,
43.2 percent (up 0.5); and Communists, 5.0 percent (up 0.8).

21
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Unrepresented were the Christian Democrats with only 1.4 per-
cent of the vote and a few extreme leftist groups with only 0.8
percent (up 0.4) combined.

Following the election of September 1976, a three-party
bourgeois coalition took over the government from the Social
Democrats.2 However, the coalition split in 1978, leaving the
People's Party alone in the government. The situation was again

changed after the 1979 elections, with the coalition resuming
control of the government.

The Social Democratic Labor Party traditionally had a
strong following among the young, although some of its youth-
ful adherents left it as !y grew older and achieved rising in-
comes. But the leading role of the Social Democrats in the series
of pension reforms also gave them strength among older people.

During the 1960s and 1970s, the situation changed to
some extent, as students developed animosity toward university
reforms, and young families became disturbed over the continu-
ing housing shortage and other troubles connected with the
changes in the economic structure. Some of the election suc-
cesses of the bourgeois parties from 1970 to 1976, and their
ouster of the Social Democrats from the government in 1976,
were clearly clue, not only to inflation and youth unemploy-
ment, but also to youthful opposition, more or less warranted,
to the governing party on such issues as environmental pollu-
tion, the danger of nuclear energy, and bureaucratism. Having

been in control of the government for 44 years, the Social Dem-
ocrats came to be identified with the "Establishment." Thus,
they were considered responsible not only for improved pensions
and other social insurance and welfare reforms, full employment
policies, and improvement of collective amenities, but also for
the trend toward big industry, large capital concentrations, big
cities, high taxes, and pronounced inflation. Despite energetic

20ne often speaks of "Bourgeois" versus "Socialist- parties and blocs in
Sweden without derogatory intention, even though the struggle for coali-
tions to form a government is carried on only among the former group of
parties.

22



14 Education and Youth Employment: Sweden

policies against environmental pollution, they had to take the
blame for the negative environmental and social side effects of
rapid' economic growth. They were particularly blamed when
growth was temporarily stopped by national and international
economic problems, such as stagflation and the energy crisis.

Moreover, among sonic groups and in certain areas, there
had appeared a "new poverty," as a result of social pressure
toward a lifestyle characterized by high-quality apartments,
automobiles, TV sets, expensive sports equipment for children,
and other "keep-up-with-the-Jones's" features, which could be
felt as burdensome costs of living as well as benefits of an af-
fluent society. Along with other aspects of big-city and subur-
ban life, this feeling seems to have contributed in the 1960s to
the "green wave" of nostalgia for village and country life.

These developments led to a marked expansion of the for-
mer Farmers' Party, now called the Center Party, which took
votes from both the Social Democrats and the Liberal and Con-
servative parties that had earlier dominated the city bourgeois
electorate.' The Center Party's youth organization grew rapidly
and undertook a semi-Marxist struggle for egalitarianism, accus-
ing the Social Democrats of collusion with big business. They
also fought for decentralization and protection of the environ-
ment, as well as against nuclear energy plants later in the 1970s.
The nuclear energy issue, in particular, contributed strongly to
the fact that their party leader became prime minister in 1976.

In the 1976 election- -the first in which 18- and 19 -year
aids could voteyoung people aged 18 td 22 gave four percent-
age points fewer votes to the Social Democrats and six points
inure to the Communists than did the electorate at large. Among
the bourgeois parties, the Center Party received many inure and
the Conservative and Liberal parties fewer votes from young
people than from older voters. Later, the deterioration of the
economic situation and other difficulties of the coalition gov-
ernmentincluding internal strife over the nuclear energy issue--
gave the Social Democrats new strength, particularly among the
young.

3 An exception to this trend was the spectacular victory of the Social Dem-
ocrats over the recession and their political opponents in 1968.
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Opinion pulls conducted by the Central Bureau of Statis-
tics (SCB) from 1977 to May 1980 showed nearly the same ad-

herence to Der;:ocrats among those aged 18 to 21
and 19 to 24 as among the electorate at large. Overrepresented
among the young were the Center Party and the Communists,
whereas the Conservatives and (even so) the Liberals hid
few yoLthful adherents. 'This picture changed in the election of
September 1979, in which the Conservatives gained strength

the ,lacii,Icnt of the Center Party, indicating a shift, not
least among youth. Apparently this was partly a reaction of
people with higher education against the university reform pro-
gram, in which the Labor and Center parties cooperated, as we
shall sec later. Moreover, the 1979 increase for the conservatives
indicated to some enter:. a Swedish echo of the tax revolt,"
whirl' was appearing in more violent form in other counLzies

with mach lower t.,::;.es than those of Sweden. On the ,nth,
harl, the gain fur Social Democrats in 1979 failed by oniv one
scat in Parliament from hringing the party 1:)1c.k control of
the government.

The Commr!iists, also gained in the 19 79 election,
had been experiencing a decline, particularly among the young,
throughout most of the postwar period. This was largely attrib-
utable to Soviet actions in Czechoslovakia and Hungary, and
also to economic progress in Sweden. In the 1960s, the Com-
munists tried to reshape themselves as a democratic party under

a new name, "Left Party Communists" (suggesting a certain par-
allel to "Euro-communism," although this expression is not

in Sweden). This led to defections both of old die-hard
Stalinist:: ;cod of young extremists (the "Abyss" people). Amer-
ican actions in Vietnam and Chile have helped the Communists
to increase their following, especially among students. Their ex-
ploitation of events in those two countries has, however, been
hampered by the fact that most of the other political youth or-
ganizations were likewise involved in protest and solidarity
movements for the two peoples concerned.

All of the political parties have youth organi..:tions, usual-
ly for persons less than 25 or 30 years old. As in other Nordic
countries, membership in political youth clubs in Sweden is
rather high, e,,inpared with the situation in other democratic
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countries. In 1978 their total membership was about 210,000,
or 15 percent of the population aged 12 to 24. Of this total, the
Conservatives had 37,000; the Center Party, 65,000; the Liber-
als, 18,000; the Christian Democrats, 4,000; the Social Demo-

crats, 68,000; and the Communists, 20,000. In all cases the
figures include those aged 12 to 24, because this is the basis on
which political as well as other youth organizations receive fi-

nancial support from the state and municipalities.' The total
membership of political youth clubs had declined by nearly 50
percent in the first 15 Years after the war. However, it rose truth
165,000 in 1960 to 225,000 in 1968. After that, there was
slight decline to 1978, which occurred despite increasing sup-
port from public funds since 1970. In addition to a contribitti(m
for their central administrative expenses, the clubs receive 10
KR for each "meeting or other organized arrangement with at
least five participants for more than one hour."

Membership in these organizations, at least in !ic case of
the larger ones, has traditionally been lower w large cities than
in small towns and sparsely populated areas. Thus, they have
suffered from the shift of population to the cities. They have
also suffered from the competition of the commercial enter-
tainment industry, organized sports, and tourism, all of which
have increased with urbanization and rising income levels. Earli-

er, the political clubs often organized entertainment For the
young. Their study circles met part of the demand for civic edu-
cation, which the schools and television have now taken over to
a considerable extent. On the other hand, students in both sec-
ondary schools and universities show a much greater interest in
political matters than working youth. Thus, the expansion of
the secondary schools and universities should have helped the
expansion of the political clubs as well. The active membership
is, of course, smaller than the statistics indicate, but, even so,
those who are included in the data are largely actual fee-paying

members,

4
Information from the St ate Youth Council (Statensurtgdornsr5(1), Oct.

1978.
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In addition, there are Maoist, Trotskyite, Anarchist, and
Syndicalist groups, mostly with academic bases and indulging in

mutual disputes, which have recently mirrored the political per-
turbations in China and Southeast Asia. In parliamentary elec-
tions, these groups always receive less than one percent of the
votes among them. They arc not much stronger than that in
opinion polls, even among the young.

The youth organizations of the established parties all try

to function as activists within their parties, pressing for "a clear

stand" on such matters as aid to less developed countries,

condemnation of manifestations of big power (East or West)
domination or suppression in simdl countries, environmental
protection, etc. Sometimes this leads to embarrassing situations
for party leaders, who have to enter into compromises with
other part es or to display caution in foreign policy. The parties,
however, appear largely to he able to avoid of onized rebellion,
either by isolating the rebels as small splinter :.,ps or by meet-

ing their demands halfway.
Public opinion polls show that voting nowadays is deter-

mined less by social class and inure by ideology than formerly.
Although ideology is often inherited from parents, this type of
conformity also seems to be declining.

Echoes of the French t'venements of 1968 were noted even
in Sweden, but here they were limited to academic youth. Their
efforts to dramatize their rebellion had the effect, primarily, of
antagonizing the firmly reformist working class. For a number of

years, from 1968 on, Communist and other leftist groups were

strong :it most universities, sometimes gaining a majoritin stu-
dent body election Now the old order is largely restoredLthat

is, most universities are, once again, strongholds of conservative
ideologies, although the Communists maintain some strength
there. The Social Democrats, representing neither the interests
of ,icademic status groups nor youthful opposition to the "Es-
tablishment," have never been strong among the students.

Cutting across party lines are some other organizations

that are concerned with particular social and political issues.
Most important among these are the environmental protection

26
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associations, protesting against nuclear energy and utilization of
poisonous chemicals in forestry and agriculture. They also push
for consumer protection a la Nader, form pressure groups in
city planning, etc. In recent years, they have had some 100,000
medbers, about half of whom arc under age 25.

Organizations of school pupils and military draftees hold
conventions at least annually and produce publications, resolu-
tions, and petitions articulating demands for radical changes in
existing policies. These organizations arc apparently largely
directed by militant minorities, not always supported by the
more pragmatic and less politically engaged majority. The school
pupils' organizations arc, however, represented along with other
important organizations on the National School Board.

The activities of all of these organizations, together with
associations concerned with Vietnam and Chile, and a rise in the
number of "wild-cat" strikes may have given the impression of
a strong breakthrough of activism among new groups concerned
with new issues particularly attracting young people. To a con-
siderable extent;. this is a misleading result of the dispropor-
tionate attention 'given by mass media to deviant behavior. A
closer look reveals- that the militants arc still limited in number
and that their organizations are rather unstable. At any rate,
they have not made much of an impression on teenagers. In re-
sponse to an opinion poll question about what action they
might possibly take to "do something" about matters they re-
garded as important, 82 percent of the 18-year-olds and 93 per-
cent of those aged 15 and 16 answered negatively or (usually)
not at all. This indifference was particularly pronounced among
working class youth (State Youth Council, 1972).

This indifference among youth was not new, but it is diffi-
cult to determine what has been happening to these attitudes
since 1972 or to gauge long-term trends. Participation of those
aged 18 to 20 in the 1976 election, when those aged 18 to 19
were voting for the first time, was 89 percent, compared with
92 percent for the total population. This figure was higher than
most people seem to have expected. Among those aged 21 to
2. 91 percent voted, or almost as large a percentage as among
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the total population. The data confirm the indications from var-
ious teenager surveys that there is a rather rapid increase in in-
terest in public affairs between age 16 and 20 or older, but that
this is usually channeled into established political organizations.

On the basis of experience, my guess is that the strength of
the special-issue organizations and movementsexpressions
of idealism, maladjustments, or simply well-advised self-interest
of particular groupswill be relatively short-lived. The "good"
or at least tolerable elements will be adapted and socialized by
the established organizations, while the "bad" or pathological
phenomena will be contained by the counteraction of the orga-
nized power of society, and particularly by the well-established
"folk-movements": the trade unions, political parties and their
youth clubs, free educational associations, religious and temper-
ance organizations, and sport and hobby clubs.

This pattern is well known, for example, in trade unions.
From time to time, the Communists or other dissident minor-
ities have been able temporarily to exploit a particular situation
of discontent, arising where the respective local organizations
have either not been alert enough or have been hampered by
loyalty to the LO (the central labor organization) or to the
Labor Party government. Whenever this has led to the opposi-
tion's taking over a local union, the Social Democrats have
started propaganda and organization drives that have restored
their clomiLance. Some of the most spectacular cases of "wild-
cat" strikes, for example, have been clearly connected with cen-
tralized wage tYq-gaining under the LO ideology of solidarity in
wage policy, under which special groups, rightly or wrongly,
have felt mistreated, either because of too much or too little
narrowing of wage differentials.

Obviously, all predictions in this field arc precarious. We
have seen how a few hundred determined revolutionaries have
been able, through sabotage and terrorist action, to threaten the
political and social climate in a country otherwise apparently
well-established on the path of democratic tolerance (the
Baader-Nleinhoff group in the Federal Republic of Germany).
No Swede can guarantee that "this can't happen here," although
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its probability is extremely low. One of the arguments for the
recent departures from Sweden's traditions as a strictly legalist
society (the institution of expulsion of otherwise legal immi-
grants on the mere suspicion of their adherence to terrorist
groups) was that Sweden, with its mild criminal laws, tolerant
administrative setup, and high level of wealth (which would at-
tract robberies), could become a haven for all sorts of subversive
movements, terrorism, drug trafficking, etc. This has not as yet
happened on a scale large enough to shatter the Swedish calm,
but that is, of course, no guarantee against events that could
provoke reactionstrying to drive out the Devil by Beelzebub.

In connection with the March 1980 referendum on nuclear
energy policy, a temporary anti-nuclear coalition of the Center
Party, the Communists, the Christian Democrats, and many en-
vironmentalist groups emerged. (These environmentalist groups
included members from all parties and many young people.)
The referendum was defeated in favor of a more positive but
still cautious nuclear energy policy, and the coalition disinte-
grated rapidly afterward. It is too early to tell whether this epi-
sode will have any lasting effects on political developments in

the country.

Attitudes toward Society, Parents, and Schools

Various aspects of teenage life and attitudes have been studied
by the State Youth Council, an agency created to advise the
government on youth questions and to administer support to
youth organizations. In 1972 and 1974, several thousand young
persons aged 15, 16, and 18 years were interviewed in three
towns with a total population of 125,000. Between these two
surveys, a campaign was undertaken in cooperation with local
youth organizations to engage more young people in their activ-

ities. During this period, total membership increased from 55 to
59 percent of the group studied. In 1975, the percentages be-

longing to different organizations were as follows: sports, 40
percent; religion, 6 percent; politics, 4 percent; scouts, 3 per-
cent; temperance, 2 percent; miscellaneou., (including hobby
clubs), 15 percent; and total (including some double member-
ships), 70 percent of the surveyed youth.

2 9
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Membership was much more common among boys than
among girls (83 versus 56 percent), owing mainly to the greater
interest of boys in sports (54 percent versus 26 percent).
Among 18 -year -olds, those in academic schools had the highest
rate of membership (75 percent), followed by those in vocation-
al schools (65 percent), and those in paid employment (58 per-

cent). Membership in sports and temperance organizations
declined with advancing age, whereas membership in political
and miscellaneous organizations went up. The declines were par-
ticularly marked among the girls. Differences among social status

groups were especially large for religious organizations (10 per-
cent in the highest, and 4 percent in the lowest social status
group). They were also large for miscellaneous organizations.

Questions about attitudes to politics and religion produced
overwhelmingly indifferent or negative answers, if any at all.

However, interest in politics increased rather rapidly with age.
Another interesting result was a pronounced difference be-

tween 18-year-olds who were employed and those who were
students in academic programs. Only 11 percent of the former,
compared with 38 percent of the latter, expressed a "positive
attitude" to politics in 1974. Among the unemployed, the fig-

ure was actually as low as 3 percent. More specific questions
confirmed these differences, which were regarded as one of the
most disquieting results of the inquiry: apathy and pessimism
about the possibilities of improving society or of improving
one's own lot among the least privileged groups.

On the other hand, the three towns may not have been
fully representative of Sweden on this point. In the country as as
whole, membership in political youth organizations is 15 per-
cent of the 15- to 24-age group. The score of 4 percent for
those aged 15, 16, and 18 in the three towns cannot have been

attributable entirely to their lower average age. Moreover,
working -crass political youth clubs have always been, and still
are, very strong.

On other types of :-,1/ itudes, the results tended to indicate
relative conservatism or conformity with tradition. For example,
there has been a rather vigorous public debate about giving
grades in schools, with some militant groups demanding the

3o
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virtual abolition of grades so as to reduce strain and competition
among pupils. A majority of the survey respondents, however,
wanted to keep the grades systems as it was. Other more recent
information also indicates similar "silent majority conservatism"
on this point, although practically all of the political youth
organizations, school pupils' organizations, and teachers and
students' organizations have come out strongly in favor of abo-

lition of grades.
Another example of conservatism or indifference con-

cerned the answers to two questions asking the young people to
indicate things they criticized or appreciated in Swedish society.
About one-half had nothing to suggest, and the other half large-
ly mirrored attitudes of the general public. Insofar as they could
imagine "doing something about it," they favored working
through established organizations, political parties, etc. Dissi-
dent action groups were not regarded with much favor, despite
the disproportionate attention given to them in the mass media.

Even though great efforts have been made to break down
stereotyped sex-role traditions, the perspective of the young-
sters on choice of career and "tasks to perform in life" was still
traditional. They were, however, largely positive about efforts
toward equalization between the sexes, at least verbally. Their
declared attitudes toward alcohol could be characterized as
"well-behaved," displaying a tendency to regard limited con-
sumption as a condition for "having fun." Narcotic drugs were
anathema to everybody responding to the survey.

In Gothenburg (the second largest city in Swe,.'en, with
half a million inhabitants), another study concerning intergener-
ational attitudinal resemblances or differences was undertaken
by the Department of Pedagogy of the University of Gothenburg
in 1971 and 1974. The results indicated that both adolescents
and parents believe that the other party does not appreciate
them or share their values but in reality there was a high degree
of conformity to parental values on the part of the children.
Differences in external appearanceclothes, hair styles, musical
tastes, etc.contributed to mutual beliefs about different values
and attitudes. In more important matters, the young people had
largely inherited their parents' views. Note that this, in a way, is

the opposite of submission to authority.
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The state-sponsored C.:Inc Prevention Council has also
undertaken a study to determine whether the increased fre-
quency of crime among young people is connected with a dif-
ference of the "norm climate" between generations. The survey
included nearly 3,000 persons in Sweden aged 18 to 65, of whom
about two-thirds responded. The results indicate that the young
have a more easygoing attitude to various sorts of illicit behav-
ior than do adults. They are also less likely to respond affirma-
tively to the statement "the most important thing in life is to
behave well" (the Swedish expression used refers to social, eco-
nomic, and legal behavior). Among those aged 18 to 24, 24 per-
cent did not agree with this statement, compared with only 3
percent of those over 50 years of age. Similarly, relatively fewer
of the young (37 percent) felt that "obedience to one's parents
is the most useful thing for children to learn," compared with
the oldest age group (73 percent). In all age groups, however,
those with high educational attainment expressed less appreci-
ation for obedience than those with lower educational levels.

The young were more willing to yield to temptations to
disregard traffic regulations and tax-paying requirements (or at
least to confess to such attitudes); and they less often expressed
moral disapproval of banal crimes such as theft. They were,
however, almost as negative as adults in their attitudes toward
burglary and robbery. Similar results on these points have ap-
peared in inquiries by the Swedish Institute for Opinion Re-
search (SIFO). The authors point out that we cannot determine
whether the differences between the young and the old have
come about recently or have always existed. There are signs that
some change has occurred, but there are also indications that
differences in crime rates between young people and adults are
only loosely related to differences in normative attitudes.

Annual surveys conducted by the State Council for Psy-
chological Defense indicated that, in the years from 1965 to
1969, young people were about as likely as adults to think that
Sweden ought to resist an attack by armed forces. About 75
percent answered affirmatively, on the average, over the five
years, while 13 percent responded negatively, and 12 percent
said they did not know. From 1971 to 1978, however, only
about -65 percent of the young responded affirmatively to this

3-,
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question, whereas the percentage giving affirmative responses
among adults did not change. According to the 1979 investiga-
tion, young people have come back to the same level as that of
the adults on the frequency of such responses, those of the !at-
ter still being about three-fourths affirmative.

A minority of young people, especially men in universities,
also have distinctive views on other points. Although there is
high popular acceptance of the size of Sweden's defense expen-
ditures (about 4 percent of the Gross National Product) and of
the compulsory military draft, an appieciabie- percentage of
these students disagrees. Young people are also somewhat more
likely than adults to express the view that "many changes are
needed" in Swedish society, and university students arc at the
top in this respect. The differences, from the average of 17 per-
cent for the population as a whole, however, are not dramatic.

In all these matters, there seems to be a clear relationship
between attitudinal changes and cyclical variations in the econ-
omy. The young are particularly sensitive to changes in the eco-
nomic climate and are also most directly affected by upswings
and downswings in employment.

The Swedish Institute for Social Research (SOFI) has sup-
plied various figures about the situation of young people and its
development, based on the Levels-of-Living Surveys of 1968
and 1974. Here we use those about participation in political and
trade union activities. Membership in political organizations
grew from 14 percent in 1968 to 18 in 1974. While member-
ship in trade unions largely followed the development of em-
ployment in the same age group, the number elected for trade
union assignments grew from 1 percent to 4. The group not
belonging to any voluntary organization at all declined from 47

percent to 40. (The number of interviews in these comprehen-
sive inquiries was 6,000 in each year, of which over 1,000 were
18 to 24.)

By courtesy of the Swedish Institute for Opinion Research
(SIFO), we can also present some material from this institute's
inquiries about attitudes and behavior of youth in Sweden over
a series of years. These concern various aspects discussed
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throughout this chapter. They, as well as the other studies men-
tioned, have contributed to forming the author's move sweeping

statements about the intensification of both positive and nega,
tive, constructive and destructive features of Swedi:_h youth be-

havior and its development.
A digest of the STFO material is presented in Table 1. The

figures refer to age 18 to 24, if not otherwise stated. The num-
ber of interviews were around 1,000, at a coverage of ,thous 8(.?

pet cent, The figures show percentages of all answers.

Table 1. S1FO polls of Swedish youth

a) Drinking habits and drugs 1972-73a 1975-760 I f.79 -80'`

How often are you drinking to the
extent that you feel affected?

Never 39% ,;5% 34%

Twice a month or mole 14 17

Use of narcotic drugs: 1968 19 r,.0

Knows someone who is a drug
addict 14 17 i 5

Has tested some narcotic drug
sometime

b) Political militancy 1968 1970 1980

Have you ever participated in
marches with signs? Yes: 7 t 0 23

Membership in clubs or
associations:

Trade union 96

Political organization 5

Sports clubs (including motor) .,;;J

Red Cross, church, temperance 22 13"

No membership 33 21

Political sympathies
ljan. 1980): 12-17 18-24

Conservatives 25.5 23.5 24

Liberals 6.5 9.5 8.5

Center Party 16 ;.- ., 16

Christian Dcrnt.:( rots 0.5 1 0.5

(continued on >arxt page )
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Table 1. SIFO polls of Swedish youth (continued)

Political militancy (continued)
Political sympathies (Jan. 1980): 12-17 18-24 18-w

Social Democrats 45.5 39.5 43.5

Communists 5.5 11.5 7

Other (extreme left) 0.5 0.5 0.5

All with party 100 100 100

Without party 12.5 6.5 4

Numbers interviewed (651) (773) (1050)

Actual
Interviews, Voting,
Jan. 1980 March 1980

Attitudes to nuclear energy: (18-24) (18-60) (All)
Intending to vote in

referendum:
For 12 plants during 25 years, 42 56 58

For 6 plants during 10 years 42 36 38

By blank ballot 5 8 4

c) Personal (physical and cultural) activities 1971 1978

Physical exercise, ally ages (20 to 70):
Undertaking somewhat regular exercise:

Walking 67 60

Jogging 11 23

Swimming 17 21

Bicycling
- 22 28

Other (ski, gypinastics, ballgames) 51 55

Totals (More thitm one answer per person
gives totals abouo 100%) 168 187

Membership in organizations promoting
physical exercise:

Ages 20 to 70
Men 29 32

Women 10 19

Ages 18 to 30
Men n.a. 41

Women n.a. 22

Interest in literature: 1972 1978
Has read at least one book in last
month (riot textbook or professional
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able 1. SIFO polls of Swedish youth (continued)

c) Personal (physical and cultural) activities (continued)
Interest in literature (continued) 1972 1978

matters) (Confirmed by statistics on
borrowing from libraries.) 1972 1978

Age: 18 to 70 37 47

Under 40 44 56

d) Sex habits and attitudes

Changing attitudes to marriage: 1969 1980

"Loving couples do best living together
without formal marriage."

Agree 23 38 35

First sexual experience (median age) 1967 1979

(Before the war: ea. 18 years)
Men 16.6 15.5

Women 17.2 15.2

"Rich emotional life is more important
than success in life."

Agree
Use of "the pill"

Young women (<30)
Older women (>30)

Abortion: The majority approves the law

of 1975 (free abortion until the 18th week),
but health hazards lead some people to
think it should be somehow counteracted.
Your view?

For counteraction: 18 to 60
Under 30

58
(Actual

use)

74
(Preferred

Method)

27 59

6 20

24 41

n.a. 36

''Average of two inquiries.
this decline is not confirmed in the complete statistics of the State Youth Council.

Finally we reproduce some results from a comparative interna-
tional survey of youth in 11 countries, based on 2,000 inter-
views in each country. This was sponsored by the Japanese
government in winter 1977-78. (Partial comparisons can be
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made with a similar inquiry in 1(172. In Sweden the interviews
were carried out by SIF0,)

;

In Table 2 we show the ircquency of various answers by
respondents in Sweden and the U.S.A., indicating in parentheses
the position among the eight highly industrialized countries par-
ticipating: Australia, France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland,
Sweden, the and the U.S.A. (We have not included in this
comparison the three countries where economic and social con-
ditions are so different that comparisons appear less meantingh
although their inclusion would not. have change,: t1 picture
radically.)

Table 2. I:Nil-at:1.s from /he Youth of thr ({7!( I 41411: :

percentages of 2,000 interviewed, 18 to 24"

,r) Reititions to pttrents
Whom do you talk with when you Live
worries? 11 iuggested)

11) 5 1 (3)

Mother (I) 31 (3)
Neighborhood or school friends (5) 26 (3)

Priest, minister, or rabbi (:).) 6 (1)

Do not discuss with anybody
flave you had any real clashes with your
father and/or mother in the last two or
three years?

(8) i

No clashes (11

Did things go well in your home when
you grew up?

Yes 7I I) 70 (2)

Not very well, or badly (8) ()I)

Are you satisfied with your inine
or not?

Yes, satisfied 7-1 (1) 73 (2)
Yes, more or less 21 ( .) [8 ( )

No, dissatisfied 1 (8) 6

(Highest dissatisfaction: Japan 16);.c.,)

Supporting parents during old age?
Inclined to support them 61 (8) )

Preferably they should support
themselves or go on social welfare 33 (1) 6 (Ii)

3
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Table 2. Extracts from The Youth of the World ant: Japan:
percentage of 2,000 interviewed, 18 to 24,L

1)) Mental health, interpersonal relatimis,
and personal habits

Feelings about life:
Very happy and hopeful (8) 3') (3)
More happy and hopeful than

sad and worried 69 ( I 51 (3)
(Most hopeless: France 5`5)

Religious preferences:
No religious belief (;( (!) t H;)

(Most without religion; .1i:ban 71111i)

Anything troubling you these
(15 alternatives suggested)

Nothing troubling me 38 (1) 23 (6)

Money 19 (8) -15 (2)
Sex and relations with others (3) 20 (2)
Personal appearance (8) 10 (2)

From which of the following do you got
personal satisfaction?

Being engrossed in work 65 (1) 36 (4)
Doing something or, behalf of society 15 (7) 34 (I)

Goals in life:
To live as I like 85 (1) 77 (2)
to get rich or acquire social position
(highest score for getting rich: lapan 413)

(8) i 1 (7)

Do you ha.. ; friends?
Yes (ci both sexes) 92 (1) 81 (3)
No friends 0.5 (8) 2 (7)

Ways of spending weekends:
Doing nothing in particular It) (8) 28 ( I)
Watching TV, looking at magazine. i 39 (ii) 46 (3)
With my friends 82 (1) 70 (4)
Reading books, listening to music 45 (3) -10 (41

Taking walks 26 (1) 19 (6)
Watching movies, plays, or sports 53 (1) 46 (3)
Playing sports 40 (3) 5 (4)
Participating in organized work activiiics 11 5 (6)
1)oing housework (1) 33 (2)

(continued on next page)
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Tal 2. Extracts from the Youth of the' (Curie! !Ma Jurrut
percentages of 2,000 interviewed, Ili. to 242 (contiri14,,,I)

u) :Ittitudes toward un.n.li anti school

Important factors in choosing a job:
A job that brings high salary
A job through which I can SCrVi*

A job through which I can (112Vehip

individuality and abilities

(,'1)

A secure job )

Would you like to continue working where
you arc right now (company, off" e, etc.)?

Yes 6

Which gives you more satistaciloo.
or your life outside the job?

Life outside the job I ;)

Choosing between a tough busy job with
responsibility and authority and one

Prefer the easy job I !'! (7)

"Men should go out to work while women
stay at home and take care of the house."

Disagree (expression for sea equality) 66 (1) ) 2)

(Lowest: Japan 32% disagree'

(To those in schools)
Are you satisfied with your school !le)

Yes more or less) )7)0 (1)
(Lowest) U.K. 54%)

d) Attitudes toward society at large

Do you think that your country has
something to be proud of or not?
(Choose as many as you like on the card):

History and cultural inheritance Iii (8) 68 (1)

Sports 44 (3) 56 (2)

Level of education 41 (.2) 61 (1)
Social welfare (Highest score amonv,

alternatives for Swedes.) 60 (1) 24 (5)

Science and technology 29 (5) 66 (1)

3
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'Fable 2. Extracts from The Youth of the It,/./d
percentages of 2,000 interviewed, 18 to 24 (r on!in tze. (2)

d) Attitudes toward society at large (continued)

Suppose you arc Wssatisfic.d with society,
what attitude do -,:ou think you would take?

Not only vote but also be active (e.g.,
in demonstrations, strikes, etc.)
insofar as leg,t

Will resort to illegal measures (e.g.,
violence) or become a dropout
from society

(Highest for sw. '1 bch zivior: France 20%)

53 (2)

4 (8)

1' ti

drat figate. show tatik atttollg eight vnixiiiy
bLow rating explicable by existence of comprehensive, generaliz, rnsiun

Among the questions, some with numerous alternative
answers, there arc a surprising number of cases where Sweden
comes out either at ti:e top or the bottom of the league. (Our
selection is concentrated upon such cases. Note that the reading
of the questions and tl,c enumerations of alternatives is abbre-
viated in many cases.)

Largely the Japanese study confirms, but sometimes it
casts doubt upon the statements made in the foregoing, which
often were based upon less systematic evidence, e.g., inquiries in
a smaller number of cities, etc. (I got access to the complete
Japanese report after all the rest was written and let the contra-
dictions stand as food for thought.)

To Swedish readers, it will certainly give satisfaction that
the Japanese survey implies a refutation of recently appearing
mass media generalizations that present Swedish youth as par-
ticularly unhappy and badly behaved, allegedly because of tack
of contact and confidence between them and their parents.
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According to the Japanese inquiry, youth in Sweden were those
most inclined to confide in their parents when they had prob-
lems. They showed the lowest frequency of clashes with the
parents and the highest percentage expressing satisfaction with
their lives at home, both now and earlier, Furthermore, those
working for a living were most satisfied with their jobs, and
those still studying were second only to American youth in
their satisfaction with life in school. They declared the lowest
tendency to demonstrate opposition by illegal means or by
"dropping out of society."

The Japanese survey also casts doubt on the popular image
of the Swcdcs as people with contact difficulties toward other
persons. They reported the highest frequency of "close friends
with vhom I can talk about everything" and the lowest Ire-
Tienc,.. of "no friends at all." They had the lowest frequency of
worries about "sex and relations with others," about "personal
appearance," and about money. Finally, while the U.S. was the
country where the highest percentage of youth declared them-
selves as "happy and hopeful these days" (85 percent), the
Swedes came next (84 percent). However, comparatively few
Swcdcs answered "very happy. . ." On the other hand, ex-
tremely few indicated depression and suicidal thoughts, even
fewer than in the United States.

As concerns the use of leisure time during weekends the
Swedes show the lowest frequency of passivity (10 percent
"doing nothing in particular") and the Americans the highest
(28 percent). On the other hand the latter WC--c most interested
in "doing something on behalf of society," while the Swedes
were nearly at the bottom of the range on this point (15 per-
cent). The latter were alsodespite lack of conflict with their
parents, or perhaps because of thisless willing than those in
any other country to support them in old age, perhaps expli-
cable by the comprehensive system for relatively high retire-
ment pensions in Sweden.

It may be added that the previous youth survey by the
Japanese government in 1972, although to a large es' ant posing
other questions, showed a similar general picture. In Sweden
3ti percent of the young stated that "my parents have different
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ways of thinking and living from mine," but in all other coun-
tries the figure was around 60 percent (63 percent in the U.S.).
In the other industrialized countries an average of 30 percent
felt that "my parents expect too much of the future of their
children," but in Sweden only 15 percent expressed this griev-
ance toward their parents.

Comparisons with the 1972 inquiries tend to indicate that
the Swedish youngsters establish their homes away from par-
ents an increasing extent (56 percent in 1978 against 51 in
1972), while the American situation was unchanged. The Swedes
also indicate that they are getting somewhat less absorbed by
TV and have begun to react a little against commercialism in
supermarkets and the like.

It is recognized that international comparisons based on
answers to attitudinal questions are precarious. Words can mean
different things in different countries even if well translated,
and verbal attitudes do not always conform to reality. The
figures, however, may at least imply warnings against existing
generalizations and stereotypes about people of different na-
tionalities. With this warning I let the rest of the figures speak
for themselves.

On the basis of a large number of opinion polls, Zetterberg,
the director of SIFO, has tried to form a judgment about the
development of attitudes and behavior of Swedish youth during
the most recent decades. He says that most young people have
views that are not very different from those of the older gener-
ation. However, it is particularly interesting to consider t: e
views of the "pioneers"that is, those who indicate c' tinges
of direction in the march of mankind through time. In the
1950s and 1960s, these pioneers were internationalist and
also were more liberated sexually than youth in earlier periods.
Then came the youth revolt, not only against actions of the
superpowers in Vietnam and Czechoslovakia, but also against
the police in one's own country Ad against the bureaucracy of
big governrrumt and big corporations. Some of the rebels became
Marxists and organized demonstrations in the rapidly growing
universities, where they advocated :tident democracy. Others
created a "green wave" le dream i unpolluted nature and

4
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the small "local society." Multinational companies, computers,
and nuclear energy plants were anathema.

All this began to fade in the mid-1970s. Now the attrac-
tive thing for the pioneers was a httle home not far from the
parents' home; a little job in a little enterprise; a little love with
a child following; and little change in society. No violent opin-
ions, but kind understanding of both ideologic.il heretics :Ind
drugged delinquents became the pattern.

The normal aggressiveness of youth, htrk.vc \Tr, u,,o. died,
It had only lost any important objects to attack. Thus, its eller-
.tlts turned to meaningless vandalism, spontaneous speedway
races in cars or on roller skates in city streets, and shoplifting in
supermarkets. One demonstrates that one belongs to the "in"
set by oaring clothes bearing the most popular trademark, aml
one shows one's superiority to the ideological "waves" of the
1960s by going hack to the early 1950s via a greasy Travolta.
Can we perhaps expect a reaction against this when the growing

d;s,overs how it is being manipulated by the masters
of commercialism? There are some Sit2fIS of thi. but they arc
not yet strong. (Summary of a speech by Zetterberg, 197t .)

Youth and Industrial Relations

Among working youth, there are clear signs of a growing passiv-
ity in attitudes toward trale unions.` Not than membership in
unions is decliningit is still growing, particularly among white-
collar workers, while among blue-collar workers union member-
ship has been almost 100 percent for a long time. 13ut the fact
that such membership results from administrative arrangements,
much like social insurance, rather than from worker militancy,
influences the attitudes of persons too young to have had any
direct contact with the struggle for the breakthrough (if unions.

cSee The Working Class in Welfare Capitalism, by W. Korpi, SOH. 11:.;
studies of participation in trade union meetings and various expressions of
involvement in trade union matters among members of different ages point
unequivocally in this direction. This does not necessarily imply a contra-
diction to the observations of the other SOF1 study, mentioned above,
that the small number of youths who take an active part in union work
had grown strongly between 1968 and 1974.
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Surveys have shown a much lower degree of appreciauon of
unions among the young than in higher age brackets, A vicious
circle seems to be at work: declining idealist militancy is com-
pelling unions to combine small locals into larger units in order
to achieve efficiency in day-to-day union work, such as negoti,
ations over grievances, local wage-rate adjustments, etc. This
implies, however, a risk of reduced contacts between leaders
and members and of weakening foresight relating to crisis situ-
ations. Thus, the number of wild-cat strikes has been increasing,
particularly in economic boom periods. On the other hand, the
number of such strikes is still small. About five minutes per
worker have been lost per year recently, and about one hour in
the peak year, 1975, in which there were nr- lv 300 wi;d-cat
strikes involving a total of only 35,000 worketr, in a laboi .orc
of 4 million. But the phenomenon is a warning signal.

One may conclude, on the basis of attitudinal s,:r.:vs and
other signs, that the older generation of trade unionists, despite
considerable efforts through trade union schools and study cir-
cles, is not fully able to convey its ideology of working class
solidarity to the younger generation. In recent years, however,
the established unions, with the help of their political arm, the
Social Democratic Party, have been vc y active in pressing for
important reforms in industrial relations. Thus, they have suc-
cessfully demanded legislation i hiding for codetermination;
employment security guarantees; increased rights of rkers'
representatives to conduct union business during working., hours
and to stop dangerous production processes; a general right to
educational leave; and a fifth week of' Acation. Tht, He also
involved in a drive for abolition of piece- ate w i c -1.ems and

have p. ynted detailed proposals for the estab: ant of col-
lectiv wage earners' funds on the of corn..illsory profit
sharing and/or payroll charges for this purpo, '->ith the excep-

tion, perhaps, of demand for a gradual abolition of piece-
rte- systems, most of this seems to have come from experienced
members and leaders looking for quality -of- lifer improvements
and for wa:ys to revitalize the movement, rathe: than from dis-

mitented worker:,
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The demand, however, for democratization of industrial
life through codetermination apparently is very popular among
the young. It received the highest positive score on a group of
20 questions asked in the surveys of youth attitudes in Gothen-

iirg in 1971 and 1974 (mentioned earlier). Other opinion polls
id to confirm this observation.

Another aspect of emerging attitudes toward work, in
,vhich young people may be in the lead, is a growth of absentee-

km in industry. There ar controversies between employers'
and workers' organizations :S to whether this i a natural and
even healthy reaction to boa .ng work situations or an overutili-
4:n1mi of sickness benefits, which have been gradually improved
so that workers can "afford to be sick." At any rate, statistics
indicate that short-period absenteeism, with or without. a

declaration of illness, is particularly high in the younger age
brackets. One answer to this problem is the establishment of
"flexi-time," institutionalizing irregular hours of work. This has
been, however, largely confined to offices thus far. Another
answer is the marked expansion of part-time work for women.
Practically all young women now go back to work even after
having children, but three-fourths 01 ;hose mothers pre-
fer part-time work.

Immigrant Youth as a Long-Term PrCib!,..rn

The rapid growth of the immigrant population from practically
zero before 1950 to about eight percent of the population today
may gradually give rise to serious long-term problems. Sweden
is probably doing more than any other European country to

promote the integration of immigrants and their children into
the social, cultural. economic, and political life of the country.6
As long as the country enjo-y :.A1 full employment, the popula-
tion's tolerance for immigration was high. The appearance of
animosity as a result of the recessions of:1971-73 and 1976-78,

6:Sweden is the first country in the world to have given immigrants who
are not yet naturalized the right to vote in municipal elections. The only
condition is that the immigrant must have lived three years in the country.
This first became effective in 1976. On the same basis, immigrants also
had the right to vc a the referendum on nuclear energy in March 1980.

LI 5
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however, led to a stop )f all immigration that was not covered
by the Nordic Free Labor Market Treaty. Since that action was
taken, non-Nordic immigration has consisted mainly of refugees
and relatives of established immigrants, partly under a controlled
reception system and partly on a semi-illegal basis.

Perhaps the ethnic collisions that have occasionally oc-
curred among the 'young in recent years are as explicable as
nineteenth-century fistfights between youngsters from different
villages at provincial festivals. They can, however, seriously delay

integration of immigrant groups into Swedish society and per-
haps become the basis for self-perpetuating animosities.

A particularly serious source of worry is the relatively un-
satisfactory situation of the first generation of immigrants'
children. Here there is an obvious risk of deficient socialization
with possible negative future repercussions. Particularly the
easily distinguishable "black-skulls"--Turks, Yugoslays, Greeks,

Asians, and Africansare frequently persecuted by classmates
in schools. Despite efforts to make them bilingual, all of these
groups, along with the largest immigrant group, the Finns,
to become "semi-lingual," that is, deficient in both native and
host languages. This is a handicap both in the schools and in the
labor market. With growing understanding of this problem, ef-
forts to improve the language training of these children have
been enhanced during the past decade. Municipal school author-
ities Italic a legal obligation to offer two hours of native language
training per week to immigrants' children, as well as extra help

in the learning of Swedish. Despite these efforts, the problem is
not fully solved.

This is an awkward situation. Groups that are ill-fated in
the labor market and in social life are likely, quite naturally, to
react by displaying antisocial behavior patterns, enhancing the
concern over the growth of crime and of ethnic controversies.
Already it is evident that youth delinquency is higher among
immigrants than among natives. So is unemployment.

Sex and Family Problems

Vit torian attitudes tow.ird sex as a matter not to be discussed

were the subject o ,ictrrmined acks by sex educators, who
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achieved a breakthrough in the 1930s. At the same time, the
nation became conscious of the "crisis in the population ques-
tion" (the title of a famous book by A. and G. Myrdal, 19:34).
Thus, since the 1940s, school curricula have gradually included
franker education on "living together" problems, including sex
as a mean., of both pleasure and procreation, contraceptive
methods, etc. In the tradition of those who pioneered for this
type of education, instruction has gradually moved away from
restrictive moralizing toward giving youth a better understand-
ing of the importance of mutual sensitivity in sexual relation-
ships at any age, physiologically as well as psychologically and
emotionally. Even the church now approves of this kind of sex
education.

Various surveys hau c indicated that sexual activity begins
,it a lower age than earlier; median at,,, is now little onire than
15 for both sexes, a reduction of two or three years since before
the war, despite the postponement traditionally associated with
the prolongation of schooling. The reduction of the age (if phys-
iological puberty, liberation from parental authority, and access
to improved contraceptives are natural explanations. However,

assumption that early sex activity is connected with earlier
use of alcohol does not sc , on the other hand, to be con
firmed by serious surveys.

It is also more common for young people: to establish a
nermancnt household and bear ,Thildren without officially enter-
ing into marriage. Statistics relating to "children born out of
wedlock" therefore, i.ave shown a pronounced increase, but this
does not imply a social problem of the old type {deserted moth-
ers, etc.). From 1950 to 1976, the number of "illegitimate
births" grew from 10 to 35 percent of all live births, and laws
relating to eligibility for social insurance and services have large-
ly been adapted to this new reality. Couples arc being treated as
married if they live together and have had children together.

Some young women deliberately choose to have children
without establishing a household with the father. With modern
contraceptives and flee abortion, this tends to become a matter
giving prestige to a woman, as it is now clearly a result of delib-
erate choice and not a shameful accident.
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Moreover, the conditions for formal divorce have been
liberalized; under a law enacted in 1974, traditional obstacles to
divorce have been largely abolished. A inarrie is now regarded
as a free arrangement between two independ nt persons, either
of whom can get a legal divorce on request. The question of
who is the guilty party is no longer raised. If, however, there arc
children under age 16, a si.l..-month delay for reconsideration is
prescribed. In any case, the divorce rate had been growing so
rapidly that an estimated one-third of marriages end in divorce,
compared with a few percent before the war. The new law re-
sulted immediately in a temporary increase, apparently indicat-
ing a latent demand among couples for whom divorce had previ-
ously been hindered by legal and administrative obstacles.
Under the new law, separated, as well as unmarried, parents can
have common custody of their children. It is not unusual for
divorced ur separated couples, particularly among the young, to
cooperate systematically, helping each other to combine (c.arc
for children with work or studies. On the other hand, the ri in

the divorce rate since the war has probary contributed to ,...tc-

erbating some of the youth problems dis:. issed here.
The birthrate declined markedly after the "bulge" durir:,..

and immediately following the war, and again following another
rise in the birthrate during the years of rapid economic progress
in the early 1960s,7 It was 14.7 per 1,000 population in 1950
and 11.6 in 1976. This means that the average number of chil-
dren per family is between one and two, implying a fertility rate
below the rate necessary to maintain the population. Strong ef-
forts are being made to facilitate child bearing and to induce
both parents to share in the tasks of housekeeping and child
care. Earlier legislation providing for a leave of absence for
mothers at the time of childbirth has been amended to provide
a right for both parents to have a total of 18 months of home
leave, to be shared between them. Benefits equal to those of
sickness insurance are given during the home leave. A right to a
25 percent reduction of hours of work has also been establish. 'd

Tor annual data on changes in the birthrate in Sweden and other indus-
trial countries, see Gordon, with Trow (1979, pp. 18-19).
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for parents until the child is eight years old, but in this case no
benefits are provided. Substantial housing subsidies, also applied
to reduce the dift. :.ence between rents in new and pre-inflation
dwellings, are given to families with children. Taking into ac-
count the high marginal tax rates, as well as the high benefit.
rates, it is relatively inexpensive for parents to reduce their
working time in order to stay with their children. There is, how-
ever, a strong demand for child care centers to facilitate com-
bining work and child rearing, and the state and municipalities
arc making vigorous efforts to meet this demand.

After a series of gradual liberalizations, abortion is now
lice on request until the twelfth week of pregnancy Li;id until
the eighteenth week under certain conditions. Since 1975, the
first year of this law, abortion frequency ha been practically
const,mt at 20 cases per 1,000 women of ages 15 to -1-4. For
those 15 to 19, there has been a marked downward trend from
29 to 21 per 1,000 from 1975 to 1979. It is a matter for debate
whether the liberalization has caused any increase of abortions.
Its main result is that there are n r,w almost no clandestine abor-
tions with their attendant high risk of death or sterility. Sex
education in schools may lead to forth reducti:n among young
women.

Signs of Animosity and Apathy

Signs of alienation in the form of school discipline problems,
part', ularly in the highest compulsory school grades, enrolling
children aged 13 to 15, as well as alleged deficiencies in the ad-
justment of children leaving the comprehensive school for the
next level of schooling are much debated. That school deficien-
eic-. at least in the bigger cities, have become a serious problem
in r,.-cent years is generally recognized, although it is mainly the
Conservative Party that makes a political issue of it. The growth
of the problem is confirmed both by opinion polls among teach-
ers and by statistics on truancy and dropouts from the compre-
hensive schools. There is, however, less agreement about the real
extent of the problem, the reasons for it, and the solutions.
Perhaps it is not surprising that the prolongation of compulsory
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schooling, together with the reduction of the age of puberty,
tends to bring about antisocial, or at least undisciplined, behav-
ior in the upper grades of the compulsory school. I will return
to these matters in the chapter on education.

At the more seriously pathological fringe, clear expressions
of alienation among a minority of youth take the form of in-

creased juvenile delinquency, alcoholism, and drug addiction.
The use of illicit drugs (chiefly marijuana) increased rather rapid-
ly among a limited group from 1965 on, particularly in big
cities, but has shown signs of retreat since 1970, except for a
limited recent appearance of heroin and cocaine. It is difficult
to determine to what extent these phenomena, interrelated as
they arc, have exceeded what might have been expected in view
of rising real income and the associated increased access to alco-
hol (quantitatively the largest problem).

The consumption of alcoholic beverages in Sweden is lower
than in most industrialized countries. In 1977, it was about 7

liters (about 7.4 quarts) per person over 15 years of age versus
an average of 13 liters for the United States and most of Europe
west of the Soviet Union.8 Compared to 1950, this is an increase
of about 50 percent both in Sweden and in the other countries,
although in the case of Sweden, practically the entire increase
occurred after 1960.

The "liquor question" has always played an important role
in Swedish politics. There have been constant battles in Parlia-
ment over laws for the control of the production and distribu-
tion of alcoholic beverages. Thanks to their historical importance
in the development of the Social Democratic labor movement
and the prewar Liberal Party, the temperance organizations
played a significant role in all of this. Since the war, however,
their membership has rapidly declined. In 1960, it was about
400,000, and it had fallen to some 300,000 by 1978. Apparent-
ly, these organizations now recruit few young people, and a sim-

ilar fate has affected their nearest relatives among folk move-
mentsthe low churches which also have promoted temperance

8The figures indicate the content of pure alcohol consumed in various
formsbeer, wine, and hard liquor.
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habits and attitudes. (As noted earlier, youthful idealism is now
directed more toward environmentalist and internationalist
issues.)

In 1955, the rationing system for hard liquor and wine,
which had existed since 1913, was abolished, in the belief that
it had made such beverages unnecessarily attractive (the "for-
bidden fruit"). The result, however, was a rapid increase in
liquor consumption and the appearance of health damage. This
trend was temporarily reversed by a policy of high liquor prices.
Since 1960, increased sales of liquor have run practically paral-
lel with that of food in general. There may be some additional
increase in liquor consumption attributable to both legal a 1.1

illegal home production and tax-free imports associated tvstla

growing tourism.
The use of alcohol, however, has increased most markedly

among the young. Evidence from sample surveys is scattered
but clear.9 The number of nondrinkers, for example, declined
from 22 to 8 percent among men aged less than 25 from 1947

to 1967-68, and from 15 to 11 percent among women in the
same age group. Among those aged 25 and older, the propor-
tions changed from 10 to 13 percent for men and from 36 to 31
percent for women. A number of other surveys confirm this pic-

ture of a particularly pronounced increase of alcohol consump-
tion among those below the age of 20.

The spread of drinking habits among younger age groups
continued, at least until the early 19.' '-ocriments with
changing the alcoholic content of beers .. ice relation-
ships between wine and hard liquor have been tried in efforts to
reduce the alcoholic damage to health among the young. Wheth-

er these efforts have had or can have any effect is a matter of
fierce debate in and out of Parliament. Highlights of surveys of
school youth relating to the use of alcohol and drugs, thinner
"sniffing," and smoking are given in Table 3. The data indicate
an improvement in virtually all of these respects among school

9Most of the surveys were coii,,u,-ted by the Swedish Institute for Opinion
Research (SIFO).
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pupils in the 1970s, although it was not very pronounced. There
is a clear relationship between uses of the various substances.
Those who use alcohol at an early age tend to become users of
drugs relatively frequently. They also develop more problems

in school, in the forms of truancy, disliking school, and getting

lower-than-average grades.
Other surveys relating to older age groups show higher per-

centages for the use of drugsbetween 25 and 30 percent among
:!11,-H,-0:; in higher education and about 17 percent among army

Table 3. Percentages of young people reporting use of alcohol,
drugs, and tobacco, in selected school grades, Sweden,

1971-72 and 1977-78a

Year Grade 6 Grade 9
Secondary

school

Approximate age of students 13 15 17

Drinking alcohol sometimes 1971-72 62 91 94
1977-7E 59 91 (91)

"Drinking a lot"b 1971-72 I 7 5

1977-78 vz 7 (5)

Ever used narcotic drugs 1971-72 V2-1 15 12

1977-78 1 8 (8)

Using such drugs now 1971-72 0 5 3

1977-78 0 (1/2-1)

Sniffed at least once 1971-72 6 18 5

1977-78 V2-1 6 (7)

Smoking 1971-72 13 42 38
1977-78 10 34 (34)

Each figure is an average of two years of surveys in compulsory schools. For sec-
ondary schools, the first figure is only for 1971, and the second figure (in parentheses)
is for the years 1975 and 1976.
"Drinking a lot" refers to those who responded that they drank at least three bot-

tles of beer or 12 centiliters of hard liquor at least twice a week.

Source: Investigation of the Use of Alcohol. Narcotics, Tobacco, and Thinner Among
School Youth (English translation of Swedish title). Central School Hoard (SO),

1978.

5 5)
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draftees, who are 18 years of age, all through the 1970s. This is
partly a natural effect of the higher ages, since these young peo-
ple have had more time to experiment.") The percentages :ire
much lower-only a few percent-for current use of drugs (still

in; tinly m ariju ana).
On the other hand, signs of habitual use of drugs in forms

threatening to lead to serious addiction, or actually having,
passed that line, arc very frequent among criminals. Among
those arrested in Stc,ckholin in recent years, well over 50 per-
mit. showed injection marks.

In spite of all of the studies, we have a poor knowledge of
the actual number of addicts who represent serious problems
for themselves and their relatives. Guesses range from a few
thousand to more than 10,000, out of a population of 1.5 mil-
lion in the age group most exposed to this danger (ages 15 to
30',. In any case, this group overlaps to a considerable extent
with the much larger group of more or less advanced alcoholics.

Worries over the effects of alcohol and other deleterious
substances ire, of course, based upon their potential effects on
the health and work capacity of the users. There is also ;1 corre-
lation between the use of alcohol (with slow effects) and hard
drugs (with rapidly disabling effects). Worries over th:.'se prob-
lems arc exacerbated by their close relationship with erotic.

Juvenile Delinquency

Young people, especially teenagers, commit the most crimes, in
terms of numbers, with thefts and similar crimes dominating.
The more serious crimes-murder, wholesale drug trading, tax
frauds and other types of frauds, falsification of consumer
goods, and clandestine use of poisonous materials in production
-arc more ,.prevalent among adults but are less fully reported.

I°The difference from the school inquiry figures is, however, also attrib-
uted to a certain downward bias in the latter, because drug-using pupils
are more often absent because of truancy and therefore are underrepre-
sented in the surveys. A longitudinal study of about 200 young people in
and out of school in large cities from 1970 to 1976 confirms this and
shows, in addition, that those who have left school have higher drug-using
rates than those still in school at age 16 to 18.
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The number of registered crimes has increased rapidly since
World War II, and, to some extent, earlier, in Sweden at least as
much as in other western countries. Many begin to fear that
Sweden will reach American levels in rates of violent crime, al-
though it still has quite a way to go before getting to this point.
As for property offenses, such as theft and burglary, their fre-
quency in Sweden has increased to the point of exceeding
American rates (Table 4).

The total number of criminal offenses registered with the
Swedish police has grown from about 160,000 in 1950 to over
700,000 in 1977. Most of these crimes are against property. The
paradox is glaring. Today no one must go hungry, and yet an in-
creasing number of thefts is committed. The reasons for this are
matters for debate, but obviously the changes that have been
associated with industrialization have been of great importance

Table 4. Cases of crime known to the police, Sweden and the
United States, 1977

(Number per 100,000 population above 15 years of age)

Type of crime Sweden United States

Violent (serious) 21 250
Violent (less serious) 273 n.a.
Robbery 42 187
Burglary 1,933 1,411
Theft, cars 556 448
Theft, other 4,014 2,730

Note: Not all types of crime are covered here, for example, fraudulence, rape, etc.
The American figures have been adjusted to some extent to conform with Swedish
definitions. Thus, sex aggression and robbery are excluaed from the American figure
for "violent" crimes. On the other hand, part of the large difference between Swe-
den's 21 and the American 250 is probably attributable to the fact that some of the
crimes classified as "slightly violent" in Sweden are classified under "serious violence"
in the United States, but it is also clear that the most serious violent crime, murder,
is several times more frequent in the United States than in Sweden. So also is rape.
The high Swedish figure for "other theft" may be partly due to the fact that a large
proportion (about one-quarter) consists of stealing bicycles and mopeds; for the
rest, this category is dominated by shoplifting and thefts from cars.

Source: Swedish Crime Prevention Council. Crime Development, 1978 Survey
(English translation of Swedish title), Report 2. 1978.
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increased urbanization, changes in family structure and role,
changes in the mode of production and display of attractive
goods, and many others. These changes have led to a loss in pri-
mary social control and to more opportunities for committing

crimes.
At the same time, the economic harm to the victims has

become less importanta factor that may explain the apparent-
ly increased tolerance toward crime. For a small farmer to lose
his horse by theft was a catastrophe; for a modern city dweller

to lose H; much less so, because he is reimbursed by the
insurance company and rents a car while waiting for reimburse-
ment. In the First case, the thief was sometimes hanged; in the
second case, neither the police nor the victim may find it worth-
while to make a big effort to find and punish the criminal. How-

ever, the case is registered so as to be eligible for insurance,
wl-wreas the plundering of orchards (the most popular old-time
counterpart to the present "borrowing" of cars) probably sel-
dom was recorded. The increase in the number of crimes since
the 1920s, however, is far too large to be more than partially
explained by such factors.

A different problem exists in cases of violence or for such

crimes as burglaries or vandalism in public places. If these in-
crease sharply, one may expect the development of serious men-
tal health problems within the population. There are indications

that thi might be the case in the future, even in Sweden, but at

present the problem is still under control.
Another observation worth making is that the sharpest in-

creases in crime rates in Sweden have occurred in the case of
types of crimes for which the rates are still low compared with
:hose of the United States. Robbery, for example, scarcely ex-
isted in Sweden in 1950 but has increased with particular speed
since 1965. This was the year when drug addiction began to
occur and also when access to alcohol for the young (by intro-
duction of "medium beer," a decision reversed in 1977) was
tioeralized. A large part of all offenses are committed L:y intoxi-
cated people. The role of hard drugs, such as heroin and am-
phetarnines, in relation to crimes like assault and robbery is still
relatively small. Nevertheless, increased use of such drugs, as
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well as of the softer drugs. has played a role in the increase of
property thefts, since addicts need large amounts of money to
buy their drugs.

Since most crimes arc not solved, we cannot know the age
of those committing them. As for solved cases, male youths
aged 15 to 24 committed little less than 1,000 per 100,000
population around 1950. By 1.975-77, the rate was nearly 4,000
for the 15- to 17-age group, nearly 3,000 for the 18- to 19-age
group, and 2,000 for those agcc.; 21 to 24. As for those in the 25
and older group, the rates were much lower and grew less rapid-
ly-from about 250 around 1950 to 500 in 1975-77. If women
were included, these rates would be reduced by almost of -half,
since crime rates for women are only about one-tenth of tho-:c
for men.

The age incidence of crimes indicated by these rates is con-
firmed by criminological surveys of various types. For example,
when samples of youngsters are asked about their criminal activ-
ities, the results indicate that the peak age for property offenses
is 14 to 15; for car thefts, 16 to 17; and for assault and robbery,
18 to 25-conforming to the pattern revealed by statistics on
convictions. Other inquiries also indicate that nearly everyone
has committed unlawful acts, at least occasionally, in their
youth. On the other hand, it is clear that only a few percent
actually become criminals in more serious forms than casual
shoplifting or "borrowing" of other people's automobiles and
bicycles. Moreover, most young people cease any sort of r.
inal activity before the age of 18, and very few continue .11

activity beyond age 20.
Sociologists and criminologists tend to believe that the

growth of teenage crime is at least partly explained by the fact
that teenagers are no longer performing useful functions in soci-
ety, as they once did when they were employed in the family
or as cheap labor. They arc held in school and are denied any
form of adult responsibility. Probably there is something in this
view. At any rate, one cannot regard the increase in youth Un-
employment as an important explanation of the rise injuvenile
delinquency. The greatest growth in juvenile delinquency oc-
curred during periods (.4 virtually full employment, even for the
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youngnamely the %car years, and the 1950s and 1960s. It did

not occur during the high unemployment periods for both youth
and adults, that is, the 1930s and parts of the 970s.

To be sure, delinquency is higher among the unemployed.
but we do not know why the reaction to individual unemplov
ment is more likely to take the form of delinquent behavn:
than in earlier periods. Perhaps the antisocial reaction agai,)-.
individual bad luck is stronger when this is more of an excep-
tion than when large numbers of one's peers arc experiencing

unemployment.
Research in Sweden, as in other countries, shows the usual

pattern of higher-than-average delinquency rates in large cities.
among children in single-parent households, among those with
poorer and less educated parents. etc. The goiwth of large cities
and of single-parent households (chiefly as a result of the in-
creased divorce rate) obviously can explain some, but not a
large, part of the growth of delinquency. It is the growth of
delinquency in all geographical areas and social groups that is
difficult to explain."

Comparative studies of the early childhood backgrounds of
delinquents, compared with other you h, indicate that both
"hard" and "mild" methods of child rearing, especially the
latter, yield good results in terms of character building, provided

they arc applied consistently. On the other hand, erratic behav-
ior by the parents often leads to unhappiness of the child, fol-
lowed by delinquency. But can this explain the growth of
delinquency through five decades? Why should parents have
become more erratic and inconsistent than in earlier times?

In fact, there has been a shift, largely during the decades
since World War 1, away from the notion that beating one's chil-
dren for disobedience was a God-given order, toward a society
in which pa; ants believe that the should be mild and under-
standing. :.ew deplore the disappearance of the former use of
the stick. but we may speculate that the change has been a ,im-

panied a high degree of uncertainty among parents, or differ-

ences opinion between them, resulting m in incrinsist(Ticv of

11 Stu dies of juvenile delinquency in Sweden have been summari,:rd in
publications of the Crime Prevention Council (BRA).
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treatment that creates anxiety on the part of the children. One
may hope that there will be a change for the better when the
mild educational methods have been accepted as firmly as the
old methods once were.

On the other hand, a study of Anxiety in the Nordic Coun-
tries (Kaija, 1975) used the responses to ten questions to de-
velop an "anxiety index" for Denmark, Finland, Norway, and
Sweden. In this and other related studies, the Swedes came out
as the people least harassed by anxiety and related psychoso-
matic: symptoms. Youth, however, were somewhat happier in
'Norway than in Sweden. If there is a cause-and-effect relation
between mental unhappiness and criminal behavior, one
have expected Sweden to rank low in crime rates as well. ,o-

ally, it is far above its neighbors.
The overwhelming majority of young delinquents are not

sent to prison. Particularly in the cases of those under age 18,
the prosecuting attorneys observe a law of 1964 that permits
abstention from prosecution of youth in this age group after
the cases have been investigated. Of some 10,000 known delin-
quents in the 15- to 17-age group in 1976, only 22 went to
prison and 200 were put on probation untie: supervision. Nearly
5,000 were refei'red to child welfare boards, which either placed
them in special schools for delinquents or placed them under
the supervision of probation officers, or in some cases simply
gave a warning or had a talk with the parents. The number being
sent to special schools has been declining, and recently has
amounted to only a few hundred a year. In fact, the child wel-
fare boards have begun to be criticized by criminologists for
their passivity, which seems to be even greater toward young-
sters below the age of 15.

Some of the special schools for delinquents and other prob-
lem children have been designed as deliberate experiments with
various methods aimed at "breaking away from the social heri-
tage" (problem families breeding children who create new
problem families). The results have been rather mixed. A main
conclusion seems to be that one must try to work with the prob-
lems of the entire family, riot just with the problem child. On a
broad scale, this would demand large resources in the form of
psychotherapists, social workers, and teachers. A more common
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reaction of society continues to be to place the problem child in
milieu distant from the origin of the troublein foster families

or in special schools that arc far from large cities. An intermedi-
ate institution between the schools and the prisons in the past
was called youth imprisonment. The delinquent Was not sen-
tenced to a fixed term, but until he seemed to have shown posi-
tive improvement. 'Phis type of institution. too. has ,grIlditally

been abandoned.
How society will cope wit,i these problems in th future is

difficult to foresee. Despite some reduction in reeeib years, it
seems probable that crime will continue to increase nt the
run if we do not find more satisfactory solutions. At any rate,
Swedish policy makers are certain that increased repression
through the police and prisons cannot be the answer. The intro-
duction of more lenient treatment cannot explain the upsurge
of critne, because this upsurge was evident long before the shift.

to the present lenier.y. It became clear that prisons and other
correctional institutions did not help, but rather functioned as
"schools for thief's." Now they also function as canters for drug
ontamination, whirl, makes the authorities even morc
.nit to expose young people to their influence.

The general trend is rather to reinforce the probation ii
cer and the foster parent system. Another line of action is to
develop detoxication programs fur those who have become real
addicts, but the capacity for rehabilitation activities is ;-e, vet

deficient in relation to the need. There is also a lively debate
between those who believe in compulsien for this purpose and
those who do not. One experimental compromise line is to use
authoritarian methods of detoxication ard rehabilitation, once

in person has recognized his situation and asks for help. Another
school of thought (a minority) favors methadone treatment nt.

least. for heroin addicts. But the whole issue is unsettled.
In other respects, however, action to combat juvenile

delinquency is underway. Police forces have been somewhat
increased, especially in order to combat the trade in d-
but also I) increase the rate of discovery of all sorts of culprits.
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Much debated is the "law on temporary custody'. of 1973,
which gives the police greater authority to act against viblic
disturbances for preventive purposes. (Drunkenness in public
places, however, has not been a punishable offense since 1976.)
The intention of the law was to combine police actions with
more cooperation with social welfare agencies, but this coopera-
tion, insofar as it has been achieved, does not seem to be very
important, since these affected are usually already in contact
,,vith the social welfin-: agencies.

It is felt that the fight against delinquency must be associ-
ated, to a large extent, with a struggle against the mentally
destructive poisons. In 1977 Parliament passed new legislation
on alcohol policy, which included, among other things, prohibi-
tion of a type of medium-strength bee-, which had been a
tempting introduction to the use of aleol-i .1 among tile young.
Additional tightening of the policies against the kISC of both
aicobol and narcotics was announced by the government in
1979, involving stricter rules for punitive action against illicit
sales of alcohol to young people under age 18, who have no
right to buy ir. the specialized alcoholic beverage shops, and
against the traffic in drugs. The poli:y of high taxation of alco-
holic beverages ads' continues, with the aim of keeping the tax
as 1'601 as appears possible without incn.asing the risk of encour-

ing illegal distilling. Financial support fur organizations cool -
..rating in the fight against misuse of alcohol is to be increased,
uld more information about alcohol and other poisons is to be
spread 7nrough the schwas. (Pupils now seem to be clear about
the dangers of drugs and thinner, the use of which has therefore
declined, but they arc much less clear about the effc( is of
alcohol.)

Sonic politicians 1 we begun to respond to the public's re-
ictim to the go.wth (4 clime by demanding a return to harsher
punishment policies, perhaps in the belief that a "silent rnajor-
U.y" favors a policy. Some moves in this direction have
already been inide, as we have seen. A recent public opinion

however, c(,riccrocd quesii(;11 of hoe;
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ininimiac the risk of the li. indicated that only three per c(111

of the respondents suggested more police and harsher punish
inent, while the vast majority favored site!? IrICa Mires as better

protection of apartments and buildings.
Pessimists fear that the phenomena_

some young, peopiC represent only the tip of a nuich
ger iceberg- -a general decline in respect for Societal values, such
is the "Protestant work Ctn., ' and simple honesty, not just

among the young, hut. anionc., whilts > veil. Adults arc moos
likely than .,.oung people io engage in "white-collar crimes,"
which are often not detected. Undeniably there is social cite.

lcscritnination in the mor, frequent prosecution of working
class ernnes, such as theft (at least tinning adults), comparifi:
with the More sophistic:Ited manipulations known as "tact intic,:
criminality." Only recently has the !atter type of crime begun
to receive serious attention hum the law-enforcement. author-
ities. .1t is not easy to preach morality to the small thieves when
the big ones go free, and so then is not much done about the
former ones ilthcr, at least in the case of the young. It is on-

eeivablc th.H the war cry about "law and order" in Sweden
might lead to a healthy preoccupation with morality and im-
morality in society at large, rather than helpless moralizing and
potentially counterproductive repression concentrated on juve-

nile delinquents.
There are other lines of counterattack tiLtt are being em-

phasized, including increased support for the expanding activities

of the large folk organizations fur sports and free studies. Some
new civic organizations arc specifically directing their attention
and activities to problem groups, and arc cooperating with those
social workers who oppose "compulsion in social vvork" (fur
example, against alcoholics and drug addicts). A debate on this
issue was conducted during the preparation of a recent, reforin
of social assistance and related aspects of welfare poEcy. "The
establishment," working slowly through traditional government
arencies, has riot yet made much progress toward more direct
actions against the destructive tendencies among the young--
those that begin with borodorn and lack of motivation in school

I
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and then proceed to early use of alcohol, which tends to lead to
drug addiction and delinquency or disability.

There is, however, a general determination to develop ne\,.'
educational policies, with a view to making schools more accept-
able, more interesting, and more relevant. Some of the experi-
ments tried under the preparation of the new law on "the
schools' inner work" appear promising as guidelines for this
type of reform. (See pp. 126 ff.)

The recently enacted obligation of school and other local
authorities to maintain contact for two additional years with
all those who leave compulsory school at the age of 16 should
also have some favorable results. This is a matter of implement-
ing the so-called youth guaranteethat society should offer
every young person either work or training related to his or her
capacity. The purpose of these reforms, of course, is not direct-
ed solely to counteracting delinquency. Improved education
and full employment are goals in their own right, but the prob-
lems are clearly interrelated.

The Positive Developments

We should beware of becoming "backwater watchers." 1.1 we

concentrate all our attention on the spurious backward move-
ments in the water nearest to the bank of a river, we may over-
look the direction of the mainstream. Thus, I need, in concluding
this chapter, to return to the more positive aspects indicated in
the introduction.

The most important of these is the strong use by the young
of the enlarged facilities in the ordinary schools above the com-
pulsory level. Enrollment rates in both secondary and higher
education are several times higher than they were 20 or 30 years
ago. I will return to this in Chapter 3.

In addition, there arc many young people taking part in

adult education, in order to compensate for deficiencies in their
basic schooling or to acquire knowledge above that level so as
to participate more effectively in civic, cultural, or working life.
Municipal adult ,:ducation at lower and upper secondary school
levels largely created as a new institution in 1968 --now enrolls
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nearly 300,000 participants, a good many of whom arc below
itge 25. The folk high schools and trade union schools each en-
roll annually about 150,000 in courses of varying lengths. This
is several tines more than in the 1960s.12

The interest parents take in the education their children
gt..t in the schools is manifested by 1,700 local "home-and-
st..houl" associations, with about 1 million members also a
rapidly growing activity. Moreover, the use of public libraries is
growing, despite the competition of TV in practically every
home and a proliferation of vialgiu-violent and porno-comic
magazines in the last two decades.

Membership in sport clubs has also been growl ire rapidly,
roughly doubled in the last 20 vents and now amounting

to ,about 3 million, of whom one -half are registered as active
and nearly two-thirds are under age 25. Sweden's decline in
prowess at Olympic games, from having once been in competi-
tion with the United States for number one to a toical small-
country score, may appear to refute this evidence of die vitality
of Swedish youth. Even if not untouched by the international
tendency to strive for elitism, Sweden has chosen not to enter
no vigorously into the race of scientific "chicken-breeding," in

this field and has made particular efforts to broaden participa-
tion in sports. Many annual sports events of long standing have
become mass performances in such activities as cross-country.
running, "orienteering." marching, bicycling, and skiing. This
development from elite to mass activities may be illustrated by
the increased participation in the great event of Swedish mass
sports, the Vasa-run: Over 17,000 people now show up for this
55-mile ski race compared with 400 in 1950 and 40 in 1935.
Professional sports are very limited, but workmates' clubs
arc b;_,...oming a widespread movement for sports practiced by

I2The free adult. education organizations have nearly 3 million participants
in study circles, that is, nearly a tripling since 1960. About 15 percent arc
below age 25. Although these figures involve double-counting of persons
who participate in more than one course or study circle, the pronounced
growth indicates the opposite of a passive attitude toward vocational,
civic, and intellectual matters.
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everybody. In 1978, there were 22 million participation cases,
of which probably one-third were below the age of 25)3

Numerous cultural and hobby clubs, Boy Scouts, etc.,
seem to grow. But their absolute membership is still at a lower
level than that of the large political, religious, and temperance
organizations of youth, despite the decline of the latterin turn
of much smaller size than the organizations for sports and free
studies.

It is somewhat difficult to ascertain C,A; size of many new
organizations and groups, mainly with young membership, that
have been formed around issues that have attracted attention
only recently or that have otherwise cut across traditional polit-
ical demarcation lines: environment and consumer protection,
mental health and reform of criminal policy; help to drug ad-
dicts, alcoholics, and prisoners; internationalism; and militancy
on local issues by local citizens' groups ("village teams" in large
cities and small towns alike). Their instability makes it difficult
to prognosticate their future. From a historical perspective, we
know that organizations that are now well established had to
live through .ong gestation periods before achieving strength.
We do not yet know whether any of these new organizations, or
which of them, will survive and lead to any important reshuf-
fling of the political and cultural alignments and power struc-
tures. Most recently (1978-1980), it seems to be the Conserva-
tive and the Communist p2rties who are profiting from the anti-
Establishment mood among some of the young.

Although it is likely, as suggested earlier, that the existing
political parties and folk organizations will be able to adapt
themselves to the emerging situation, we cannot be certain

about this.
As we saw earlier, also, there is high male acceptance of

female emancipation among young people. Swedish youth scents

also to combine conformity with parental values with nonsub-
servience to -authority and in freedom from social prejudice.

131nformation provided by the State Youth Council and the National
Sports Federation.
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The '.cry fact of discipline problems in the schools, apart [nom
its roots in school deficiencies that arc now recognized enough

to give rise to important reforms, is also to some extent a side
effect of the trend away from authoritarianism and toward a
more democratic spirit in the relations between old and voting,
employers and employees, teachers arid pupils, intellectuals .otti

iduc-c(Alar workers, that has occurred in Sweden.

Concinding Comments

l'ts'oting both the positive and negative ;tsp.:els of changes amont,
Swedish youth, we may continent as follows, at the same tittle

indicating the roots of the changes in it hind:mental develop-
ment of the country's economic and Sot structitre.

The rapid growth of income and leisure have cleated op-
Imola unit ies for uunspicu,ms consumption and free-time activities
onnong the young, somewhat foreign to their parents, (..specially
when the latter arc e\pected no finance them. The Mc: eased
membership in both free study and sports organizations can
largely be explained as resulting from the saute cat es; We in-
creased consumption (and ensuing misuse) of alcohol has fol-
lowed the same income and consumption curve; tun( a country
with high income levels naturally becomes a target for parasites,
like the drug smugglers, as well as more legal exploiters of Ow
purchasing power of youth.

'Clic rapidly advancing level of educational attainment-
another result of increased family income and the capacity ()I'
society to offer school facilitieshas led not only to new career
possibilities but also to expectations that are not always consis-

tent with the labor marl. -I situation and that sometimes lead,
therefore, to animosity against the existing establishment. The
rise of the compulsory school-leaving age and the great expan-
sion of second uy schools have greatly increased the proportion
of young people who are kept in a socially dependent situation
for long periods after attainment of physical and psychological
adolescence. Moreover, many of them do not have the incentive
toward obedience that existed when teenage pupils knew that
their long schooling would make alum a privileged minority

(15
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group. This helps to explain the emergence of discipline prob-
lems, but an additional explanation may be the fact that middle-
class teachers now have to cope with more working-class pupils

at a not-so-docile age.
Improved nutrition has lowered the age of puberty, and

this, together with improved contraceptives under female con-
trol, has influenced patterns of sexual activity in the direction
one might expect. The breakthrough for TV and the lowered
real costs of travel may explain increased interest in world af-
fairs and environmental protection matters, but the generalized

access 0) 'TV also explains some of the difficulties facing the
schools in competing for the interest of pupils. Perhaps it also
explains some of the more spectacular actions on behalf of
more or less worthy causes that arc treated as "news" on TV
more than everyday work in established organizations.

Decline of militancy and discipline among young tnem-
bers in old organizations like trade unions and cooperatives is a
rather natural result of the fact that these organizations now
exist as well-established administrative entities, no longer need-
ing the struggles on picket lines and organization campaigns
that were necessary in a once-hostile world.

The concentration of population in large cities has in-
creased freedom of choice of education, occupation, and life-
style, at the same time reducing social control by neighbors and
relatives. This can be seen as a liberation from village conform
ism and prejudice, but also as a breeding ground for antisocial
behavior.

With Lutheran State Church, Sweden is probably the
most set d country h "ex-Christianity," including coun-
tries witl a state church, in which religion's grip over some
souls has been conserved either by persecution and martyrdom
or by free competition among all sorts of churches. This oi;ser-

vation is confirmed by the Japanese government's study of

Youth in I I countries. Swedish youth registered the highest per-
centage "without religion" among all countries except Japan.
Some observers ascribe to this secularization the pathological
fringe plicnoniena these who arc not strong crioinji

)r,)
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modern Swedish freedom. Otheis put the blame, AS tic lr;tvc

Seen, in the -lack of firm norms and rule- in education" till
baby years to maturity, withont LA dy I

11,41011 as an ,t1ternative.
No thesis is more repeated today in wallings about cdtica

L ion in homes and schools than this: tolerance, den ociat and

;Inti-authoritarianisin do not mean normIcssnesst parents
should not hesitate to tell children firmly \vhat is nth:cable ',nut

what is not in their behavior both inside anti outside th io
dhere is, however, no question 01 any retreat to old methods
establishing parental authority. Witness the new ,tet of 1979,
making corporal punishment of children illegal for parents, ;15 n

was declared long ago for SchoAcachers. l'tttn,tess sltotild In
interpreted as consistency, but not as violence.

Among youth in the adolescent stage, there is lit te sign of

anything that could be called ,t generalized countercuittn.;.."Hn:
goals of the overwhelming majority Of young people ale to fo'-

low in the footsteps of their parents forming a family. acquit-
ing an apartment or house, or at least a strimecr cottage 111(1

ear, improving one's COMM-ilk situation 1,111'01)01 educatioi

training, and work, and participating m sonic cases in org.tni/a
tions created largely for economic purposes, such as political
parties, trade unions, consumer cooperatives, and fanners',
tenants', and employer's organizations, or sometinc;; in new
organizations. Undoubtedly, peer groups compete with parents

as norm-builders, but if the peers also get then deeper attitudes
from their parents, the risk of !,enerational conflicts remains

limited.
All of this can be judged positively as a sign of stability

and harmonyconfirmed by the low "anxiety index" mentioned
earlier. It can also he judged as a sign that the old capitalist--
bourgeois values have been preserved, despite the struggle of the
leading political movement for an egalitarian society of mutual
solidarity to be dominated by more human values than those of
economic status. On the other hand, it is clear that the reduc-
tion of economic and social inequalities has gone rather far and
that this has been accepted as a tact of life in f:;weden. There is

a backlash in the form of an increased numhcr of young people
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voting for the Conservatives, and we have also seen sonic in-

crease of ecological tudigrowth radicalism, but this tendency
toward polarization among the young is still of limited scope.

As for the negative phenomena among the alienated minor-
ities, one may optimistically see them as temporary backwater
effects of a largely positive development toward increased free-

dom and tolerance among thosethe majoritywho arc strong
enough to "bear freedom properly," in the words of an of

medieval Swedish poet. It then behooves those who
have this strength to find ways of helping their weaker brethren
avoid self-destructive paths and become members of this freer
democracy instead of sabotaging or misusing it. The difficulties
of this struggle are not seen as reasons for a retreat to old au-
thoritarian methods, but as a challenge to develop better meth-
ods of education and socialization in schools and in families,
and in places for work and leisure. It is in this way that we can
interpret the ideologies and intentions of those who are decid-
ing about Swedish youth policy, with somealthough limited
differences between changing governments.
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Youth Employment

and Unemployment

trends in employment and unemployment among Swedish
youth in recen( decades have been determined by several fac-

tors: (1) variaw is in economic activity, relatively mild and
mitigated by a forceful labor market policy; (2) a series of struc-
tural changes that have gradually increased the persistent differ-
ences between unemployment rates of youth (especially those
under age 20) and adults; and (3) the pronounced expansion

reforms of secondary schools and institutions of higher

1n order to give a general background to the more detailed
material presented in the text, Table 5 shows broad data about
the Swedish population, Gross National Product, distribution
of the labor force, et cetera.'

During the postwar period, total population has grown
slowly, but there have been several "bulges" in the size of the
youthful populationin the early 1960s, reflecting the high
birthrate right after World War I, and the bulge beginning now

itt he early 199 i',..Pecting a second rise in the birthrate in

e rnon-ddy A;,bor force sample survey (AKU), which is fre-
quently cited i our discussion, is deliberately patterned on the American
model to faciaate international comparisons.
`See Gordon, with Trow (1979, pp. 18-19), for annual birthrate data for

selected countries.

6D
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the early 1960s.2 Between 1963 and 1977, the population J.gi_d
IS to 19 fell about 17 percent. This will be followed by a new
increase of nearly I0 percent by 1985 (Figure 1). For the 20-
10 24-age group, the changes follow live years later.

The overall labor force participation rate (total employed
and unemployed persons as a percentage of the total population
16-74 years of age) has displayed an upward trend, despite the

percentage of young people who are not in the labor force
li,,:eause they are in school or college. The rate reached 71 per-
(a-nt in 1979 80.5 percent if limited to the 16- to 64-agc
bracket) thc 4hust rate iu-nong the Orgari.ization For Econc)rnie

Table 5. Selected statistics on the Swedish population
and ;he labor force, 1978 (rounded figures)

Population (1.17.housandsl 8.300
Aged 16 to 19 431
:Aged 20 io 24 565

Labor force (16 to 74;in thousands) 4.300
Primary sector :agriculture, etc.) 250
Secondary ,actor (manufacturing,

construction, etc.) 1.550
Commerce, communications, banking etc. 1.200
Public service and administration 1.300

Earnings per hour in manufacturing (before taxes,/ S 7.00

Total labor cost per hour (earnings, vacation pal, .,

payroll taxes, and fres)
Gruss Na tonal Product (in S billions) S i 00.0
Public expendite,cs, total (in S billirorPO 55 .n

Education, total /id)

Compulsory -1.5

Secondary schools I.5

Universities and colleges
Adult education 0.5

Labor market programs, total .td

Labor market training I .0

Relief work and other job creation
Employment ,terdices .1 d pl 11( ,,w;

untrIp!c,yrriclit

r
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Figure 1_ Changes in the total population and the youthful
population of Sweden, actual 1963 to 1978,

and projected 1978 to 2000

TOTAL POPULATION (tho 0th)

POPUL A rioN AG EU 15 TO 1

.nantinsa:,,g,

POPULAI ION AGED 25 TO

Sources: SCil, .olkmangdens foriandringer Zren, 1963-66 (Population (:hanges); 1):o
part 3, Ircn 1967-78: Bcp)livangspregnos for hela rihet (Population projection:. for

he whole country ) 1078-2000; in the series, 1i/tor/nation i prognosiragor (Informa-

tion about projections), 1978.

Cooperation and Development (OECD) coontri,,.s. Its gro=vtli

reflects the rising participation of women in employment, es-
)cciall,, on a part-time basisnearly one-half of the employed

women are now in part-time employment.
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The high labor force particip: rate for both men and
women also reflects the fact that z. ,ively demand for labor
during most of the postwar period has attracted workers into
the labor force. "Latent unemployment.' has gone down and
the former "hidden unemployed'. have appeared in the labor
market, either obtaining jobs or registering as unemployed. In
recent years, however, the male labor force participation rate
has resumed its long-term downw:yd trend in the older
brackets, reflecting a lowering tile normal retirement ace,
higher pensions, easier access to early pensions, and also a
"squeezing out" of persons with relatively low work capacity,
tot only among older persons, but also among the young.

During the 1960s a decline occurred in the labor force par-
ticipation rates of young persons (except for women aged 20 to
24) (see Tables 6, 7, and 8). This decline was attributable to in-

'rabic 6. Activity status of youth population, annual averages, 1963 to 1979
(percentages of total population in each age group, except last col.)

EMperoye.',1 t ineMplaye S 121(lentsa Othersi)
L.'//ciiip/oyc,1 (lc Prn:(71112g,'

al labor 1'

1'ers,)1IS age d 16 -19

1963 .8 2.3% 26.9%
1964 57.8 2.7 28.0 11.7) 4.1

1965 57.9 1.7 98..) 12.2

1966 54.8 2.1 30,-1 12,7

1967 49.7 33.7 17.9

1968 51.5 32.8 12.t-) '1. 7

1969 50.0 2.1 15.6 12.0 ,1.r,

1970 19.6 2.' .48.4. 0.8

1971 48.7 i..1 16.3 11.0

1972 47.7 4.3 36, 4 11.6 8:2,

1973 48.2 :3.5 7.2 1 t .1 6.8

1974 51.6 3.6 32.7 1'1.1 6.6

1975 54.4 3.2 32.7 0.7 5.5

1976 5521 3.2 31.5 10.0 5.5

1977 52.6 33.9 9.7 6,7

1978 50,9 1 35.1 9.6 7.0

1979 52.2 33.6 10.0 7.4

(CO,: tin Ue.'d
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i..1bic C. Activity status of youth popnlaiion. annual averages, 1(67 6-, '.19
1,p&-rcenta17.17s of total population in (.a,.:1, no group, except Iasi 001.)

963

.1 1.7:cia,91,):,

Pen (Jilt

4:
;! ay i.,crc:

20

196,1 7'2.11

196) 70.5
1966 79..1

1967 67.2 I .I

1967 9 2. 11_7 I T.

1969 69.? 1 Li
1970
1971 67.1 sit 16.ti

197'2 1.9 9.6

19711 1;9,8 12.0 150 .4

197,1
(779 76.1 1 I 's

1976 .

1977 77.7 11.6

1978 76.7 .4 .2,

1979 77. 11'afa 74.1 19.1

'`Full-Urne stud,nt,.. jot'-.our int It.y.1,c1,unozli.; lt

rhcreL tigiircs Ntrungly undtrr,!.,..ur, p.a. sccond.c.-.

r'111:illdc,, own in n-ulu.a... .11,1[1, II', .1 th, I tf,.:

itt ,t loon,

I. -.15111% cnvoilincn in posh.omptil:Hn'y 1.)ct-

ccni,tgt"; ot. young p(ol.du whn evert ,r,u.dcnis (1(..(.1in0ti in the

early 1970s, but recently it has -Hai labor
force partik.ipation rate tended to rise i11101.101o1.11 must of the

e.ide, largely hCC:111SC student.s wct-c incrctisini_dy adopting a
t.crn school and work. either h ,,',rking, and

studying at. the same time or by shiftim2, back and forth between
enrollment and w()?-k.

Those who work :Ind study at the sante time are counted
as employed in the lahot force statistks, whereas those who at-'

sn 1cnts ,Itt: counted IS outside 1,to labor iota c. lii

1978, h5 per,.:ent (); the population in the I 2 ti 19-at..e 2,roup
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11b6 e 7 . A e tvi1 -s slat u s of men aged ! 6 to 19 and 20 to
1963 to 1979

Not in lab or tO r-ce. tr'n '71cm/1o:cc('
)bsrelo percc n a gt.

1)1/101 Stud( till Milit"rY Other
of labor

Totai scrvice force.

0 age)! .16 to .!!)

1962 62.5% 37.5% 27.07° 1.4% 6.2% na. 2.9%

1965 62.2 37.8 27.5 3.6 6.8 n a . 1.9

1970 52.8 47.2 37.2 1.5 6.5 1.7% 3.4
1971 53.7 46.3 37.3 1.6 7.5 2.4 7.1

1972 53.5 46.5 35.9 2.5 6. i 2.4
1973 53.7 46.3 36.1 2.5

_ ..
: .1 2.0 5.8

1974 57.1 12.9 31.9 3.2 7.8 2.0 5.2

1975 59.0 41.0 32.1 2.8 6.1 2.1 1.3 4.2

1976 59.5 40.5 31.1 2.7 6.7 1.3 4.1

1977 56.7 43.3 33.8 3.2 6.3 1.8 5.4

1978 55.0 45.0 34.9 3.6 6.5 2.3 7.1

1979 56.4 43.6 33.2 3.5 6.9 2.7 7.0

Men aged 20 to 24

1963 81.2% 18.8',:; 9.6% 5.8% 3.4r"..; ;1.a. 2.1%

1965 79.7 20.3 10.3 6.4 3.. i.a. 1.2

1970 77.1 22.9 12.2 6.6 4.1 0.7% 2.5

1971 76.0 24.9 13.2 6.9 3.9 0.7 3.7

1972 76.6 23.4 12.3 6.7 4.4 0.8 4.2

1973 78.4 21.6 11.8 5.7 4.1 0.6 4.2

1974 80.7 19.3 10.4 3.2 3.7 0.5 2.7

1975 82.7 17.3 9.3 4.9 3.1 0.6 0.4 2.1

1976 83.2 16.8 9.0 4.0 3.8 0.4 2.2

1977 83.1 111.6 9.0 4.0 3.6 0.3 2.9

1978 82.9 17.1 9.7 1.9 3.5 0.5 4.3

1979 83.7 16.3 8.4 4.1 3.7 0.4 3.6

aSce note a,1 able 6.

bDifferent definitions 1170-75 and 1975-79.

Source': ..11'+.1.1, Survey'..

and 10 percent :it the 20- to 21-agc gro1.11) were students under
!hose definitions (Table 9), flowever, education statistics for the
same year showed 55 and 23 peteent, respectively, e1ro1led IS

74
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In
labor
ruree

Table 8. Activity status of women aged 16 to 19 and 20 to 24.
1963 to 1979

Nor in lub-ir iorce

Total 6; u
110 IL

work
Hi/c, cm

1.;21 01 I eel
f,.)1ek,;:: 41.S tap.

liS CC o tu Of labor
Of 1)0 t.)111!itiel

Wo7nco. agcd 16 to 19

1963 59.63 40.4% 26.8% 5.97, 7.7'i., 1.0.

1965 50.7 49.3 29.0 6.4 74 3.

1970 50.!' 49.1 35.1 4. I 9.9 3.0'!" 4.8

1971 31.9 1.8.1 35% -1 .5 8.3

1972 50.4 49.6 37.0 4.2 6.4

1973 49.8 30.2 38.4 3.5 8.3 8.0

1974 53.4 46.6 33.6 3. Si
1975 56.2 43.8 33.4 3.0 1,1 . :8.5 I 6 7.1

1976 57.4 49.6 3 I .9 3.2 7.5 Ic 74,

1977 56.1. 43.0 34.1 2.1 7.5

1978 -35.5 44.5 35.3 2. ! 7.1 1; 5 6.

1979 56.3 43.3 34.0 ] .7 7.5 2.14 7.9

11/ o n a;a:ci 20 to 24

1963 6-1.I 1:-"). 1% 7.07 25.5% 2.75. 2.3

1965 63.6 36.4 7.4 25,5 3.-1

1970 64.3 35.7 12.1 19.1 4.3 34%, 2.4

1971 65.8 34.2 12.8 17.1 4.3 .1 .1 3.8

1972 68.0 32.0 11.6 16.0 4.4 1.7 4.9

1973 67.6 32.4 12.2 16.2 4 (I 2.6

1974 71.1 28.9 10.6 14.7 3.6
,

1975 73.7 26.3 10.4 13.3 2.6 i .9 1.1

1976 75.5 11.5 9.4 12.4 2.7 13,7

1977 77.1 22.9 9:i :0.2 3.0

1978 77.6 22.4 10. 1 8.9 3.4 L,8

1979 79.9 20.1 9.4 7.4 3.3 0.0 is

aSee note a, 'Fable 6.
bSee note b, Table 7.
Source: AKU, Labor Forc-e Son pin Sur n,'..

LI
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Table 9. Percentage distribution of young people by labor force status
and enrollment in school or college, by age group, 1978

:1,qt group

Labor force and school status 16 17 18 19 16-19 20-24

Population (thousands) 108.6 106.3 104.3 107,6 120.8 557.6

Labor force statistics
(percentage of population)
In labor force 3.1 5 466 67.3 73.4 55.3 80..,

Employed 31.5 42.0 62,1 68.7 50.9 76.8
Unemployed 3.3 4.6 4.9 4.3 1.-1 3.4

Not in labor force 65.5 53.4 32.7 26.6 ..-1,.7 19.7
Students 35.1 9.9
Others 7.8 9.8

School statistics
(percentage of population)

Students 84.0 72.3 41.5 22.7 55.3 22.6
Compulsory schools (1975)a 5.0 0.9 0.8 0.6 1..:- 0.2
Secondary schools 77.9 69.9 35.0 10.9 43.:1 2.9
Universities, etc. 0.0 0.1 0.8 4.4 1.3 9.1
Other institul:,ms 1.1 2.2 4.9 6.8 10.4

Not enrolled 15.5 27.7 58.5 77. ..7 77.4

"'Phis line is an approximation, based on 1975 data, b( use fi4.;ures for age dispersion of pupils in the
schools no longer are available. Also included are tle. . in special schools bu the handl. ipped,

etc.
Source: St..13: AKU (Labor Force Sample Surveys): Statistical report U 1979:28 Stud,,:::s in Noncom-
pulsory Sc6 (),1s.

students. The differences of 20 and 1:3 percent, respectivt...,y, ni-
che:ate the frequency of part-time work an :g students (arc]
also part - tore studies), although there are other sources of dif-
fcrences in the two sets of St...1.1titiCS..

Tin: pronounced reduction in the percentage of women
outside the labor force in the 20- to 24-age group reflects the
shift from work at. home to work in tip markt the part of
both young nio .crs and other yocng at 8).
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Throughout period covered by our data, unemploy-
n' 'Tit rates of .oting peop, have been higher than those of
adults (Table 10). During the 1 960s, the ratio of the unemploy-
ment rate of yotttli to that of the total labor force was rather
constard, around 2.5 to I for the 16- to 19-age group and 1.4
to 1 for those aged I() to 14, but in the 1970s it has gradually

so as to reach 3.5 to 1 for the younger age group and 1.8
to 1 for those aged 20 to 24 in 1979.

TAilc if). Ratio of youth unemployment rate to unempf,ymeni raft
for total labor force

20-24 16-24

1963 1.3

1964 :1.8 1.3 1.9

1965 1.6 1.9

1966 2.3 1.1 1.7

19:17 1.5 1.9

1968 2.6 1.1 1.8

1969 1.5 1.8

1970 7) 1.5 1.9

1971 1.5 2.0

1972 1.7 2.1

1973 2.7 1.8 2.1

1974 :1.3 1.6

1975 3.4 1.8

1976 3.4 1.7 2.3

1977 3.4 111 2.2

1978 3.6 9.0 2.5

1979 3.5 1.8 2.4

The unemployment rate in the 16- to 19-age group grew
from 4 percent in 1976 to 7 percent in 1978 for boys and from
7 percent to 9 percent for girls. Among those aged 20 to 24,
the rates hay increased from 2.2 to 4.3 percent for men and
from 3.4 to 4.3 percent for women. The overall rate For the
entire labor ft- cc (aged 16 to 74) was held down to 1.6 percent
in 1974 I.., 1976 but rose to 2.2 percent in 1978, a year when
unemployment among the young was nearly as high as at the

I I
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previous peak (1972). In early 1978 and 1979, however, a new
decline in unerni,:oyment got under way, particularly for the
young. (See tables 6-8.)

In connection with the level and changes in unemployment
among the young, it must be kept in mind that their unemploy-
ment rates are computed on the basis of a reduced proportion
of the total population in the age grouponly those who arc in

the labor force.3
If the unemployment rate were expressed as a percentage

of the total population in the respective age groups, youth un-
employment would appear as about one-half of the usually
published figure for teenagers, but it would be about four-fifths
for the 25- to 64-age group.

Interpreting the increase in the youth differential, we must
recognize that it reflects the results of two conflicting influ-
enc: the decline in demand for young workers in the economy
and the actions taken by the government to counteract this
through special programs of job creation and other accommoda-
tions in training and education.

At times in public debates, the "real rate of unemploy-
ment" is presented as consisting of those officially counted as
unemployed plus those who have been saved from unemploy-
ment through government actionsa terminology that does not
seem logical. This should not, however, prevent us from analyz-
ing all of the factors involved. Many of the young people who
have been placed in temporary relief work or in labor market
training courses consider their situation ambiguous and uncer-
tain. Yet this can also be the case for those who are in ordinary
schools or in "normal" work.

For reasons that are different and more defensible than
the one just mentioned, it must be stressed that the real rate of

3 Although the labor force data have been modeled on the American pat-
tern, unemployment rates for the young in Sweden would probably be a
few tenths of one percent higher if comparability were perfect, because
full-time students who seek but fail to get part-time work are counted as
unemployed in the United States, but as persons outside the labor force
in Sweden.
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unemployment is considerably higher than the official rate.
There is a certain fringe of "latent jobseekers," namely, those
"discouraged wor! :1-s" who respond in the affirmative to the
question of whether they would be seeking work if they be-
lieved this to be worthwhile. The precise method of asking and
defining the concept was changed in 1975, but, if we calculate
backward n he basis of the present-day definition of latent
jobseekers ("persons not in the labor force, willing and able to
t Ake up employment"), we find the following: Among the teen-
agers this hidden reserve was as large as about two-thirds of the
registered unemployment in 1970; since then the latter has
nearly doubled to/4.2 percent of the whole population in that
age group (1979), but the latent jobseekers have grown fewer,
now down to about one-half as many as those :egistered. In the
20- to 24-age group as well, the number of latent jobseekers
was two-thirds of that for official unemployment in 1970, but
this number decreased to one-sixth by 1979. It should also be
noted that many latent jobseekers want part-time work; of
the two-thirds are students under 25.

If we combine the 1979 figures for officially registered un-
employed and for others willing and able to work, we arrive at a
rate of 11 percent of the teenage labor force out of work in-
stead of the official 7.4 percent. In the 20- to 24-age group,
the figures would be .3 versus 3.7 percent. For the total labor
force, we would get 3.2 instead of 2.1 percent.

These rates should not be taken to express the "real unem-
ployment rate" in any precise way. There are those among the
employed who also would like to work more hours; on the
other hand there are even more who would like to work shorter
hours, perhaps also some who could be called voluntarily unem-
ployed, implying a motive for adjusting the "real' rate in the
other direction. More import nt is it that the figures for "other"
in the labor force statistics indicate that many more people
could be re',;arded ;1 belonging to a potential labor force :yen
though they do not declare immediate willingness to take up
employment. The declining trend of this group, latent jobseek-
ers and others, implcs that more of the potential lobo, force
has now come and continues to conic out into the open. 'lost
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of these persons have moved into employment, but some of
them have increased the official unemployment figures. Thus,
they may have intensified the increase in the youth unemploy-
ment rate. Nevertheless, it is clear that there has been an actual
increase of a few percent in the teenage unemployment rate in

relation to the general trend for the total population in the .16-
to 74-age group. The relative increase of the 20- to 24-age
group, on the other hand, appears to be slight or nonexistent.

These observations explain the increased attention paid to

teenage unemployment by the public and" the government.
Among the teenage unemployed, the early school-leavers are
particularly numerous. During the early 1970s, more than 30
percent of each cohort leaving compulsory school at age 16 did

not continue directly into secondary school. By 1979, the fig-

ure had gone down to 25 percent of the 16 cohort. But older

entrants made the total higher than one single cohort.
Another category with particularly high unemployment

rates L.onsists of the children of foreign workers, who often

have not acquired an adequate knowledge o Swedish. Their un-
employment rate is about twice as high as that of Swedish

youth.
As in other countries, the higher level of youth unemploy-

ment is partly attributable to the normal situation faci!r;.T persons
entering the labor force for the first time. It takes time to locate

a job, and frequently the first job a young person gets is of short

duration, or they deliberately shop around before they find a
job they want to keep.

Each spell of youth unemployment is. on the average,
shorter than that of adults (Table 11). In view of the higher
measured volume of unemployment for the young, the figures
imply that there are 8 to 10 times as many spells of unemploy-

ment among those aged 16 to 19 and about twice as many
among those aged 20 to 24 as among those aged 25 to 54. The

monthly "inflow into unemployment," either from those pre-
viously employed or from those outside the labor force, has
be,n estimated to be about 1.5 and 1.0 percent. respectively, in

i1 c two youngest groups, compared wish 0.4 percent in the 25-

to 54-age group (Table 12). In view of the change in

- .

C1 (J
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total unemployment, this means that the number of job place-
ments each month is also much higher among the young than
among adults.

Table I I. Average duration of unernployment.in weeks,
by age, 1971, 1973. 1976, and 1979a

1971 1973 1976 1979

16-19 9.2 10.2 9.5 9.4
20-24 8.9 12.9 10.6 11.7
25-34 10.9 14.9 13.13 16.1

35-44 12.1 14.1 13.7 15.9
45-54 14.1 18.6 1 'T.9 21.
55-64 20.8 27.7 26.1 32.9

-1, 12.4 16.0 14.6 18.7
74 13.5 11.- 15.2 16.8

''Number of weeks of unemployment reported by trurn end of job to
filar' of int crview.

Source: IK.li, Labor Fmce Sample Surveys.

Table 12. Monthly k, ,,w of unernployir i perceiwigc of the
population,4 by age, 1971 to 11' erages)

ts, r 0 up

16-19 20-24 25-54

1971 1.72 1.22 0.57
1972 1.74 1.26 0.52
1973 1.52 1.19 0.7
1974 1.95 ; .15 0.

1975 1.55 0.94 C.34

1976 1.45 0.97 0..- 5

'Estimated as J!:::mploy,!(1 With length of unemployrmnt les\ n. weeks.

Source.. ANAL Labor "orce S J.Inplt: Surveys.
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On the whole, it is evident that must of the young have
much less difficulty in getting jobs than in keeping them. Their
jobs are usually of short duration. The high unemployment rate
among the young thus consists of a large number of relatively
short periods of job search, except, we emphasize, in the case of

the unlucky minority. It should also be emphasized that in
years the temporary jobs held by the young have con-

sisted to a considerable extent of special relief work placements,
arranged fur the specific purpose of combating unemployment.
A special study of the youth labor market in 5 (and to some ex-
tent in 24) cities and towns, to be discussed more fully later,
indicates that the most frequent reason for termination of a job
among teenagers was that the job was temporary to begin with
(including summer vacation jobs). Perhaps in one-fourth or one-
third of the cases, termination occurred because either the em-
ployer or the youngster or both became dissatisfied. Other, but
less frequent, reasons wet.: going back to school or taking

another job.
We have already referred to the well-known fact that, in

all countries, unemployment tends to be concentrated on those
with the least educational attainment. This is generally true, in

spite o;- the fears of unemployment among university graduates
about the alleged overproduction of highly educated persons.
The labor force survey of February 1979 revealed an unemploy-
ment rate of 2.8 percent for persons (of all ages) who had only
comprehensive school or less, 2.0 percent for those who had
some secondary e,-;.ition, and 0.8 percent for those with some
postsecondary educHtinn (Table 13). The same pattern of differ-

ences prevailed f, os.
Surveys of .:tatus six months or a year after

leaving schools ( is level:, show similar results. From time
to tiHoe in the past 10 years, there has been a surplus of persons

ii th her education, but these situations have been of short
tnd of limited scope. In of the high expectations
es, even relatively short waiting periods give rise to
:d psychological reactions, which extend clown to

n- cople who tend to react by displaying reluctance to
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13. Unrmployment by age and level of education
FeIffuary 1979

(.(..w/puriory Secondary postsecondary
educatiOn education education 7.0

11,800 5.500 7(5-.) 1. :.', 300

5,400 5,300 1.303 i 5,000
.40,500 17,700 2,8I;0 61,01,0

9.6,1; f:.9TU 5.5 _

4.1 3.1 2A5:1

?..t 1.5 0.1 1.7

0.6n

. t.. question requested 0 A!+,1S..

cc.iticatri for themselves. It !so C flCtII bC
t!'-it graduates had to as:ccpt [owes

c!. !\.ain, ",, in civil service hierarilly) than in .t2,11-11,:r
tLacre were always good jobs waiting

-1n

ior Rising Youth U1 ._!mployfren,

tre sevcial factors behind -.le growth of t.otit'i unempli
lacf,,5.ife have traditionally gon,- into m.inuf tut ring

:idtt:t.ics and other private seur es of die econon:r.
0 csc 'ectk.n'S as gone down during tl-nc imsars decadc.

policy "n ismisraIs, even in slack

H.:, of public relations :.onsiderations, union (.
ts, ,ud try,: c rccently, legal provisions), they have 1.1so

:min, of "no new hires" over Ion?. periods. Obv siy,

the 11.515g people just entering the labor market, and
its s' who mare qualified c ly for manual or

nHanid
i.incinployment rate has ,:ars at mm

tlur;n, most of the 1970sonly tenths of one percent
Lo)n: of 1969-70--doe:; not means that
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S',vedish economy ha, beta-, experiencing an industrial boom.
The bruwtli of total employment tOOc bet.") at t HAI table : the
tt:t a:tasion ;:f the set-vice sector (particularly public services) anti

ta. b cte j01) Crt-dtli.)11 In burtlic service, however.
entry rules often work patticularly cc the disadvantage of those.
who best at> ecttificate or diploma or of those ander 18 years
of age who arc not permitted to take jobs 1 jUnu ight wcrk
(as ;71 hospitals or homes for the aged).

The education explosion of the 960s, which changed the
&matte'. -supply relationship in Malty oCC11:,AL. 'IS and profes-
sions rather rapidly toward tilt end of the decade, note have
made the situation worse: for those who hal no more than corn-

school ethacation. P 'here is a shocciage of jobs, it is the
more ated who get esp, eittliv those of a long-terni
charat ter, Even if they do not hay skills for the jobs,
entployers regard them as :tatter rsaa than those with less

This aacctitration of uncunplovi»ent on the less educated
has tt,ft.t..cn led c the tame di ti the hest seine would he
to provide them w;th, more education as soon as possible. This
conclusion, howevci, is not n essarily calid. It could simple
inatatu "ttlitkr,tt'i :ever would It. cccii more effe"tivelv
identified .Lnd 1:thCk.'d as ..Ach Lind ()Stcly.itil,,isiv 1,,ccded (,ut H

c7npl,,yers.
The rapidly increasing suppiy ct Ce tell n t: C !tutor Indic-

',:et must have meant., at [east to Some extent, coic3)ctiti,01 With

11t,;, for SI1111)1C Tcpe1.16.1,e jobti th.t.t can be started

without 11111 instruction traHing. Such jobs are easily ;;
ted ho hccit. vit,cs withont much previous work experience

,tefid Ling life perspectives, C a this nice
widetlncad I ii Mont the -disappcaranca.t

siill!); `or vonti,-
ag: t for Che young h:1,1 :t..' been :!::;jile, chit e ic thOSc

c hilts sic c thi 930s. lhourly carniags in mantifitectr,,,cg
tor twist:its below the i ifi rose Irons. per- tait of those
Cot adult males 19.-1.) to Ia peretnit ii 9(1c1 ar.' 67 pc eat in

!1 I it) f . L,
1.11C (i;
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Ill i1'OUtiliI Ht 110.VC IICCII Ill 110 I];':;" Of oHIO
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The percentages for youth are i'stimates based on sou

what incomplete data.. The data show the pronounced rise ibm

Lireentage of youth in recessions. 'Ehis was also true lor
Icinaie participation, !which grew from 4 percent in 1970 to 30

percent in 1978.
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88 Education and Youth Employment: Sweden

went to studies or military service; and 39 percent found them-
selves unemployed for some time. Sooner or later diving 1978
most of the last group got temporary or permanent jobs in the
open market or in another relief job. Thus, after one year, un-
employment was 12 percent; 41 percent had open market em-
ployment; 12 percent had relief jobs; 18 percent were in studies
(4 percent in AMU courses); and 15 percent were in military
service or otherwise outside the labor market.

Regional and Other Employment. Premiums

Since 1970, there has existed a regional employment promotion
program in the form of wage contributions and investment
grants and loans in the northernmost "inner area," which in-
cludes about 5 percent of the Swedish population. It is not con-
fined to youth, but it is particularly important for them as it is

designed to counteract the "no-new-hires" policy that hits
newcomers to the labor market. Before 1980 it provided subsi-
dies of varying amounts (usually 30 to 50 percent) to investment
expenditure and a total $4,000 wages per person including
fringe benefits (about 10 percent) for the Dist three years after
a net increase of employment. Obviously, this implies a larger
percent for youth, with their lower wages. In addition, the em-
ployer could and can still receive larger-than-usual training

grants for new hires, after negotiation with AMS.
Between 1965 and 1979 employment in manufacturing in-

dustries in this area grew by about 75 percent, declining in the
rest of the country. Probably more than 40 percent of annually
hired workers were below age 25. Under a new rule in effect
from the beginning of 1980, the wage contribution part of this
sort of subsidy has been sharply increased, in some areas to as
nnti-Ch as $30,000 for a total of seven years, or about 20 percent
of wage expenditures, if the net increase of em16yment over
the base year is maintained for so many years, otherwise less.

During the fall and winter 1978-1979 employers could get
an employment subsidy designed to speed up the hiring of new
workers in view of an expected upswing in 1979. It started at
nearly $3,000 (some 15 percent of average wage costs) and was
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phased out in nine months. Preliminary evaluation indicates
limited effect for youth.

A combination of training and employment subsidies has

taken the form of grants to municipal and private employers
who send existing employees aged 25 or more to training courses

for upgrading purposes and who hire persons below age 25 to

take the jobs of these released employees in the meantime.
These programs have been used to a relatively limited extent
(about 1,000 slots filled in 1978), probably because other pto-

grams that are not specifically related to youth often are more

advantageouS and less complicated administratively.
Finally, we should mention the geographical mobility al-

lowance, even though it is not intended as a youth program.
Annually, some 20,000 workers benefit from such allowances,

which currently average about 5,000 KR ($1,100) to compen-

sate them for the costs of moving to a new area, when they are

so advised by the employment service. The proportion of youth

under age 25, which has always been high in this program, has

been growing in the 1970s. Since 1975 it has been about 60 per-

cent. Persons undcr 20, when they ninve to 1. new job under

this program, get reimbursement for costs of a certain amount
of travelling to visit parents, etc.

Program Changes Planned in 1980

For youth up to age 18 the government has now proposed dis-
continuation of the temporary relief employment program in
mid-1980. In the government's view, the relatively high income
received in such jobs tended to lure the young away from edu-

cation and training in secondary schools. Moreover, it had been

difficult to be sure that even the limited amount of training
foreseen in the relief work program really was effected or that
those engaged really were additional to workers in ordinary
production. Arrangements would be made to receive additional
students in the secondary system schools from the fall term
1980. In view of the low motivation for schooling in traditional

forms among some of those who leave the compulsory, school,

additional possibilities for vocational education ane training
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would largely consist of training within industry or some sand-
wich course arrangement. The necessary economic support from
the government would probably cost less than average expendi-
ture per student in the schools. The students (or apprentices)
would only receive the study support that is given to secondary
school students in general (about $55 per month plus travel or
lodging allowances). All this implies a considerable saving for
the state budget, something that certainly has contributed to
the decision about this proposition in view of the huge deficit
of the current state budget.

On the other hand, those municipal and private employers
who currently are providing temporary relief jobs, due to expire
after the first six months, would be encouraged to change these
into normal jobs (under ordinary employment security rules)
by a prolongation of the 75 percent subsidy for another six-
month period. Although this proposal to some (limited in prac-
tice) extent takes care of the current criticism of the looseness
of the temporary relief jobs, the political opposition parties
have criticized the government bill as representing a retreat
from the earlier declared goal of a "youth guarantee."

In other respects, the government bill proposed only a few
changes in existing youth programs. The government bill was
approved by Parlianient in June 1980 against the votes of the
opposition parties as concerns the abolition of the relief 'work
for youth below 18. (The remainder of my text refers to the
situation before this change.)

Promotion of Training and Education

In the Iltruggle to counteract youth unemployment and to pro-
mote ai rational transition from basic school to adult working
life, the promotion, of training and education has been given an
important role, The labor market training (AMUArbetsmark-
nadsutbildning, sometimes also translated "training for labor
market reasons ") is in principle designed to meet the needs of
persons above the secondary school age, since the young, as we
noted earlier, are supposed to attend ordinary schools with much
lower subsistence pay than what is needed for those already es-
tablished as income earners in the labor market. Thus, AMU is
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normally limited to persons who are (1) 20 years of age or older,
(2) unemployed or running a risk of becoming unemployed, (3)
registered as seeking employment with the employment service,

or (4) judged able to benefit from training.to improve the indi-
vidual's employment situation. It is also open to those under
the age of 20, if they have a family to support, and to handi-
capped persons, regardless of their age or employment situation.
In the case of training for jobs for which there is a severe short-

age of persons with the requisite skills, the age and employment
restrictions are dropped completely. In 1978-79, some 5,000
training slots were utilized by teenagers.

Table 15 presents data on the number of persons in various

labor market training courses.

Table 15. Average number of persons in labor market training, by type of
training,a Sweden, 1960 to 1978-79 (in thousands)

Type of training 1960 1965 1970 1973 1975 1977 1978-79b

Totalc 6.6 15.9 33.9 46.0 35.3 48.7 49

AMU centers 4.9 9.0 12.1 18.9 15.2 25.5 27

Within firmsd 0.4 2.7 4.9 10.5 7.8 5.3

Regular schools 1.2 ,3.6 11.8 13.7 10.5 11.1 20

Other 0.1 0.6 5.1 3.0 1.8 6.8c 2

Percentage of women 14% 36% 46% 44% 51% n.a. n.a.

Percentage under
15 years of age ;n.a. n.a. 29% 38% n.a. n.a. n.a.

aIncludes courses arranged by Board of Education (beginners courses, reschooling courses, continua-

tion courses, and adjustment courses); approved and subsidized courses within firms, courses arranged

within the regular school system, and other courses (all under the coordination of the Labor Market

Board).
bApproximate and not fully comparable with earlier years because of changes in statistical method.

%ems may not add to totals because of rounding.

dTraining within firms under layoff threats (the 25-KR program) not included. Counted in manyears,

as the other figures in this table, these were about 16,000 in 1977 and 1,500 in 1978-79 although the

number of persons involved was many times higher.
eAbout 5,000 of these enrollees were in courses on which there was no information as to the type of

course.

Source: AMS-Labor Market Statistics, No. 1, 1980.
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Although the labor market training program is intended
for established members of the labor force who need adaptation
to .changes in the structure of demand for labor, including quite
a few over age 45, the emphasis is on the lower age brackets. In
1969, about 3u percent of the participants were under age 25.
By 1979, 38 percent of the 47,000 enrollees were in this
younger age group. (These figures-refer to the average number
of slots filled during the year; there are strong seasonal varia-
tions.) The number of persons involved during the course of the
year is more than twice as high as the number of participants at
any given time, since the average length of courses is about five
months.

These figures do not include subsidized training in private
firms signalling redundancies. Earlier this had been of limited
importance, but it increased sharply in 1977 to about 16,000
full-time equivalent trainees. The increase in 1977 was attribut-
able to the offer of a subsidy of 25 KR per hour for the first
month and 15 KR for the following five months to firms arrang-
ing training programs for their existing employees, in preference
to layoffs or dismissals that would otherwise be unavoidable.
The proportion of participants under age 25 was probably simi-
lar to` that in the main AMU programs. In 1978 this program
diminished in importance, as the number of threatening layoffs
declined. Since the beginning of 1979, it has been simplified to
provide 20 KR throughout the six-month period, but with a
requirement that the employer finance the first 40 hours
training (this to prevent abuse). With the 1978-79 reduction cif
notification about imminent layoffs, the scope of this program
has gone down to only about 1,000 cases.

Labor market training in its entirety is used as a means o.
counteracting cyclical or seasonal employment changes, by in-
creasing the number in training sharply in slack periods and
holding it constant or decreasing it during expansion. In recent
recessions, training has sometimes absorbed over 1.5 percent of
the labor force.

Most training is conducted at permanent oi temporary
AMU centers, but it is also arranged in regular secondary
schools, and enterprises. AMS can also pay temporary grants to
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private firms and municipal authorities to compensate them for

initial training costs.
The special courses under the 25 KR scheme in order to

keep workers in their earlier employment were mainly arranged
by the respective employers on the spot. This was often done in
improvised ways and only for one month per person, without
the five months' continuation at 15 KR. In these cases, the
trainees returned to work without any subsidy, while others
were released for training. This short-spell training was often
rather cheap and general. It was indicated from the beginning
that it could -take the form, in cooperation with the trade
unions, of providing information about the new labor laws: co-
determination, workers' protection, employment security, trade

union rights, etc.
All AMU courses are tuition-free, and trainees receive sub-

sistence allowances (or their ordinary wages when the employer
is subsidized). The increases in allowances for trainees who have
been unemployed lagged behind increases in unemployment
benefits over the years, so that they often fell below unemploy-

ment benefits. Since the beginning of 1977, they have been set
at 10 KR a day above any unemployment benefits for which
the participa.n s may be entitled. This keeps the income of par-
ticipants afte taxes about 80 to 90 percent of their ordinary
wage in the asc of those with unemployment insurance bene-

fits, but at a ushlower 16/el for those who are not insured.

To the greatest extent possible, the AMU courses are held
continuously throughout the year, without any traditional divi-
sion into terms, and trainees may be admitted at any time. In
such cases conventional' lessons directed by the teacher are not
common. Instead, trainees are left to study and train them-

selves independently as much as possible, adapting the pace of
their studies to their own abilities, under the teacher's guidance.

Training at an AMU center typically begins with eight
weeks of general theoretical' education. If additional theoretical
training is needed, a course of 12 to 16 weeks in duration is
available. The aim is to give the participants with deficient basic
education, or those who left school long ago, a better founda-

tion on which to build subsequent vocational training.
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Many inexperienced young people have been offered train-
ing courses of a few weeks' duration, implying social studies and
information about the labor market, some work practice,
and vocational guidance. From January 1980, when most of the
employment service activities for persons difficult to place got a

new administrative frame in a new agency (the Labor Market
InstituteArbetsmarknadsinsitutet [AMID, some of the ALU

courses are being continued there. Similar courses are also ar-
ranged in the frame of the ordinary secondary schools. They
seem to be of value for youth hesitant about their path from
school to work.

The occupational distribution of AMU courses must be

readily adaptable to varying labor market requirements. Not
only the occupations included, but also the scope, range, con-

tent, location, and timing are therefore subject to prompt revi-
sion. Solution of the administrative problems associated with
this .flexible policy requires considerable freedom of decision
making for local labor market agencies, in cooperation with
municipal and school authorities, trade unions, and employers.
It also implies centrally organized provision of educational ma-
terials (equipment, books, curricula} and of teacher training, as
well as the retention of reserve capacity in permanent or tempo-
rary training- centers during full employment periods, so that
courses can rapidly increase their intake as soon as the employ-
ment situation in an area begins to deteriorate.

In connection with an experiment with intensified employ-
ment services for youth in 24 towns. (see below), special efforts
Were made to interest young people in obtaining occupational
training. in addition, attempts were made to create suitable
educational alternatives for those who had chosen not to apply

for any of the regular prograi, a the secondary schools or had

not been accepted for the course they wanted. It is often diffi-
cult to motivate these for education. The reasons given were
"school fatigue" (disliking school and lack of success in school)
and financial need during schooling. As part of the experiment,
and against the ordinary rules, youths under the age of 20 were
made eligible for vacancies at AMU centers, for programs with a
maximum duration of 12 months.

These offers were not utilized to any great extent in the
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typical AMU courses of several months. Especially in the case

of those not eligible for unemployment insurance '(lacking the

necessary period of employment lor eligibility), training allow-
ances have been regarded as inadequate for longer periods of
training. These persons receive only the noninsured' unemploy-
ment allowance ("cash assistance") of 75 KR per day, plus the
ordinary training incentive of 10 KR (about $20 in all).

\ Greater interest was shown, however, in the courses of
four to six weeks, mentioned earlier, which were given at regu-
lar places of work. In some cases, courses were arranged especial-

ly for youths, while in other cases young people and adults were
together. A large proportion of participants obtained employ-
ment, often at the place of work where practical experience
was given. In other cases, participants have become motivated
to continue in some form of more comprehensive training. What,
started as an experiment therefore has become part of the
system.

It is often alleged that training or schooling is applied as a
method of "helping people out of the unemployment statistics,"
making the schools and training centers a sort of cold storage
for the unemployed. The validity of this as an accusation rather

than a positive endorsement of a policy for giving the unem-
ployed something better to do than waiting in unemployment
benefit queues depends obviously on the alternatives available

and on the quality of the training received. If it is recognized
that no economic system can function without variations in the
need for manpower in different sectors and areas, the question
remains whether those who are no longer needed in their previ-

ous jobs shall be really kept in cold storage by a passive policy
of just paying insurance /benefits for doing nothing or be given
something, sensible to,do while private or public enterprise has
found something for them to db which is worth the wages to be
paid. Sometimes this can consist of public service employment
(and its various equivalents) in activities that are themselves less

profitable and must-be subsidized; sometimes it can consist of
training, also subsidized. It can always be discussed in what pro-
portibns these three different possibilities ought to be utilized,

and also la what extent the appearance of so-called ordinary
jobs should be stimulated or restrained in view of long-term
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optimality considerations (e.g., the risk of inflation). Some
young people meeting difficulties in finding jobs have apparently

4 decided to continue in school or to begin studies or training,
with the assistance of study grants and loans from the ordinary
postcompulsory school system. To what extent this has reduced
the level of registered unemployment is not clear. Young people
in Sweden, at least in the early 1970s, tended to react "per-
versely" to a slack labor market by joining the queues of job-
seekers instead of continuing in their, studies. The upsurge of
secondary school and - university applications, however, which
began in 1976, implied a shift in1 the opposite direction in view
of the slackened labor market in 1977-1978.

The introduction of a general right to education leave,
beginning in 1975 and the associated introduction of grants and
loans for adult studies may also.have contributed to the reduc-
tion of unemployment, even though it was not originally regard-
ed as a part of labor market policy in, the strict sense.'

The labor market training program is.not confined to un-
skilled workers but is intended for people at all skill levels who.
need to upgrade their skills for educational attainments. Thus,
nearly 1,000 persons with some higher education, and many
more with secondary education, whose studies seem to have led
them into a blind alley, participate annually in retraining under
AMU to help them shift in more promising directions.

Follow-up studies of AMU have shown that the program
is rather effeLive. In the second quarter of 1978, about 19,000
terminated their AMU training. For 81 percent this meant com-
pletion of a course; for 7 percent, leaving to take a job; for 12
percent, dropping out for other reasons. At a follow-up inquiry
six months later, among those who had completed their courses,

percent were employed in the ordinary market, and 8 per-
cent in relief work or sheltered employment. The number of
unemployed was 10 percent, and 4 percent were in studies.
Finally 13 percent worked in their own household, were sick,
or in military service. In fact, many trainees obtain employment

5 For a detailed discussion of paid educational leave programs in Sweden
and other European countries, see von Moltke and Schneevoigt (1977).
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before their course is completed, which accounts for a substan-
tial proportion of the dropouts from such courses; in this case

in a period of growing unemployment, the figure was relatively

low (7 percent). Among the participants, 59 percent answered
that the course had been of great or "reasonably great'useful-
ness to them. -

Benefit -cost analyses, including partly four years after-
effects, show that AMU courses held in 1966 and4970 had re-
sulted in relatively large net benefits for the individuals, while
those for society at large have been more limited, at least in
terms of effects on public revenue, etc. As is usually the case,
indirect and secondary macroeconomic effects are not measured

by these studies.
Coordination between AMU and other forms of studies is

becoming something-of a problem in view of the discrepancies
between income maintenance in the different programs. This is

now a matter for consideration by a special commission on

study support. Table 16 illustrates the different amounts re-
ceived in different forms of studies.

Intensified Placement and Guidance Services

AMS officials often find it irrational that they can rather easil
place unemployed workers in training programs,,relief work, o
subsidy programs costing $10,000 or more, while they have not

time to invest a few days' work in placing disadvantaged persons
through intensified "job development" work with employers or
with "adjustment groups" organized to discuss problem cases in

the firms, although this would cost only a few hundred dollars.
This is a problem of insufficient staff in the employment ser-
vice. And yet the value and potential efficiency of such activ-

ities have been documented in experiments with intensified em-
ployment service work for young people.

The Intensified Employment Service Experiment

Such an experiment with an enlarged employment service for
youth in 5 cities, later broadened to 24, was carried out between
September 1, 1975, and May 31, 1976. The local employment
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Table 16. Government support to full-time students, spring 1980
(Rounded dollar amounts per month)a

Type of study and
age of students

Upper secondary schools,
ages 16-19 .

University and college
undergraduates,
any age.

Secondary school,
age 20 up

Schools for adults
(municipal and
other), ages 20 up

Labor market training,
ages 20 up (or lower
with family duties)

Grants Easy loans

Max. Min. Max.

$ 135 $ 55 $300

1080 60 460

;700 570 210

1080 870

Notes
s.

Income and means tests for
additions to basic grant of
$55. Also available: either
commuting (max. $80) or
lodging (max. $70) allow-
ance. School lunches free.
Access to loans geared to

sage and adherence to par-
xents' household.

^ Minimum grants and Taxi-
mum loans as long as nor-
mal study results are shown
each tenth Loan reduced
in case cif own or wife's
income dining term above
certain minima. Doctor-
ands can compete for sti-
pends at the (max.) level
of labor market *raining.
Money available for some,
20,000 full-year grants,
often used for short or
part-time studies. Keen
competition. Priority to
persons with only short
primary ' schooling. Level
of grant 65% of level in
labor market training.
Level of gritt above mini-
mum is determined as
equivalent of the person's
right to unemployment
benefits (varying) plus 10
KR per day. Access to
unemployed, persons with
expected employment dif-
ficulties, and anyone enter-
ing training for "shortage
occupations."

Note: All grants are taxable income, paid for actual participation only, i.e., maximum 9 months per
year in most schools. The loans have to be repaid according to predetermined plans, but only when the
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offiCes in these municipalities were given 73 additional officers
to carry out the extra work. The number of youths aged 16 to
19 seeking jobs at these offices and thus affected by the experi-
ment amounted to 3,300. Two-thirds were girls,ia reflection of
the greater difficulties they meet in the labor market.

The purposes of the experinient, among other things, were

(1) to study organizational ways of achieving cooperation among
employers, trade unions, the schools, and the employment ser-
vice; (2) to study ways in which continual (follow -up activities

and a more formal organization within the employment service
for serving young jobseekers might achieve a reduction in youth
unemployment; and (3) to study perSonnel requirements and
working conditions in different firms in order to enable the ern-

/

ployment service to prepare young people for work and to fol-

low their development. I

The experiment was carried out within the framework of
the regular employment service. In addition to the increased
employment service resources for youth, it included increased
possibilities for arranging training, relief work, and semi-shel-
tered aid sheltered employment for the handiCapped. Among

the young persons seeking work/during the period' of the experi-
ment, one-half were employed and not seeking work at the end
of the period, while another 14 percent were employed but
seeking another job. Others were in training, military service,
working at home, or ill, but some 10 percent were still (or

again) unemployed.
Only a small proportion of the jobs spontaneously offered

by employers were suitable for youths lacking occupational
training and having only slight work experience. Thus, in order
to line up suitable jobs, the employment service conducted a
comprehensive job development program. Attempts to contact

person's income is over certain minima. Rate of interest 3% (or lower if rate of inflation is lower).
Various special circumstances may modify the figures presented in this table. The big difference ,be-
tween the grants given in schools and universities and in adult courses stems from the theory that
participants in the latter have been working for an InCome, which they need to maintain, while partic-
ipants in traditional youth education have not. On th\e, other hand, higher support to college and uni-
versity studies (on top of the free tuition) from taxpayers, most of whom have not had this privilege,
is regarded as inequitable. However, with more and more'overlapping between the categories (often

sitting in the same classroom) some reorganization of the 'system is becoming necessary. A special
commission is studying the question.

a
aExchange rate applied: $1 = 4.20 KR.
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employers by mail were not successful, but follow-ups by tele-
phone or personal visit yielded favorable results.

As a means of helping to match young jobseekers to avail-

able jobs, the employment service arranged study visits to local
workplaces. To some extent, employment officers accompanied
uncertain applicants to the places of work to contact the per-
sonnel manager and union representatives.

Career guidance and vocational rehabilitation officers were
generally not directly involved with placement, but were con-
tinually consulted, and young people with special needs were
referred to them. Consultation with psychologists was tried in
various ways. This appeared valuable for youths who were un-
certain of themselves and of their occupational plans, for those
who were passive and apparently unmotivated for either work
or education, and for those with various kinds of handicaps.

This experiment, which was only one of a number of simi-
lar experiments concerned with jobseekers with special needs,
yielded a clearer understanding of the situation of young job-
seekers. It confirmed the evidence from statistical data that,
despite existing unemployment, even those with no schooling
beyond compulsory school can usually get jobs after,4 period of
search, but often these jobs are of short duration. What such
young people need is alertness. Even if the errand-boy type of
job has largely disappeared, there are many other jobs in fac-
tories and in services that can be performed by youngsters.
Often these jobs do not lead to anything durable, but many
Young people have no clear career plans either. Sooner or later,
however, they should get out of a pattern of casual work and
return to training or education that will contribute to their skill
development.

One of the conclusions of the experiment was that special
efforts of the sort applied can help reduce the length of youth
unemployment. The number of young jobseekers placed in the
participating cities was clearly higher than in other comparable

areas during the period of the experiment. The difference was
not more than 10 percent above the usual level of placements,
but, since a large proportion of placements are free of special
problems, this may represent a rather pronounced increase in

the number of relatively difficult placements.
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The hypothesis that rising youth unemployment was due

to "changing attitudes toward work," or to the unwillingness of

young people to "take dirty work," was not confirmed. OTO 7

percent of those who were unemployed had refused a job offer.

In some cases, in fact, there could be good reasons to advise
them to be more choosy, so as not to accept jobs of little value

in terms of work experience or training opportunities. Clearly,
the 7 percent had actually looked for work, and there is also
evidence from other studies that young unemployed persons

prefer work to idleness.
The growing understanding of the need for continual con-

tact with young people who seek work ra,ther than education or
training has led to recent government action. Local school au-
thorities have been given the responsibility to maintain contact

for two years with those leaving the comprehensive school.
Largely, it will be the study and vocational orientation (SYO)
counselors who will maintain contact with the youngsters,
whether they continue in secondary schools or take jobs or do

something elseon occasion advising them as to alternativ4s.
They will, when necessary, have to cooperate with the employ-

ment service and with social, health, and police authorities.
The Employment, Commission. on the basis of this and

other studies of the potential possibilities of an intensified em-
ployment service, suggested a doubling of the, number of offi-

cers In the employment service by adding 4,000 persons. The
government and Parliament have shown a certain understanding
for these ideas and in 1978 and 1979 moved in this direction by

approving several hundred new positions, largely for the particu-

lar purpose of helping in the placement of youth and of women
in male jobs. Further steps in this direction are, however, not
envisaged by the present government in 1980, in view of the
huge budget deficit (despite arguments that a speeding up of
the adjustment process in the labor market may lead to benefits

to public treasuries).

Social Services for Problem Youth

It is clear that a limited percentage of young people, perhaps
around one-tenth of those registered as unemployed by the
employment service, are unable to find or sustain durable work,
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education, or any other meaningful activity,despite efforts on
the part of the employment officers. Theysinay have tried relief
work of the most common types and have been unable to cope
with it. They are often on the registers of the Social Welfare
Service; they frequently have alcohol or drug problems; they
have a history of problems in school; they often have not com-
pleted compulsory school (to age 16) or have completed it with
low grades. Many of them have feelings of inferiority, are imma-
ture, and have difficulty in understanding their many problems.
They are often emotionally unstable, lack meaningful free-time
activities, and spend their time with friends who have similar
problems. A number of them have criminal records.

Jot efforts by the employment service and the social wel-
fare service have shown that, for problem youths, offering only
conventional relief work is insufficient. They also need to have
some type of contact person constantly available, both on the
job and during their free time. It is important that both their
work and their free-time activities be meaningful to them.
Moreover, work is an essential component of any successful
treatment of alcohol, or drug abuse. Thus, it is not appropriate
to delay job placement.

One proposal that emerged from the experiment in the 5

towns and some of the 19 added later was to build a compre-
hensive and intensive rehabilitation program around a relief
work program. The relief work would be so planned as to enable
the individual to leave once a week to meet with his group and
his group leader. Each participant would have an "elder broth-
er" at the workplace, who would be interested in working with
the youth and would have the time necessary to devote to the
task. The "elder brother" would receive modest compensation
for the work. Some local experiments along these lines have re-
ported encouraging results. The costs are high, but the gains
from 'avoiding the cost of a year in prison are incomparably
greater, even if we count only the financial gains and ignore the
social values to be achieved. In FY1979-80, on in experimental
basis, KR 2500 ($600) is offered for half-year periods to per-
sons functioning beside their ordinary work as helpers to handi-
capped or young people who need particular help with adapta-
tion to a new workplace.
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Vocational Counseling System

Sweden has not been entirely free from the problem, familiar in
all countries, of friction or competition between school and
labor market authorities concerning the transition from school
to work: On the whole, however, good cooperation has been
established. A. basic principle is that counseling and guidance
should be concerned both with the world of education and the
world of work. Since the 1950s, special teachers have served as

art-time vocational counselors in the schools, giving both indi-
vidual advice and general information. The labor market admin-
istration includes vocational c, Jidance officers as well, serving
both young entrants to the labor market and adults who want
to change their occupations. These vocational guidance officers
also can visit schools to give occupational orientation lectures.

Under a parliamentary decision of 1971, the system of
guidance activities in the schools has gradually been changed.
Specialized officers for vocational orientation and study (SYO) .

are being engaged in all educational institutions to take over the
tasks of the special teachers mentioned earlier. In addition to
other competencies, SYO counselors must have passed a one-

year academic course specifically_ concerned with their respon-
sibilities. Before entering this-course, they must have had at least

six montilf.' work. experience outside teaching. Many teachers

acquire t r xtra qualifications.
The SI_J activities start at an early stage in the compre-

hensive schools, at least at age 13, before the seventh school
year, in which pupils can choose certain optional topics: SYO
counselors should also see to it that orientation about working
life penetrates the curriculum at an earlier stage, counteracting,
for example, traditional prejudices about "appropriate" male
and female occupations:

The SYO activities are supported by a scheme called "prac-

tical work-life orientation" (praktisk arbetslivs-orientering
PkAOformerly known as PRYO), that is, work practice for
pupils. In the eighth grade, pupils spend about one week On .
group visits to various places of work (factories, hospitals, offices,
etc.). In the ninth grade, or last year of compulsory school,_ they

spend at least two weeks in one or two places of work, as much
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as possible according to their own choices. This is designed to
give them a clearer idea of what the MO counselors have told
them. This system has come to be regarded as useful, but not
successful enough on this limited scale. Therefore, it is now
gradually being changed to give the pupils much more practical
work experience in various enterprises from six to ten weeks.

The SYO counselors are employed by the schools, univer-
sities, and the employment service and are beginning to be used
in firms and organizations, as well as in welfare and criminal-
welfare bureaus. There are about 1,500 state and municipal
counselors, with about 1.5 million clients. In the schools, the
ratio is more like 1 to 700.

The SYO's system is regarded as experimental. There is
disagreement about its pronounced integration with the schools
(favored by SO). Some critics favor a closer relationship with
the labor market administration. There is-also uncertainty about
the relative weight to be given to analysis of individual aptitudes
versus orientation about working conditions and employment
prospects in various occupations. Psychological testing is used
to some extent, but its use is declining compared with less for-
malized interview methods. There are also differences of opin-
ion about whether counselors should try to iteer young people
toward further. study immediately after compulsory' school or
should guide them toward a recurrent education pattern, under
which it is considered normal to gain real work experience at an
early stage.6

Under the parliamentary decision on the SYO system in
971, pupils and students with special problems are to be given
extra attention by the counselors, but, at the same time, all stu-
dents and their parents have a right to career counseling. If
those who choose to seek work instead of continuing to second-
art school meet difficulties in the labor market, the employ-
ment service and SYO counselors help them to enter schools or
courses in mid-term.

6Pupils with low. schoOl motivation and other problems can be permitted
to leave compulsory school early, 'but this possibility is applied restric-
tivelyfor less than 2 percent of the pupils in any given cohort.

<
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In order to provide attractive alternatives to those who
cannot be admitted to the streams of their choices in secondary
school, the Labor Market Board and the Board of Education
cooperate in the following ways: (1) through registering and
announcing unused slots in secondary schools and ''folk high
schools"; (2) through expansion of secondary school capacity
in certain programs and special courses, as well as establishing
new, occupationally oriented courses lasting up to one year;
(3) by arranging special courses at folk high schools and within
the municipal adult education system, plus daytime study cir-
cles under the auspices of the study associations; and (4) by
arranging the short course, already mentioned, called ALU,
(Work-Life Training)* in thlabor market training system, re-
cently introduced as an element of the ordinary secondary
school system as well.

A new plan on "The Internal Workings of the School," in
effect since July 1977 and discussed more fully in the next chap-
ter, provides both for changes in the daily program of the
schools and for intensified effOrts to ensure a successful transi-

tion from school to work. At the same time,, local planning
councils for youth have been established in each of the nearly
300 municipalities throughout the country. Such councils, .

which are usually called SSA committees (Skila-saMhtille-
arbetsliv, for school, society, and working life) ilready existed
in many towns, but now they are obligatory everywhere. The
local school authorities have the responsibility for leading these
councils, which also include representatives of other municipal
authorities, the employment service, and management and labor
organizations. The SSA councils are required to follow, advise,

and guide all youngsters for two years after they leave compul--

sory school. They must try, through 'outreach activities carried
on chiefly by-SY0 counselors and employment service officers,
to keep track of the youngsters until 18 years of age, making
suggestions when appropriate. Obviously, these, efforts are
mainly directed toward those who meet difficulties in the labor
market or in their studies or who develop tendencies toward
delinquency.

There are some differences of opinion over whether paid
employment with or without elements of systematic vocational
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training, should actually be encouraged. Some think that such
work should not be permitted to become too attractive, luring
young people away from school prematurfly; others believe
that the principle of recurrent education implies that the life-

long approach to advanced skills or higher education should not
be downgraded by presenting school as having higher status than
work.

An important aspect of coordination between school and
the labor market is the arrangement of trainee positions, that is,
practical work experience which is required as part of certain
educational programs. The supply of suet' positions does not
always meet the need.

The Employment Commission recommended in a memo-
randum to the government in September 1977 that greater
efforts be made to encourage employers to provide an adequate
numb of trainee positions on a voluntary basis. The Commis-
sion majority noted, with employer members opposing, "How-

ever, we are not foreign to the ideaif this is not possibleof
making it mandatory for employers to provide a certain num-
ber of trainee positions." The Employment Commission fur-
thermore suggested a systematic_ promotion of sandwich-type
educational programs to be arranged on a case-by-case basis.
In this way, dropouts or young people unwilling or unable to
enter regular school programs would be offered opportunities
to alternate work .experience with short educational courses. .

This would 'ensure their being taught something useful, as in
other trainee positions, and not just bring exploited.

The Commission, on the basis of its expeiiments with in-
tensified employment services for youth, emphasized that those
leaving compulsory school or even those who are still in school
and who want a job, should have a right to as much help from
society as those who are continuing full-time in school. Work'
and studies should be regarded as equally valuable, and work
opportunities may have to be economically encouraged through
subsidies and public service employment if this is needed to'
ensure for young people either a job or a place in school. These
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proposals by the Commission, with the exception of the sugges-

tion of compulsory rules for employers, were largely accepted

by the government and Parliament, and are.at least to some ex-

tent applied in practice through the various proposals described

in the foregoing as elements of the "youth guarantee"aimed
at as a goal, although not yet fully achieved.

The new po-licy of 1980 (mentioned above, pp. 89 ff.) im-
plies the establishment of a form pf apprenticeship or training-
within-industry for those 16 to 17 who do not want to continue
school but can not find jobs in the open market. It will be a de-
manding task for the local school authorities and the SSA
councils to ensure that these youths get enough systematic
training by their respective employers so that it appears defen-
sible to categoriie them as secondary school students and to
give them only the same amount of grant money as those stay-

ing in school. In tact, come trade unions have already negotiated
contracts that set wages for thr. work these youths are going to

perform.

ti
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The 'Educational

System

Since the end of World War II, the Swedish school. system has

been subject to thoroughgoing reforms at all respect
to organization; methods, and goals. At the same time, schools
have been enlarged to take care of the pronounced increase in
the number of pupils and students associated with the

ry
prolonga-

tiontibn of the compulsory schoOL and rising enrollment rates in
.second and higher education.

. The urpose of the reforms has been not only to.promote
the acquis on of skills and knowledge, sous to increase the cit-
izen's capacity as producer and consumer of economic and cul-

o turUl, values,' but' also to alteilhe structure of society. Increased
'access to education should contribute to breaking down eco,
nomic and social differences, as equalityas barriers to equal
between the sexes and among geographical.areas. The methods
and curriculum should contribute to the creation of a more
demOiratic attitude and willingness to cooperate among people
in working life, instead of egotistical competition. Isrejndice
about "suitable" roles for men and women in working.and fam-
ily life, and about foreign eihnic'groups and other minorities
should be counteracted. In other respects,.the schools should be
neutralthat is, in political or religioui mattersaiming only to
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provide insights that will make it possible for young people to
form their own values on the basis of intellectual honesty and

, openness of mind.
I cannot undertake a full presentation of all aspects of

the Swedish school system, including higher education, or any

very comprehensive analysis of its successes and failures; I will,
however, discuss some features of the current debate about the
obvious difficulties of the compulsory school in achieving the
goals for which it was created and recent plans and efforts for
solving its problems. I will also consider the roles of secondary
and higher education in relation to society's efforts toward
greater equality of opportunity.

The fact that many of the changes in the educational sys-

tem have been enacted recently makes it difficult to evaluate
their effects. The reform of higher education recommended by
the 1968 governmental planning commission (U 68) and other
commissions did not come into effect until July 1, 1977. Imple-

mentation of the parliamentary decisions of 1976 and 1978

about "the internal workings of the school" and the contacts
between 'school and working life has had a slow start. This is
partly because of controversies with the teachers associations
about payment and rules regarding the new tasks of the teachers
and partly because it is a matter for implementation by munic-
ipal authorities, in accordance with the principle of increasing

decentralization.
Figure 2 and Tables 17, 18, and 19 present basic data

Mating to the structure of the education system in. SWeden.

Although participation in the regular education system falls off
from age 16 on, the percentages who continue in school are
higher than in other industrial countries, with the exception of
the United States, Canada, and Japan.' PartiCularly noteworthy
in Sweden; moreover, are the high percentages enrolled in mu-
nicipal adult schoolseven among those in their thirties and
forties.

1 For comparative data, see Gordon, with Trow (1979, p.. 34).
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Figure 2. Model of the. 'streams of participants in the
education systema
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aThe breadth of the arrows indicates roughly the numbers involved.
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Table 17. The transition from school to work: Changes in the status
of young persons from age 16 to ages 20 to 24

Students
In not in

labor Both work labor
Number force and study force Others

16-year olds 106,000 31% 11% 68% : 1%

Plus immigration 2,000
Minus emigration 1,000

and deaths 140

18-year olds, 107,000 64 10 31 5

Plus immigration 6,00U
Minus emigration 3;000

and deaths 350

Annual averages of
20- to 24-year olds 110,000 79 10 13 8

Table 18. Percentage of young people, by activity status,
one year after terminating basic school, 1976

Activity Boys Girls All

Studiesa ,

3- and 4-year upper secondary
78% 78% 78%

Ycgs 29 26 28

2-year lines: "academic" 10 14 12

27year linen: vocational 33 30 31

Special courses, other 6 8 7

Gainful employment 20 18 19

Seeking work 2 2 2

Other or unknown activities 0 , 1 1

TOtal 100 100 100

aAU those accepted to upper secondary school are included under "studies." One
year after termination of compulsory school, nearly one-tenth of these may have
dripped out. The actual frequericy of studies at that time is therefore estimated to be
5 to 7 percentage units lower than the figurei in the table.

Source; Statistical Yearbook of Education 1979, Table 5.18.
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Table 19. Enrollment of students aged 16 to 74, by age and type of school (percentage of each age group)

(Fall term 1978)

Type of school, institution, or program

Age
Number

(thousands)
Percentage
enrolleda

Compulsory
schoolsb

Secondary
schoolse'

16 108.6 84.0% 5.0% 77.9%

17 106.3 72.3- 0.9 69.1
18 104.3 41.5 0.8 35.0
19
20

107.6
108.4

22.7
21 .9

' 0.6
0.5

10.9
4.6

21 111.2 25.0. 0.3 3..7

22 113.1 24.5' 3.0
23 113.1 22.4! 2.4
24 111.8 20.3 2.0

25 116.4 18.4 1.6.

26 116.4 16.1 1.3

27 117.2 14.7 1.1

28 122.9 13.5 0.9

29 128.9 12.4 0.8

30-34 682.9 10.8 0.6

35-39 550.6 9.5 , 0.5

40-44 454.2 7.3 , 0.7

45-54 918.1 3.6 0.0

55-64 -._ 986.3 1.3 0.0

-65-69 448.2 0.5 0.0

70-74
16-74

367.0
95993.9,,

0.3 0.0
4.0

Public adult
schoolsd

00.7%
1.3
3.1
4.6
5.2
6.1
5.8
5.8
5.5
5.7
5.2
5.3
5.1
5.2
5.2
5.0
3.9
2.1
0.8
0.4

10.2

Labor market
traininge

Folk high
schools

Universities
and collegesf

0.3% 0.1% 0.0%
0.6 0.3 0.1
0.9 0.8 0.8
1.0 1.1 4.4
1.3 1.1 9.2
1.8 1.0 12.1.
1.9 1.0 12.5-1,-

1.8 0.8 11.8
1.7 0.6 10.4
1.5 0.6 9.0
1.5 0.5 7.7
1.4 0.4 6.5
1.3 0.3 5.9'
1.1 0.3 5.0
0.9 0.3 3.9
0.8 0.2 3.0
0.7 0.2 1.9
0.6 0.1 0.9
0.2 0.0 0.3
0.0 0.05 0.1
0.0 0.05 -. 0.1
0.7 0.3 2.9



Number (thousands)

Men 2995.9
Women \2998.0

653.1

30.1.7
351.1'

9.0

5.0
4.0

239.9

119.7
120.2

183.4
63.7

119.7

42.5+

27.1
15.5

altems may not add to total because of rounding.
bApproximation based on 1975 statistics.

eIncludes "Gymnasium school" proper and a small number of separate institutions at this level.
dMunicipal 2.73 percent and state 0.33 percent. The majority of these are in part-time courses.

eThe figures here cover only courses under the joint administration of the AMS and SO. Other participant

included ln the table. Totals should be about 60,000.
(Represents the new (1977) concept of universities and colleges as well as a few other postsecondary schools.

Note: The figures reptesent the fall term, soon after registration. There are seasonal variations, particularly in

Source: Statistical Reports U 1979:29, Students in Noncompulsory Schools.
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The Compulsory School

Most people born before World War H received only six to eight
years of schooling. A small minority used to transfer at age 11
to a separate school leading tei'more or less advanced certificates
at the termination of lower-and'upper secondary schoolsthe
latter opening the door to universities at ages 19 or 20. Today,
all children attend one compulsory school from age 7 to 16
(Grundskola or basic school). This nine-year comprehensive
school came into being by Act of Parliament in 1962, following
a decision in principle in 1950 and an ensuing period of experi-
mentation during which many local government units started
implementation of this policy.

The compulsory school is, and always has been, the re-
sponsibility of the nearly 300 local government units (munic-
ipalities). The state provides about 50 percent of the costs in
forms designed, to ensure equal standards in all parts of the
country, but leaving considerable (and recently increasing),
room for local initiative and ingenuity. The central government
is represented at the local level by regional school authorities
(the 24 county boards of education). The National Board of
Education (SkoloverstyrelsenSo) is responsible for central ad-
ministration. It has gradually become an advisory body, rather
than an agency giving detailed directives to local units. However,
the syllabi produced by SO are generally applied as if they were
directives.

There are no qualifying examinations at any stage and no
repeating of grades, except at the request of the pupils them-
selves or of their parents. The concept of pass or fail is in prin-
ciple abolished, but in practice receiving a mark of only 1 or 2
on the 5-point scale is regarded as a failure. These marks are
given at the end of the spring term in grades 3, 6, and 7, and at
the end of every term, thereafter.

The SO, as well as a public commission, proposed that
grades should, be abolished altogether at the basic school level.
Some schools had been permitted to experiment with total
avoidance of grades, and a substantial number of municipalities
have abolished grading in grades 3 and 6. The SO regarded
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the experience as positive, leading to a better atmosphere of
teacher-pupil ,relationships without reducing the acquisition of
knowledge. Although agreeing with this in principle (with the
exception of the conservative party), Parliament decided in
spring 1979 that grades should be continued in the two.highest
grades, 8 and 9, but only until a better system of admission to
the secondary schools (in cases of shortages of student places)
could be worked out.

When the nine-year basic school was introduced on a regu-
lar basis in 1962, it was decided that all members of each class
should normally be kept together through the first eight years,
although with a certain differentiation on the basis of optional
choices of additional subjects and advanced courses in some of
the basic subjects in the seventh and eighth grades.. In the ninth
grade, the pupils chose among several lines, one of which in-
cluded those who specifically wanted to prepare for secondary
school studies. After a few years, two-thirds of the pupils were
in this relatively academic line, which had higher prestige and
also provided a wider freedom of choice of line for further
studies.

This "streaming" in the ninth grade was abolished under

new rules adopted in 1969. Pupils now stay in their classes but
may choose optional subjects during three to four how's of the
school week in grades 7 to 9. These include French, German,
economics, technology, and arts. In mathematics and the lan-
guages, they also may choose between an ordinary or a more
advanced course.

The intention was that abolition of the old "binary" sys-

tem, which separated pUpils from the age of 11, as well as the
avoidance of repeating of grades, should be followed by in-
creased individualization of teaching inside the class. This
required special attention to pupils with difficulties. In tact,
"special teachers" have been engaged to help such pupils pro-
ceed at an ordinary pace. These teachers either work as "com-
panions" to the main teacher in the classroom or work with
small groups of pupils for short periods in separate "clinics."
At any one time, about 20 to 25 percent of the children receive
some sort of special instruction, usually for a short period in
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each case. The proportion of special teachers among all teachers
is similar. Permanently separate classes are now arranged, only

for those with severe mental or physical handicaps, but this sort
of separation has gradually been limited also. Currently only
about one percent of the pupils in compulsory school ages are

in such separate classes in special institutions.
A complete school-leaving certificate in principle entitles

all pupils to go onto upper secondary school, whatever their
choice of subject combinations at the lower secondary level
(that is, the last few grades of compulsory school). Entrance to

some of the more theoretical lines, however, requires comple-
tion of the more difficult courses in English or mathematics
during or after basic school. In addition, the choices of optional
subjects influences the possibility of entering various linei in
the secondary schools that have excess demand for places.

Under a 1979 parliamentary decision, which will be in
force beginning in the academic year 1982-83, all pupils with
school-leaving certificates from compulsory school will have
access to all lines of the secondary school, irrespective of course
levels and choice of optional subjects. Thus, the principle of
making the choice as late as possible is being advanced one step

more. This will necessitate special instruction for those choosing
a line for which they are not well prepared (something already
practiced)or a consolidation of the secondary school into a
less differentiated school, at least in the first year. (See below
about the current commission on the further shape of the sec-
ondary school, i.e., upper secondary school.)

The compulsory school is largely nonvocational. Instead
the policies of 1962 and those of 1969 envisaged the creation
of closer contacts between school and working life. The need
for vocational and educational guidance was considered to have
increased under modern economic conditions. For this reason,
the educational and vocational orientation has been strength-
ened, as we noted earlier, by increasing the number of study and
vocational guidance officers (SYO counselors) and by the estab-
lishment of councils at the local level for coordination between
schools and the labor market.
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Education in the compulsory school includes both theoret-

ical and practical labor market orientation as part of the curric-
ulum. We have already discussed the developments along these

lines in Chapter 3.

Integration Between Sexes and Among Social Groups

The deliberate delaying of the separation of pupils into different
streams until after the end of the nine-year basic school in
Sweden is unique in 'Western Europe. It was hoped that this
delay would broaden the possibilities of choice and would also
change traditional patterns of choices among social classes and
between the sexes. Even so, the choice of subjects in the upper
grades of compulsory school is still of great importance in rela-
tion to later selection of streams in the secondary school, as
well as for performance in the more theoretical lines. It is there-

foie of interest to see if these choices continue to display tradi-

tional patterns.
As concerns sex differentiation, the old division of manual

arts between carpentry and metal work for boys and sewing and

embroidery for girls has been abolished all through the primary
school. Both boys and girls participate in all types of such work.
Moreover, teachers are instructed to avoid any tendency to take
it for granted that men are in male jobs and women in female
jobs. In particular, efforts are being made to help girls see that
limiting their choices to traditional female occupations narrows
their chances for anything but simple and low-paid jobs.

Some breaking down of the old traditions has been
achieved, but only to a limited extent. In most respects, the
traditional pattern of choices largely prevails with very limited
change over the years. Boys more often take mathematics and
girls more often English. The female participation in technical
studies may be somewhat above zero, (2 percent in ninth
grade 1978/79), but it is small compared with the 50 percent of
the boys who make that choice.

Differences among social groups continue to be large. The
most advanced combination of courses was chosen in a recent
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/ year by 77 percent of children from families of university grad-
uates, compared with only 26 percent from families, of unskilled
laborers.2 From this and other evidence, it appears that the re-
placement of the old binary system by a comprehensive school
system has not yet changed the education choice patterns in the
later grades of compulsory school within social groups to any-
thing like the intended degree.

The "extra resources" which the municipalities have re-
ceived from the state in connection with the recent reforms are
intended to be used primarily for special tcachin help for those
pupils encountering special difficulties, such-as, for example,
absence of support from the home. However, according to eval-
uations by a state agency concerned with reviewing the use of
government funds, the local authorities so far have tended to
use too much of this extra money for general educational pur-
poses, such as reducing class size across the board and spreading
access to special teachers to all schools, instead of allocating the
special teachers to the schools with the greatest need for them.
This indicates a conflict of goals associated with the decentral-
ization of decision making on school questions.

In summary, the shift to the nine-year basic school has in-
volved a positive, but limited, change with respect to equalizing
educational opportunity. Social background and sex continue
to have a strong influence on pupils' educational orientation.
In turn, this influences their further possibilities for free choice
and advancement through the next stage of the school system.

The Thorny Problems

Postwar reforms in the basic school have implied a reorientation
of curricula toward more learning about "life and work" and
less drilling of "the three R's." Thus, one might expect that
measurable skills in the three R's would have declined, and a
comparison between pupils in Stockholm in 1940 and 1975 has
shown this to be true, except for reading (136rjesson, 1977).
Measured on a seven-point scale, with 4 as the normal level in

2Central Bureau of Statistics (SCB), Social Background and Theoretical
Studies, IPF, 1976:6, Table 6.6.
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'1940, average reading ability rose to 4.2 in 19,75, whereas spell-
ing and composition had gone down markedly, to levels ranging
between 3.0 and 3.5 among different age groups. The investiga-

tors found that the growth of reading ability was probibly at-
tributable to the great amount of television viewing by children
today. This often requires hasty reading of Swedish translations
of what is being said in foreign films. The deterioration of writ-
ing and spelling appears to be explained by the fact that most
homework has been eliminated and that the time in school de-
voted to teaching Swedish has been reduced by 25 percent.
Similar factors account for a certain decline in arithmetic skills.
The reduction of hours for these' subjects was due partly to the
general reduction of school hours (especially the introduction
of the five-day week) and partly to the shift to other subjects,
including English, which is now being taught from the third
grade on. The reduction in skills mentioned in Borjesson's study
can be expected to be more or less counterbalanced by better
knowledge in foreign languages and in civics.

Another recent study has shown "functional illiteracy"
among pupils continuing in some vocational lines of secondary
schools in Gothenburg. There is apparently a certain proportion
of pupils who leave the compulsory school with deficient read-
ing skills. If they continue in school, they enroll in the practical
work lines, but even there they are handicapped by the inability

to understand written instructions. According to the author of
the study, this is not because of low intelligence, judging from
their performance in other activities, but because the teaching
in earlier school years had left them behind in reading. Although
this study apparently concerned exceptional cases of a sort
known to have existed in the old type of school as well, it re-
vealed important explanatory factors underlying such failures.
It found that frequent changes of teachers during the early
school years were the most important cause of the deficiencies
in reading skills, so serious, in the author's view, that they
could not be helped by TV viewing. In fact, TV functioned as a-
distracting element, largely liberating them from the need for,
or interest in, reading anything at all during their most forma-
tive years. From other studies it is known that instability of
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teachers is particularly high in schools in working class areas,
where the childrens' Support from their parents is weak. These
factors tend to perpetuate the existing social class differentia-
tion, and the efforts to provide special teachers for compensa-
tory education have not yet. sufficed to counterbalance this
tendency.

There are similar complahlts heard in other countries.
Allegations by critics of Swedish school reforms that Sweden
had fallen behind other countries were not confirmed in the
research undertaken in 1969-70 by the International Education
Association (IEA) on the evaluation of educational achieve-
ment. On this basis, the Swedish government report (1979.) to
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OCED) on Sweden's educational system noted with satisfaction:
"The conclusions. were rather that the Swedish pupils more than
held their own." This held true even in comparison with coun-
tries that had not gone over to a comprehensive school system.
What has happened since these studies were carried out is not so
clear. Since then, Swedish efforts to give extra help to those
who tend to fall behind have been greatly enhanced. On the
other hand, discipline problems seem to have increased, prob-
ably reducing teacher efficienCy in the upper grades, particular-

ly in the big cities.
Whether it was a good or a bad idea to shift the content of

education to include more about "life," compared with drilling
for basic skills, is a matter for debate. As in other countries,
there is a heated dispute between those who accuse the reform
educationalists of destroying the young by not teaching them

to respect ordeir, either in their heads or in their classrooms, and
those who defend the reforms but admit that improvements are
needed. Both groups obviously have to recognize the difficulties
stemming from life outside the school walls, particularly TV.
The rise in the proportion of working mothers is sometimes also
suggested as an explanation, particularly as long as there is a de-
ficiency of child care centers. No one can know that an attempt
to return to old authoritarian methods would not be destroyed
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by the developnient'of even more fierce opposition against the
authority of the school.

At, any rate, there is agreement among all parties that the
compulsory school needs reforms to make school -work triore
attractive and meaningful for both pupils and teachers. On the
other hand, there are signs that the cries of alarm about pupils'
lack of motivation and orderliness involve hasty conclusions
based on a few extreme cases.

In 1979, the "Association for an Orderly School" was cre-
ated by a number of both conservative and radical educational
specialists, starting a propaganda drive for "Knowledge in
School" (the title of a collection of essays). The contributors
were unanimous in their misgivings about the present school,
but recommendations varied widely from the introduction of a
pedagogy emphasizing selffulfillment to "back to basics"
through elementary drilling. No political parties, however, have
retreated from the principle that pupils will be held together in
all grades of the comprehensive school, regardless of their aca-
demic capacity and other characteristics. Solutions must be
sought within this organizational framework. This is also the
view held in the OECD report on education in Sweden.

One of the leading proponents of postwar reforms makes a
plea for "a second - school reform," maintaining that Sweden has

not yet achieved "the reform of the teachers," which would
have been needed to fulfill the original goals of the,refonn.3 In-
dividualization of teaching in the undifferentiated classes, this
commentator notes, has not been implemented to the extent

--intended, nor has cooperation among pupils.
Quite apart from the egalitarian aims of the shift to the

basic school, another major aim ;was individualization. The
teaching methods of the old realskola for a selected minority
could not be continued in the new school. These older methods

3S. Arvidsson in the Social Democratic monthly journal, Tiden, no. 2,

1979. There have also been comments in ibid., no. 4/5 and in the daily
press. Arvidsson was the head secretary of the School Commission of
1976 and one of the architects of the basic decisions of 1950 and 1962.
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were based on the assumption that all pupils could learn at the
same speed, and those who tended to fall behind were disci-
plined by the threat of being sent back to the general school or
expelled if they were above the school-leaving age of 14.

Now that both separation and repeating of grades are abol-
ished, other methods of teaching must be used. Continuation of
the old methods simply means that both the able and the less
able must suffer. The former find school dull and boring, while
the latter find themselves more intellectually backward than
they really are, because the teacher tends to neglect them, in-
stead of helping them. Their falling behind in reading ability be-

comes an obstacle to understanding each new step in the prog-
ress of learning. This can explain much of the bad behavior of
some pupils, especially in grades seven to nine, as well as later.

Arvidsson accuses the school authorities of having failed to
teach the teachers to use different individualized methods, which
had been explicitly and repeatedly urged. If a pupil is asked to
do division before he has learned multiplication, only because a .

common timetable has to be followed, the pupil is up against a
blank wall. The teacher should not be a preacher from the pul-

..
pit but rather a resource person for each pupil. Recent investiga-
tions have shown, however, that, the old ex cathedra teaching
methods "still predominate. Arvidsson also maintains that the
desired individualization is not unattainable, but that different
approaches to individualization must be used in different sub-
jects. No pupil should emerge from nine years of school, how-
ever, without hiving learned those elementary skills of reading,
writing, and arithmetic that are a necessity for everyone in mod-
ern society. Rapid learners can be given side courses and invited
to help their weaker comrades in the class.

If the extreme criticism of the basic school were valid, it
would be difficult to explain why not much more than five per-
cent fail, to get a Complete basic school certificate at age 16,
why the "full" dropout rate is limited to one percent up to that
age, and why most of the pupils are still loyal to their schools.
At least some progress in the direction demanded by the school
reformers (for example, Arvidsson) was made in the 1960s
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through the provision of technical materials for use in a more
individualistic' approach to teaching, and later the number of
teachers was increased through the provision .of "special teach-

ers," mentioned above.
There are, however, other problems. The fact that perfor-

mance of the type measured by marks for achievement in certain

subjects can determine access to higher school levels contributes
to preserving a spirit of individual competition among the pupils.
It also tends to induce teachers-to give most of their attention
to pupils who they regard as good bets in this competition.

Other observers have pointed to the communication diffi-
culties between middle-class teachers and the rising proportion
of working-class youth in the higher grades of the compulsory
school. Instead of the middle-class pupils taught earlier in the
segregated schools, the teachers now have to cope with a partly
unwilling captive audience of youngsters in a physiologically
ebullient period of their lives. Differences in manners and speech

may create mutual prejudice and misunderstanding. Even when

working-class boys and girls have the personal capacity for suc-

cess in traditional modes of achievement, they can easily be

written off by the teacher because of the way they talk.
Enhancing this difficulty is the fact that teaching in the

last three classes of the basic schools is conducted by a separate

teacher for each subject. This inheritanCe from the old realskola

may guarantee high teacher competency in the subject matter,
but it means that the-teacher must meet many classes, each for

only a few hours per week. This prevgts much personal ac-
quaintance with the pupils.

Under these circumstances, mutual lack of understanding
rcah easily develop into animosity and make school work a daily

battle, in which the teacher's power to suppress undisciplined

behavior is limited by the policy of deliberate abstention from
the disciplining instruments of the old schoolthe threat of cor-
poral punishment or expulsion. Not all teachers can successfully

use the method of being positively inspiring instead. With the

increase in the number of pupils and the concentration of popu-
lation in large cities, the school units have tended to be much
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larger than formerly. The weakening of social control tends to
be especially marked when the school is very large. In fact, these
big schools, often the pride of municipal politicians, invite van-,
dalism against the equipment and brutality ainong pupils (espe-
cially ancially toward those lowest in the pecking orde , often immigrant
children). On the basis of this experience, n w school units are
being built for smaller numbers of pupils than before. Some
recent experiments with dividing big schools into smaller units
seem to give great imprOvements.

This survey of "thorny problems" may convey an impres-
sion, which the general public in Sweden and abroad have re-
ceived through mass media presentations, of schools on the
verge of anarchy. Reports about the great number of teachers
feeling psychological stress and wanting to shift to other occu-
pations have added to this impression. However, a recent review
of ten different surveys of teachers carried out in the 1970s in-
dicates that the situation would benefit from less dramatization
(Leijonhielm, 1979, Ltirarproblem [Teacher Problems] ). From
this we take a few summaries. -

A sample survey of 3,000 teachers nationwide in 1976 in-
cluded the question: "How do you like the work situation in
the classroom?" The proportions who responded that the situa-
tion was "very good" or "rather good" were 94 percent in the
three lowest grades, 88 percent in the middle grades, and 77
percent in the three highest grades (Sjoberg, 1977).

Other evidence that the situation is not as bad as is some-

times painted comes froni a 1976 survey conducted by the two
trade union federations to which the teachers' unions are affili-

ated. The survey covered teachers and other civil servants, and
the percentages giving positive responses to questions on satis-
faction with their jobs were as follows (see table, p. 125).

In general, the extent of satisfaction of teachers with their
jobs resembles that of all civil servants and is quite high. It is
clear, howeverand this is confirmed by other sources of infor-
mationthat the specialized teachers in the higher grades of the
compulsory school have a more difficult situation than their
colleagues in the lower grades or civil servant in general.
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General
teachers,
first six
grades

Specialized
teachers,

three highest
grades

All
civil

servants

Are you,satisfied with
your job? 89% 71% 86%

Do ycu feel your job to be
a real source of pleasure
and penonal satisfaction? 87 .65 76

Are your contacts with clients,
pupils, pa 'ents, the public,
often a so ce of satisfaction

"vAttryour j 90 74 64

1/14 you often 1\templated
changing your position? 16 22 19

Other studies also indicate that the situation of teachers,
allegedly intolerable in the typical case, is not very different
from that of people in other types of jobs. In fact, absence be-
cause of illness is much lower among teachers than in other oc-
cupations. Most teachers can pursue their work in an orderly
manner, Init in a minority of classes in the higher grades of the
compulsory school a few pupils take up a great deal of time
through disorderly conduct. There is something wrong when 17

percent of the senior level teachers report that they have some-
times felt physically menaced by pupils, although the criterion
for "menace" appears relatively mild when 9 percent of the
teachers of 7- to 9-year-olds also report such fears.

More serious as a Recta! illness could be lack of motiva-
tion among pupils, which many observers believe has grown.
Here, also, however, there is a lack of hard data to confirm this
belief.: Again, comparisons with the old school, where the lazy
ones were squeezed out, can distort judgments. At any rate, the
public, and especially the parent organizations, demands im-
provements in this and other respects. The public authorities
have reacted, not by a retreat to authoritarianism, but by
changes consistent with continued progress toward democratiza-

tion of the schools/ Democratization is proceeding in economic
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life and in the world of work for which young people are being
ducated, and the schools should mirror this development. This

is the basic view underlying the 1976 decision relating to the
"inner working of the schools."

Further Reforms

The difficulties we have been discussing are being met by several
new reforms that have been decided upon or are under consider-
ation. The most important of these are the 1976 law on the
"inner working of the schools," already discussed, and the new
curriculum for the compulsory school enacted in 1979. A gov-
ernment commission on the, reorganization of teacher training
has proposed that the high degree of specialization in theupper
grades, which now hampers contact between teachers and pupils,
should be modified; opposition from the upper grade teachers
may, however, delay or modify such reforms. In accordance
with the original intention of postwar policy makers that there
should be a "rolling reform" on the basis of gradually increasing
resources and the accumulation of experience, amendments
have been introduced every year and are being gradually imple-
mented by the local school authorities on the basis of the
principle of self-determination in the use of their resources.
Experimentation is encouraged by avoiding precise earmarking
of state financial contributions to municipal school authorities.

In addition to technical improvements, there are two cen-
tral and interrelated purposes of the continued reforms. On the
one hand, schools must be made more interesting and attractive
to all pupils. On the other hand, all pupils must be given basic
skills in reading, writing, and arithmetic at an early enough stage
to enable them to absorb teaching in the higher grades and later
to function normally as a worker and citizen.

The new rules for the "inner working of the schools" en-
visage a change in their daily program. The guiding prinCiple is

to be the "integrated school day" (samlad skoldag). The school
is to be available for the pupils during the entire day, and the
schedule is to include not only classroom lectures, but also
leisure-time activities. In the detailed planning of these changes,
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the local school authorities are encouraged to develop their own

ideas, together with the pupils, who will have class committees

for cooperation with the teachers and school authorities.
These efforts will draw on the experience from various ex-

Poiments that have been aimed at better ,motivation of the

pupils for their school work, so &tt they will be less inclined to

indulge in vandalisin, truancy, an the, disturbing, of lectures.

One way of organizing the school ay that appears promising

is to use the morning for classroo work and to leave 'the

afternoon for activities planned by pupils and their class

committees.
\

Great emphasis is given to contacts the world outside

of the school. Much more time will be given, for example, to in-

viting representatives of youth organizations, artists, theater

groups, parents, employers, trade unionists, and employment

service offices to visit the schools and discuss their experience

and views, using their knowledge as complements to that of the

teachers, particularly as to working life and civic activities. The

SYO consultants, of course, will also be involved in this type of

program.
Another possibility is to involve the pupils in such activities

as serving the school lunch and helping in the school kitchen.

To give pupils some responsibility for the finances of the school,

funds for leisure-time activities but with deductions for the cost

of vandalism have in some cases been successfully established.

Involving older pupils in helping and protecting youngerchil-

dren is another possibility, beginning to be used.

The implementation of these reforms has had a slow start,

partially because of problems of negotiating pay and hours of

work for the teachers under the new system, which will broaden

their' duties beyond 'the usual standard weekly lecture program.

However, about one-half of the municipalities have begun an

integrated school day program in some form, but only partially,

involving about one-sixth of the pupils (1979). The state is giv-

ing the municipalities increased funds for the school activities,

with the intention that these shall be applied where the greatest

problems have appeared. Growing budget difficulties seem, how-

ever, to be slowing down the implementation of this reforin.
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The Secondary School4

Reforms of the secondary schools have gone in the same direc-
tion as those of the.compulsory schoolstoward integration and
equalization of prospects for admission to higher education,
regardless of the line chosen by the pupil. Until 1971, the sec-
ondary schools were divided, into three main streams: an aca-
demically oriented Gymnasium, with a three-year program; a
less demanding two-year continuation school (Fackskola), with
a mixed theoretical-vocational orientation; and a variety of
vocational schools. With limited exceptions, only the Gymna-
sium gave access to higher education. In 1971, these three types
of schools were merged. In principle, but not in practice for all
lines, entrance was open to all who had completed compulsory
school. It was expected that 90 percent of.16-year olds would
continue in these schools. All streams of secondary schools, in
turn, provide "general qualification" for access to hig'ier studies,
but special qualifications are stipulated for some lines.

Education in the integrated secondary schools (now called
Gymnasieskola) is divided into three principal areas: humanities
and social sciences; economics and commerce; and technologies
and natural sciences. These areas are in turn subdivided into
lines. Altogether there are now 23 educational programs or lines.
The two-year lines are largely a continuation of the earlier
Fackskola lines and the vocat.:onal school lines, while the three -
year lines are modified continuations of the more theoretical
lines of the Gymnasium. The technology line can be prolonged
to a four-year program. In comparison with American high
schools, the Swedish secondary schools tend to provide a greater
degree of specialization and vocational preparation. -

The high degree of spe-aalization is most-visible in the tech-
nical and natural science areas. Most lines are further subdivided
into branches, some of which are still further subdivided into
variants. In addition, there are some 450 special vocationally
oriented courses, which are not part of any regular program.
These cour,,eF can last from two weeks to three years. Some of

4 Upper secondary school as opposed to lower, or compulsory, school.
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them /fan be entered on the basis of the basic school alone, while
'others can be entered only after two or more years of school-

ing. About 8 percent of all secondary school students are in the

special courses.
Swedish language education is compulsory in all programs.

To the compulsory subjects, a student has to add optional sub-
jects, one of which must be of a "general" character, even in the
vocational lines, for example, a foreign language, mathematics,
civics, or religion. The options they take influence the possibil-
ities of 'their entering different lines in higher education later.
Students in need of it, because of illness or course change, have
access to\\ remedial teaching..Those with special difficulties in
one or several subjects can be exempted from at most two com-
pulsory subjects. Students who choose these reduced programs
can, within four years of leaving school, take the subject previ-
ously dropped and obtain a new and more complete school-
leaving certificate. Those who find that they would be better
off to shift to a different line in midstream are helped to do so
insofar as there are places open for them. Such shifting is usual-
ly possible because about ten percent of the students drop out
during or after their first year.

Although there are no qualifying examinations for entry
into secondary school, there are certain entrance conditions as-
sociated with some lines. The special and more difficult courses
in English and mathematics in the last year of basic school, for
example, are required for entry into the three-year natural sci-

ence and technology lines. When there are more applicants than

places in a specific line in a county, a selection has to be made.

The rules for selection call for separating those who apply
directly after completing the compulsory'school and those who
have been working at least six months into two groups, with
selection to be made separately for each group. Thus, those
school,tired pupils who r frained from trying to enter directly
after compulsory school, well as those who were not admit-

ted on their first try, are gt en improved chances if they apply
later. Those who have al ady completed a secondary school

line and wish to start a n program are also parated from the

main queue. Each such up is assigned places in proportion to
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its number of applicants for the line or course in question in
each county.

For some lines, there is a "free" quota for persons lacking
formal qualifications but having practical experience or voca-
tional training related to the line they are applying for. These
are usually older students. The presence of such mature stu-
dents, it is sometimes said, has a good influence on the school
behavior of the younger students.

The length and main content of the chief study programs
in each line are set forth by Parliament on the basis of govern-
ment proposals. More detailed curricula are worked out by the
National Board of Education. They are only "recommenda-
tions" to the local school authorities, but in practice they are
usually followed as directives. Marks from 1 to 5 are given at
each stage, but even here there is some debate about the ratio-
nale of this tradition.

In principle, all programs in secondary schools must pre-
pare students both for the practice of an occupation and for
continued study. The programs differ, however, in their relative
emphasis on academic and practical orientation. The programs
in economics and commercial subjects and the three- to four-
year technical studies give students a high degree of freedom to
choose between continued education or work after leaving the
secondary schools. In the two-year vocational programs, on the
other hand, most instructional time is spent in providing stu-
dents, with immediately marketable skills. These programs are
aimql at enabling the student to get a job within the area of his
eduction immediately after secondary schOoling. In other
wor s, they are similar to vocational training schools in certain
oth countries. Students learn about tools, materials, working
met ods, etc., but theoretical instruction is relatively limited.
Thus, preparation for further studies is rather modest. In these
vocational lines and also in those three-year lines that lead di-
redly to an occupationnursing, distribution, clerical work,
etc.students are given much of their practical instruction at
places "f work. Between the two years of the two-year tech-
nology line, nine months of work practice is prescribed if the
student has not had such experience in advance.
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Within the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences,
and social programs, instruction is not directly related to occu-
pational preparation. It might seem that those completing such
programs have little choice except to continue study at the uni-
versities or other postsecondary institutions, but, in contrast
with teenagers, they seem to have little difficulty in getting at
least some sort of job. Even unskilled jobs give them "work
experience points" if they want to compete for student places
in the most sought-after lines in higher education. In faCt, at
present, only a small proportion of the graduates fropi these
schools go directly to higher education without an intermediate
period of working.

Relations to Society and Working Life/

There were many reasonssocial, educational, and economic
for merging the three types of secondary schools in the older
system. One was to give students greater freedom of choice, in-
clutling the possibility of changing lines in midstream. More-
over, it was felt that a choice of studies in secondary school
should not necessarily represent one's final choice of future
education or employment. On the foundation of a broad gener-
al education, it should be possible to go on either to practical
work experience or to further studies, according to one's choice.

In planning and determining the capacity of secondary
schools, three important factors are taken into account: (1) stu-
dent demand for places in the various streams; (2) manpower
needs as expressed in the labor market; and (3) the desirability
of providing as comprehensive a set of course offerings as possi-

ble in each county and municipality. No single school, however,
offers all 23 lines, so that there are always applicants who must
be referred to schools away from home. This problem is allevi-
ated to some extent by the fact that the selection of single
courses is geared to local labor market conditions and to stu-
dent demand.

In the early 1970s, some 70 to 80 percent of the students
completing basic school continued immediately into secondary
school. Special efforts from 1977 to 1979 to arrange more stu-
dent places in attractive lines haveencouraged growth in recent
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years. In fall 1979, probably 90 percent enrolled in the 23 lines

and in special courses of at least one year's length intended for
direct entrance after basic school. The increased demand for
specific ocLup tional or vocational types of training has been
met by some increase in the number of places in special courses.

Most secondary school students are enrolled in the 23 lines
rather than in the special short courses. In 1978, 36 percent of
these were enrolled in humanities and social sciences, 20 percent
in commerce and economics, and 44 percent in technology and
na' iral sciences. There is a dropout rate of about one-tenth per
year, but this has been much higher for the particularly de-

manding natural sciences lines than for other lines. Thus, only
66 percent of those who entered the science lines in 1974 com-
pleted their studies in those lines, while the corresponding 110
percent figure for the social science lines shows that many.start-
ers in the natural sciences had shifted to the social sciences.

In fall 1978, when there were 108,000 16-year olds, the

were 106,000 places available in the first year of the secondary
schools, including the short special courses. The number of
applicants amounted to 116,000, of whom 99,000 actually en-
tered. Some of these, however, belonged to older age groups.
The figures suggest that the number not going directly from the
ninth grade of the basic school to secondary education must
have been larger than 17,000. .N

The relationship between the number of places in particu-

lar lines and the first choices of applicants was very uneven

(Table 20). There were 66,500 applicants, co pared with
54,500 places, for the two-year practical lines and.special
courses. Among these, however, the demand for training in -agri-

culture, health care, transport vehicles, electrical engineering,
and woodworking was around twice the number of places,
while there was large surpluses of places in mechanical engineer-
ing, distribution, and consumer programs. As for the theoretical
two- and three-year lines, there were slightly fewer applicants
(49,000) than places (51,000). The overall deficit of places in
relation to first choices was actually 19,000, while at the same
time there were over 10,000 places that were not demanded as
first choices. Among the latter, :,;,out half of the places were
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later filled by applicants who could not get into their first
choice line, although some of the applicants preferred not to
enter at all when they could not get the line, course, or locality
asked for. All in all, 5,500 places were unfilled at the beginning
of the fall term. Preliminary statistics for entrances in fall 1979
indicate a similar situation as in 1978 in the various respects
mentioned heredespite certain efforts to promote an increased

take-up.
As we have seen, not all the applicants were 16-year olds

coming from basic school; some members of this cohort did not
seek entrance, either because of incomplete basic school certif-
icates, or because they preferred not to continue in school, at
least not immediately. From data for 1976, it can be estimated
that the average grades of the rejected applicants measured 3.0

on a 5-point scale, while the average for the accepted applicants
was 3.4.

In the case of the vocational programs, the number of
places made available is in principle based on labor market fore-

casts or observations. As a result of economizing tendencies
among municipal political authorities, there is in practice a defi-
ciency in some of the lines in which relatively costly machinery
is neededgenerally those providing technical skillswhereas
the cheaper lines, such as consumer econornics, are oversupplied.

In fact, the three-year theoretical lines are those in which appli,
cants can be most certain about places.

Despite the fact that not everyone could achieve his or her
first-choice place, the SNVedish system is one of the most ad-
vanced in the world, even before the most recent increase in the

capacity of the secondary schools. Participation rates for selec-
ted age cohorts in fall 1978 are shown in Table 21, which covers
students in regular secondary schools, including seven private
schools, and a few special schools, such as those for agriculture
and military service. Although 'high in comparison with other
European countries, these enrollment rates understate to some
-extent the percentages of young people engaged in formal sec-
ondary studies. Between ages 18 and 25, some 5 to 6 percent of
each cohort participates in what is called "adult education," but
which is largely intended to give secondary school competence
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Table 20. rpllcants to upper secondary schools, by line of study, percentages accepted and actually starting,

and percentages of the accepted, who were women, Fall 1978

Line of study
Applications
(1st choice)

Percentage
admitted

(1st choice)

Theoretical lines, 3 or 4 years 33,296 87%

E Economics 6,678 85

H = Liberal arts 3,546 80

N = Natural science 7,358 93

S al Social science 6,652 82
T at Technology 3 or 4 yrs 9,062 88

Theoretical lines, 2 years 16,709 73

Ekon Economics 2,569 70

Sox. Social 12,351 75

Te = Technical 1,235 73

Mir. Music 554 31

Practical lines, 2 years 57,349 46
Bei. Clothing manufacturing 473 61

Bat. Building and construction 5,334 60
Dim Distribution and clerical 6,823 75

Du.: Operation and maintenance
techniques 245 66

Total admitted
(1st, 2nd, or
3rd choice)

31,531
6,394
3,404
7,425
6,892
8,416

16,792
3,053

11,920
1,639

180

37,738
422

4,544
7,588

143 256

Total admitted
(percentage of

1st choice
applications)

Women
(percentage of
all admitted)

95% 46%
96 53
96

75a

101 44
89

75a

94 11

101 60
119 55
97 69

133 3

33 61

57 45
89 97
85 2

111 80

105 3



Practical lines, 2 years
(continued)
Et = Electro-technical 6,306 46% 3,538 56% 2%

Fo= Motor engineering 7,052 39 3,284 47 3

Jo = AgricultUre 2,586 35 939 36 49

Ro= Consumer . 4,936 66 \ 5,438 111 98

Li = Food manufacturing 1,543 49 998 , 65 51

Pr = Processing techniques 242 69 369 149 10

Eh= Forestry 983 64 637 65 4

Tr = Woodwork 1,095 42 660 51 8

Ve= Mechanical engineering . 3,004 70 4,992 166 1

Vd= 'Nursing 16,721 22 4,128 25 94

GRAND TOTAL 107,364 63 86,061 80 49

siThe presentation of the two lines was not separated.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (SCB), Statistical Reports (Stat. Medd) U 1979:2 and 9.
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each21. Proportion of each cohort engaged in secondary school
studies, Sweden, fall 1978.

Age
Percentage of

Men Women

16 77.1% 78.8%

17 65.8 67.6
18 36.4 33.6
19 12.7 8.8

20 3.6 5.6
21 2.7 4.6
22 2.5 3.5
23 2.1 2.6
24 1.8 2.3
16-19 48.8 47.8
20-24 3.1 4.6
25-74 0.2 0.4

Source: Statistical Reports U 1979:28 (Students in Noncompulsory Schools).

to those who did not attend or complete such schools. Enroll-
ment rates of these young adults in the various types of courses
in municipal adult education programs are shown in Table 22.

In view of the current youth unemployment problem,
Parliament decided in spring 1979 that the capacity of the sec-
ondary schools should reach 100 percent of the age cohort
leaving compulsory schooling. There exists, however, also the
opinion that the establishment of "secondary schools for all"
will lead to an increasing gap between work and education. A
program of internal education in firms, according to this view;
would result in more useful qualifications and improved coordi-
nation between theoretical and practical education. Surprisingly,
it sometimes appears that students from the compulsory school
are preferred by employers to those from secondary school.

In fact we do not know to what extent the desire to enter
secondary schools is conditioned by social conventions and by
parents' and pupiis' "established wisdom" that this is necessary
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Table 22. Students in municipal adult education bystudy line,
sex, and age, fall 1978 (numbers are rounded)

Total
Less than
19 yrs.

20 to
24 yrs.

Less than 24
yrs. as

percentage
of total

Basic school courses
Men 12,100 400 1,400 15%

Women 30.700 900 2,300 10

Secondary courses (2-year
"theoretical" lines)

Men 5,700 500 1,500 35

Women 9,200 800 1,900 29

Secondary courses (3- to 4-
year lines)

Men 18,800 1,200 4,700 31

Women 34,800 2,500 6,900 27

Secondary course (2-year
vocational and specialized
occupational training)

Men 16,800 1,300 2,900 25

Women 35,700 2,200 5,200 21

All study lines
Men 53,400 3,400 10,500 26

Women 110,300 6,500 16,300 21

Total 163,800 9,900 26,700 22

Source: Statistical Reports U 1979:10 (Municipal Education).

for success in working life. Some of those seeking entrance di-
rectly after compulsory school might have preferred to have
some work experience before continuing in school. A marked
tendency toward such behavior has been observed in recent
years. It will probably be enhanced when the concept of recur-
rent education becomes more deeply ingrained, so that more
people choose to follow such a pattern. A precondition, of
course, is that they can get access to suitable jobs for work ex-
perience, and that even experience in simple jobs is regarded as
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yielding merits rather than demerits in relation to access to fur-
ther education. Some of the features of recent reforms deliber-

ately go in that direction.
We recall that the local planning committees (SSA

councils) for coordination of schooling, work practice, and em-
ployment promotion for young people, as well as the SYO
counseling system for vocational and study orientation, are
being formed to help young people with their vocational and
study orientation through the years both before and after their
leaving the compulsory school. As before, they are required to
help young people make their choices and go through the period
of transition from school to workoften implying several shifts
between school and workon the basis of a realistic appreciation
by the youths both of their own potentialities and the possibil-
ities in the labor market. Their assistance must be given, also,
without prejudice as to sex roles, social status, etc. They are
provided with information by the Forecasting Institute of the
Central Bureau of Statistics.

According to such forecasts (1977), there will be a short-
age of persons with technical secondary school education until
1985, after which balance will be achieved. In the natural science
and technical lines, the supply is somewhat above the optimal
level at present, but balance should be achieved during the
1980s, mainly because a declining proportion of young people
have chosen the two-year technical line, owing to a weak cur-.
rent demand for persons with such training in industry. A short-
age of persons with training in health care is anticipated, but
there is expected to be a surplus of persons with education ..
humanities and social studies.5

Some problems associated with these developments have
already been mentioned. The high degree of specialization re-
sults in maladjustments between the school programs and chang-
ing demands in the labor market, at least in the short run.
Moreover, in spite of the administrative integration of secondary
schools, choices of education and occupation are still influenced

5Central Bureau of Statistics (SCB), Trends and Forecasts:-Population,
Education, and the Labor Market in Sweden, 1977:1, pp. 121- 24.
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by considerations of status and by the traditional occupational
patterns of social groups and the sexes.

During the last few years, however, an opposite tendency
has appeared. Subsidies to firms for on-the-job-training and for
the preservation and creation of jobs have been an increasingly
important part of manpower policy, as we have seen, with em-
phasis on the placement of young people in such positions. In
addition, young people have been given increasing emphasis in
labor market training programs. This means that new elements
of adjustment between the supply of young people with various
sorts of training so, to 4ernand for labor in different sorts of

jobs are introducco.
In 1976, a commission on further reform of secondary

schools was appointed by the Social Democratic government.
The directives to the commission stated that the present organi-
zation of the schools was not well suited to the development of
a system of recurrent education. The highly specialized system
of lines and separate courses should be phased out and replaced
by a smaller number of combined study routes. The vocational
lines should be given more theoretical content, and the theoret-
ical lines should include more practical training. Everyone who
completed secondary school should be able to choose freely be-
tween entering the labor market or continuing studies. This
policy would be aimed at preventing choices at too early an age
from binding choices at more mature stages. The directives also

included a desire for better contact between school and work-

ing life during the period of study, and for cooperation and
coordination among labor market training, adult education, on-
the-job-training, and school agencies.

The Bourgeois governments which have followed have
largely accepted this general policy but have felt that there
should continue to be opportunities for early specialization.
Therefore, they have amended the directives to some extent,
guiding the commission toward a less thoroughgoing amalgama-

tion of lines and courses.

Integration Between Sexes and Among Social Groups

The general aim of the reform of the secondary school system,
as we have seen, was to give students from the compulsory
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school a more uniform starting point for their subsequent edu
cational and vocational activities. However, the specialization
principle limits this opportunity, as observed in the various
terms of reference of the Secondary School Commission.

Three questions should be considered in relation to inte-
gration of social groups and the two sexes. What is the sex and
class composition of students entering the secondary schools?
Are there differences in choices of study lines by males and
females and by different social groups? Are there also differ-
ences by sex and social group in dropout rates?

Women have continuously increased their proportion of
students in secondary schools during the 1970s, so that there is
no longer any significant difference in overall entrance rates be-
tween boys and girls. In contrast, however, the choices of lines
follow traditional sex role patterns, as Table 20 indicates. FOr
example, women accounted for only 7 percent of all students
accepted to the two- and three-year technical lines in 1978.
Girls also tend to choose the "softer" theoretical lines more fre-
quently than the boys (liberal arts and social sciences). More-
over, such lines as health care, clothing industries, and consumer
studies tend to be nearly 100 percent female.

The 1960 secondary school planning commission had pre-
dicted that the relative number of female students in natural
sciences would increase from 30 to 50 percent between 1962
and 1970. However, in 1978, women still accounted for only
44 percent of students in natural sciences. In three-year tech-
nical lines, the pioportion of women wa§ expected to rise from
4 percent in 1962 to 15 percent in 1970, hut the actual propor-
tion in 1978 was only 11 percent.

As for the influence of social backgroind, a survey by the
Central Bureau of Statistics showed that almost 80 percent of
children of parents with higher education were enrolled in three-
year lines a year after completing comprehensive school in 1972.
The corresponding figure for children from unskilled workers'
homes was 10 percent. About 30 percent of children of the lat-
ter group had gone to work, compared with 8 percent of chil-
dren of university-educated parents. In addition, children from
highly educated families are more likely than those from less
educated families to choose the lines that prepare for higher
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education (humanities, social studies, and natural sciences).
Children from worker families, especially boys, tend to choose
lines that are more vocationally oriented, such as economics and
technology. Even so, the growth of enrollment in secondarytstudies, implies some change'n: social class dif rentiation, in
that pupils with high grades in the basic school now go on 'to
further studies even if their parents are of the working class.
During the early 1970s, however, low marks influenced children
from such families to refrain from further studies nearly as
much as in former times, whereas high-status parents enrolled
their children in further studies even when their marks in basic
school were low.

The Central Bureau of Statistics has also attempted to
assess the impact of the comprehensive school reforth of 1962.

Has the biased recruitment to the various programs in secondary
schools been changed as a result of integration in the last few

ears of basic school?
The results showed that most of the increase in the propor-

tio of pupils going on to the three-year lines after the reform

have from the working class. Despite this, however, large
\ .

differelkc.es among social groups continue. In 1972, youngsters
from un ersity-educated families were six times more likely to

choose th theoretical lines in secondary schools than children

of unskilled orkers. Since it has become increasingly difficult

for the statisticians to identify the social class of parents, later
figures of this sort are not available. However, the fact that
nearly 100 percent of each cohort now enters secondary school

implies that-an increasing proportion of working-class young-E,

sters are now entering secondary schools.
The permanent dropouts from secondary schools, that is,

those who leave without returninglater, tend to be concentrated
in the two-year programs and among students from homes of
low socioeconomic status. A recent study by SO shows that
some 11 percent of all students in two-year programs drop out

and fail to return, compared with only 4 percent of those in
three- and four-year prograins.

.... Improved vocational counseling should reduce the number-

of unplanned dropouts, and such programs, as we have seen,

have been progressively strengthened.
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Undoubtedly the reformed secondary schools have not yet
found the right policies in all respects for their combined role
of preparing young people for working life and for further stud-
ies under a recurrent education principle. The forces conserving
traditional choices are not easy to combat. They drive some
young people to the theoretical lines and others to the shorter
vocational lines for traditional social reasons.

In recent years, however, another trend has been observed,
though not yet documented statistically. Those lines that in-
volve the best preparation for the most attractive university pro-
grams, such as medicine and technology, are at the same time
the most demanding, and students must work particularly hard
to get high enough marks to enter these university programs.
Many secondary students have found that they can get better
marks in other lines and therefore shift to such lines if they
have not initially chosen them. There is a certain tendency for
those with high marks in basic school to use these marks as en-
trance tickets to the easy lines of secondary school, in order to
get high marks for admission to the high-status university pro-
grams. This tends to leave more of the difficult lines in second-
ary schools to their comrades with lower marks. Another
strategy for enhancing one's chances for entrance to the most
attractive lines in higher education is to drop out of the second-
ary school and to enter, after some time, the municipal adult
education system, providing a possibility of studying at one's
own pace until high marks are achieved.

This somewhat impressionistic description of unintended
developments does not necessarily imply that the problem is
serious enough for great concern, but it illustrates a dilemma
that appears universally. When a school system is broadened to
give access to everyone, those who have gotten a good start,
either because of ability or because of the social status of 'their
families, often have superior chances to use the expanded facil-
ities, even though these have been created to help the tradition-
al underdogs. In this particular case, it may be possible to rectify
the imbalances by changing the rules; this is being considered by
the Secondary School Commission.

Another problem area for the secondary schools is the dif-
ficulty in creating integration between theoretical and vocational
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studies. The latter depend to a great extent on cooperation
with employers in private and public places of work. In fact,
they do take forms not too different from an apprenticeship
system, with more or less substantial elements of "related in-
struction." The vocational schools are still often separated
physically from those of the theoretical lines. A recent survey

by the Swedish Trade Union Confederation (LO) indicated that
the intentions of the central school policy makers are often
frustrated in practice. The school boards, headmasters, and
teachers tend to reduce the attention given to pupils who are
placed as trainees in workplaces, even though society is paying
large subsidies to the employers who are supposed to train them.

All too often the trainees are treated as cheap labor to run op-
erations without much vocational training value. There is a clear

need for closer cooperation between schools and employers,
including control functions of the local trade unions, as well as

a need for improving and enlarging the vocational schools

themselves.
This is one of the tasks for the municipal SSA councils,

mentioned above. Because they must maintain contact with all

young people during two years after the compulsory school,
they should see to it that those 16- to 18-year olds who do not

enter secondary school at least get a job in which they can learn

something. They must also offer educational opportunities that
can motivate such youngsters to participate. As we have seen,

the EmplOyment Commission strongly recommended the devel-

opment of sandwich courses. The work-life orientation courses
arranged by the Labor Market Board have appeared attractive
even for school-weary youth. In one way or another the munic-

ipal authorities must do the `spadework to implement the "youth
guarantee" that Parliament declared as a goal: All young people

should be offered either jobs or training opportunities. (Note,
however, the new policy for those below 18. See.pp. 89-90.)

Higher Education

In 1975, the Swedish Parliament passed a bill outlining princi-
ples for a far-reaching reform of higher education. There fol-
lowed detailed legislation in 1977, to be in force from July 1 of
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that year. The reforms were to be based primarily on the rec-
ommendations of the 1968 University Commission (known as
U-68) and of a special working party of parliamentarians who
drafted the bill, as well as on the proposals of the 1972 Com-

mission on Admissions. They concerned mainly undergraduate
studies. Now postgraduate studies and research are under reor-
ganization, too. The latter aspects are largely kept outside this
presentation.

The reforms thus enacted aimed at the creation of a uni-
tary system encompassing all types of higher education, includ-
ing a wider range of specialties than those usually provided by
existing universities. All postsecondary professional schools
were to be integrated with the universities in one administrative
system, except for the Agricultural University. Eligibility for
entrance to institutions of higher education was also to be con-
siderably liberalized. However, in order to avoid imbalances in
the number of st4dents entering different lines and to facilitate
a planned allocation of resources, entrance into all parts of the
system would bel regulated. There was to be a central system
for ordering the queues so as to promote equal treatment of ap-
plicants from all parts of the country and from different educa-
tional and emplOyment backgrounds. Some of the courses and
student places, however, should be determined in a decentral-
ized fashion.

The change of government in 1976 did not lead to much
change in the plans, except for one point. Differing from the
decision of 1975, the act of 1977 left a "free sector" in which
everyone who met the eligibility standards would be certain of
entrance. This covered a large part of what was earlier known as
the philosophy faculty, particularly economics and business ad-
ministration, mathematics, etc. The most demanded and gener-
ally most costly fields (those with laboratory equipment, etc.)
had always had restricted entrance because of their limited
number of places, but most parts of higher education had been
open to anyone who was eligible. Although the 1977 decision
made the free sector smaller than in earlier times, it was still
rather substantial. However, in 1979 the Center Party and the
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Social Democrats reestablished the generalized regulation

system.
The reformed higher education system is designed to have

a more deliberate vocational orientation than previouslya
compromise between a "manpower approach" and a "social
demand approach." All sectors would provide knowledge and
skills required for pursuing an occupation within a broadly de-

fined field Of work, along with traditional academic values, such

as critical competence and understanding of scientific methods.

Interaction between education, research training, and actual re-

search would be developed within all higher education. This
would hold even for professional colleges which lacked perma-

nent research organizations.
For planning and resource allocation purposes, higher

education is divided into five main occupational sectors: (1)
technology; (2) administration, economy, and social services;

(3) health care; (4) education; and (5) culture and information.
The act of 1975 had explicitly established recurrent edu-

cation as a principle for the whole educational system. It stated

that this principle should be gradually promoted as 4 realistic
alternative to the traditional pattern of youth education. There-
fore, work experience would provide credits for entering higher

education.
Young students are, however, usually advised to follow

one of the approximately 100 general study programs, that is,

the standard combinations of subjects designed to serve a specif-

ic occupation. The length of these programs varies from 11/2 to

51/2 years (the latter for physicians), but the most common
schedule for a first degree is 3 to 4 years, as formerly, although

in practice it often took longer. The existence of these programs

should facilitate both the organization of the work of higher

education units and the orderly conduct of studies so as to avoid

unnecessary delays in getting a degree.
There has, however, been student opposition to what they

regard as overly strict rules. Efforts to establish such orderliness
had largely failed in the 1960s. Students have also availed them-

selves of the right to take single courses and to combine them
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toward a graduation certificate, even though these courses were
intended in the first place to offer further training for persons
already in some field of work. This praetice is now institution-
alized by making it possible for college authorities to arrange
for individual programs. Further flexibility based on-regional
industrial and labor market considerations is also provided
through a right for regional authorities to arrange for local
programs.

Administration

The reforms of 1975 to 1977 implied a broad administrative
reorganization and plans for a broader geographical distribution
of the Swedish system of higher education. At the national level
the overall responsibility for higher education lies with the
National Board of Universities and Colleges (UHA).6 Like other
central government agencies, this is administratively indepen-
dent of, but in budgetary terms subordinate to, the government
(cabinet) via the Ministry of Education. In the final decision-
making process, the Swedish Parliament is the highest formal
authority deciding on total financial resources and their broad
allocation, including the geographical location of institutions of
higher education and the establishment of general study pro-
grams and related full professor chairs.

The country is divided into six regions, each with a sepa-
rate regional board for higher education. Two-thirds of the
board members are representatives of "public interests," that is,
local government, labor and management organizations, etc.
These boards have special responsibility for the programs of
single courses and local and individual study lines at the univer
sities and colleges in each region. They are also responsible for
the distribution of research resources to the various institutions
in each region. Theytpromote linkages between education and

6In Swedish: Universitets-och HUgskole-iimbetet. In Sweden, hUgskola
(officially translated "college") is an institution of higher education with a
less complete program and less research orientation than a university; the
colleges are also more directly geared to education and training for specif-
ic occupations and professions. HUgskola is also used, however, as synon-
ymous with institutions of higher education in general.
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research, especially in those areas of higher education which
traditionally have lacked such direct connections, for example,
the training of nurses.

The logic of the arrangement is that the regional boards,
with their strong extra-academic membership, are expected to
provide contact between higher education and the rest of soci-
ety. On the basis of economic and labor market needs, they are
to provide for the development of special courses that will pri-
marily serve persons already working. Their influence over the
planning of research should promote its orientation toward

needs of the respective regions. For example, there might be in-
stitutions for the study of tourism in the mountainous areas.

It must be admitted, however, that the process of creating

a genuinely unitary system of higher education and research and
simultaneously avoiding the risk of spreading research resources

too thin is still in the formative stage. It is too, early to pass
judgment on the role of regional boards in this respect,' and
their resources have been rather limited. Research funds are,
however, distributed,through other channels as well, for exam-
ple, research councils for different fields of science and funds
received by professors' and postgraduate students in the faculties

at large.
At the local level, there are E universities offering a broad

range of research and study programs and about 20 colleges pro-
viding more restricted selections of programs. The governing
boards of each of these institutions of higher education also in-
clude public representatives, but on these boards they have only
one-third of the seats, while the other scats are reserved for aca-

demic personnel elected by units or departments within the
universities and colleges.

A basic feature of the reform is its emphasis on decentrali-
zation. This implies changes in budgeta.y procedures. Increased
freedom, as c..»apared with former times, in the disposition of
funds is given to levels below the UHA. There is also decentrali-
zation of decisions relating to the structuring and contents of

'They are often criticized as an artificial complication -a token decentrali-
zation introduced in order to get the support of the Center Party for the
rest .,f the reform.

110
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the components of the various study programs. In the 1960s,
the annual budgets for higher education passed by Parliament
specified 130 items, but these have gradually been reduced to
less than. 30, giving both the central and local administrative
authorities increased freedom to allocate the funds they get
from the state.

In the various departments within institutions of higher
education, considerable responsibility is also given to staff mem-
bers and to the students concerning the inner life of depart-
ments, the arrangement of courses, and the content of curricula.
This is no longer a prerogative of full professors. For each disci-

__

pline there is a curriculum council determining the main con-
tents of teaching, books to be used, etc. These include full
professors and also representatives of the professions, such as
lawyers in the law schools, junior staff, and students. The par-
ticipation of students in determining what books their professors
should assign is sometimes ridiculed, but in practice this new
"industrial democracy" or "codetermination" does not function
very differently from the old system. Superior competence and
experience continue to give the full professors much influence.
This has gradually been realized by student representatives,
who had already achieved some codetermination rights back in
the 1960s. On the other hand, this new order sometimes serves
to prevent misuse of faculty powers, such as compelling stu-
dents to buy and use a professor's outdated textbook.

Political Debates

The reforms of 1975 to 1977 were not uncontested. Some of
the senior professors talked of deadly threats to higher educa-
tionof the danger that bureaucratization would interfere
with their concentration on their main tasks of education and
research, and of the risk of undue nonacademic influence from
trade unionists and other outsiders on the governing boar& and
from students and junior personnel in the departments. More-
over, the student bodies have to a great extent displayed opposi-
tion to the reforms: first, as early as the 1960s, to the efforts to
streamline studies within a number of standardized programs in
order to speed the student's progress toward a degree and, more
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recently, to the new rules for access and admissions or at least
to certain features of these rules.

As for the attitudes of political parties, there was a high
degree of consensus in connection with earlier steps in the direc-
tion manifested in the 1977 reform. However, debate on the
latter has to some extent changed 'this picture. The conserva-
tives have partly sided-with the professors and students in oppos-
ing what they saw as a risk of sacrificing elitist excellence for
exkggerated egalitarianism. The Communists have also sided

iivitliAhe students in their opposition to efforts to allow the ap-
( portionment of student places to be determined, at least to

some extent, by labor market considerations. This they appar-
ently view as. turning Universities into service institutions for
employers, instead of free academies serving the students' and
professors' cultural and scientific interests.

Student opposition from left and right has been enhanced

by the "teething" troubles connected with administering the
new rules for access to higher education, which are widened to
bring in many more persons than formerly. This opposition
probably helped to explain part of the growth of votes for both
Conservatives and 'Communists in the election of 1979. The
Liberals sided with the other opponents against the decision of
the parliamentary majority (the Social Democrats and the Cen-

ter Party) to reintroduce the generalized entrance regulations
in 1979.

New Rules for Access

The rules for access to higher education are among the most
important and widely debated aspects of the university reform.

It is mainly the traditional universities that, re affected, because
the various professional colleges outside of the universities gen-
erally continue their traditional methods of selection, since
these depend on the special demands of the professions (for
example, actors, journalists, and nurses). With respect to the
universities, there is first a general entitlement in the form, of

certain minimum requirements relating mainly to competence
in Swedish and English at levels needed for higher studies. Sec-
ondly, there are specific entitlement criteria, which differ among
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different programs or courses, and are designed to ensure basic

knowledge of the topics to be studied.
The administration of admissions procedures for the ap-

proximately 100 study programs is computeriied and central-
ized to ensure equal treatment of students in different parts of
the country. Entrance to single courses is a more local affair.
Those meeting the eligibility standards for admission to pro-
grams of their choice are separated into five groups, and the
number admitted is largely proportional to the number of ap-
plicants-in each group. In this way the various types of qualifi-
cations are put on the same footing if there is competiti6n for
places, in a certain field of. study. The five groups and their gen-
eral requirements are: (1) those who have completed a secondary
school program of three or four years; (2) those who have com-
pleted a two-year secondary school program; (3) those who
have completed a full course at a folk high school; (4) those
who are at least 25 years of age and have had at least four years
of work experience; and (5)-those whose earlier education was
outside of Sweden if they have completed at least the equivalent
of group 2 (that is, two years of secondary school). This fifth
group is kept outside the proportional system, and a maximum
of 10 percent of the student places is available for them.

The applicants in each of the groups are ranked according
to their school grades and are given additional credits for work
experience, in which is included military service, care for one's
own child or for a relative, or active participation in voluntary
organizational work (such as trade unions, youth and sports
clubs). The applicants of the "25:4" type can get extra points
for additional work experience on top of the basic eligibility
years and for an optional test of scholastic aptitude.

In order to avoid making work experience a too decisive

factor for those in groups 1' and 2, here is a guarantee that 20
percent of the places for each of these groups will be reserved
for persons basing their applications solely on their school
grades. For the opposite reason, 50 percent of the places allot-
ted to group 4 are reserved for those lacking marks frOm sec-
ondary schools.
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The credits are so structured that work experience gives a
maximum of two points, plus one-half point for participation
in organizational work. Since school grades can contribute a
maximum of five points, a person with only three points from
school but with maximum work experience beats a person with-
out such points but with highest marks. In some cases, notably
medical schools, even this has not guaranteed entrance to those
with five points for school marks, and lotteries have been used.

As mentioned above, the entrance- regulations applying
these rules were actually in force for only a part of the appli-

cants in 1977-78 and 1978-79those seeking entrance to re-
stricted programs. Everyone who met the general criteria and,
if needed, special criteria was admitted to programs and courses
in the free sector. Restrictions on entrance and competition for
places were, of course, not unknown earlier, when they were
applied where places were limited by the need for laboratory
space or equipment or when professional associations wanted to
limit entrance.. For some of these programs, there is a strict
humerus clausus established by Parliament; in other cases, parli-

amentary decisions about allocations of funds to higher educa-
tion make possible decentralized decisions about the number of
places each unit can accommodaa.-.. Selection of applicants is,
however, centralized in one system, as we have seeh,, to safe-

guard equal treatment all over the country. Beginning with fall
1979, the centralized admissions system has been applied to all
programs in which the number of applicants is higher than the
number of places available.

Even in the 1960s and earlier, when admission generally
required a secondary school certificate (matura or studentex-
amen), there were other ways of entering universities. Old re-
strictions had gradtially been liberalized, first through individual
exceptions and, from 1969 on, thrhugh a larger-scale experi-
ment under which persons at least 25 years old and with five
years of work experience were given access to a large number
of swdy lines, provided they had the necessary basic knowledge
of the subject and an elementary knowledge of English. From
1969 to 1976, the application of this so-called 25:5 rule was
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gradually widened, until through the 1977 reform it has been
generalized on a 25:4 basis.

The proportion of new entrants admitted to the free sec-
tions on the basis of the 25:5 rule rose from about 5 percent in
the initial year to almost one-fourth of the newly enrolled in
the last year of the experiment. The proportion of those with a
working-class background was substantially higher, in the 25:5
group than for the others. Even so, disregarding the dubious-
ness of using parental occupation as a measure.of current social
status, the figures show that the majority even among the 25:5
students had a middle-class background.

One interesting side effect of the reform was that it invited
people to seek university (college) entrance Without intending
to acquire a full degree. Thus, of all new entrants und,3- the
25:5 rule, the proportion stating that they were not aiming at a
full degree rose from about one-third in 1970 to 70 percent in

1976.
When the new rules were first applied in fall 1977, the

stream of applications to the free sector grew in an unforeseen
manner. In that year, free admission applied,to 40 single courses
and to a small number of full-study programs in economics,
social service, and mathematics. Even in the restricted -study
programs, the number of places available was in some cases large
enough to permit acceptance of all eligible applicants. Compe-
tition was, however, as keen as always in medicine;agronomy,
architecture, and other similar programs.

The establishment of a generalized entrance regulation, in
effect from the beginning of 1979-80, was motivated, among
other- things, by the view that the uninhibited expansion of
some programs threatened to reduce the possibility of expand-

ing restricted programs. Needs for expansion actually appeared
to be greatest in the restricted programs, both from the point
of view of social needs and the expressed needs for student
places. In view of the flexibility of comprehensive regulation, it
is difficult to givea precise figure for the number of places avail-

able and for those actually used. In fall 1978, the total number
of entrance places was apparently about 50,000, one-half of
them in single courses. A sharp increase \and excess demand for
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places at the beginning of 1979-80 led to improvised expansions

in fields in which this was feasible. The application must have

been submitted before June 15 to facilitate the selection pro-

cess and the preparation of new courses in time for the, fall

term.
In the period of partially free and partially restricted ad-

mission from 1977 to 1979, a majority of applicants to restric-

ted study programs were admitted on the basis of the criteria

for group 1. Between two-thirds and three-quarters of all appli-

cants were in this category. The proportion for the 25:4 group

was in the neighborhood of 17 to 27 percent, most of whom,

however, also qualified for some other group. Those who met
only the 25:4 criterion appear to have constituted about 5 per-

cent of the total number of applicants to the centrally monitored

study programs. At the same time, the majority of applicants in

groups 2, 3, and 4 had extra credits for work experience. Such

experience can not be counted unless it lasted 15 months, and
each job held has to be of at least 3 months' duration. Even in

group .1, about 40 percent of the applicants had and have some

creditable work experience.
Generally, the system appears to favor applicants who have

had both secondary school studies and work experience. Thus

it provides an incentive for recurrent education, assisting those

who wish to enter higher education at a later stage in life than

has been traditional. In fact, the system results in a situation in

which a large proportion of those who" otherwise would have

gone directly from secondary school to higher education now

have to walea few years, because the places are taken by those

who have added work experience to their educational credits.

This is partly an intended effect, but it has interfered with the

intention of giving 20 per of the places to persons coming

directly from secondary s. ,i. The political parties seem to be

in agreement that the rules should be amended so that this in-

tention can be carried out.
There have also been other unanticipated side effects,

which some critics argue call for amendment of the rules relat-

ing to credits for participation in voluntary organizations. At

least initially, these rules have tended to discriminate against
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female applicants who are likely to have fewer points for such
activities. Thus, they tend to impede achieving the goal of sexual
equality. Another overall effect of the systempartly an unin-
tended consequence of the basic attempt to widen the category
of eligible studentshas been to intensify the competition for
student places in programs that were earlier already highly com-
petitive, such as medicine.

By and large, it is still an open question whether the system
has contributed to broader social' recruitment or not. The effect
may take some time to materialize. Consistent with the usual
experience with adult participation in higher education, it is
those who already have considerable educational achievement
who are most likely to use the new opportunities, at least to
begin with.

The effects on the highly competitive programs, such as
medicine, have also been much debated. The average age of en-
tranti to the study of medicine in 1977 and 1978 was around
30 years. In some cases, persons over age 50 hive entered such
studies, and it has been noted that they would not be able to
give society much return on its investment in human capital
during the years they would have left to work after graduation.
There is clearly some validity to such criticisms, and it is prob-
able that the rules will be modified to some extent.

There are also other unforeseen difficulties that require
attention, such as those associated with the complicated com-
puterized selection process, involving the five-group classifica-
tion with its complex rules and the effort to achieve interregional
equity. Applicants often try to improve their chances by apply-
ing to Several study lines at once, sometimes up to as many as
12. If they do get into a program that they do not really want,
they frequently drop out at the beginning of the term, but those
who might then be accepted in their place cannot be informed
until after the term has already begun.

Although there will clearly be amendments to the rules,
the parliamentary majority cannot be expected to retreat from
the basic principles of the reform. There is, for example, a
strong conviction that it is neither rational nor equitable to lure
the best theoretical brains to such studies as medicine and den-
tistry, not because these able persons have special aptitudes for
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human contacts or manual dexterity, but because these fields
still have shortages and, as a result, above-normal income levels.

There is a long-run policy to reduce the monopolistic privileges
associated with such occupations through further expansion of
training facilities, but already recruitment is becoming based'

more on experience with human contacts, like those in nursing,

than on a capacity for assimilation of textbooks. Experienced
nurses can now compete successfully with graduates of second-
ary schools for entrance to medical studies and are also offered
shorter, programs for qualification as physicians. For teachers as

well, there is increasing emphasis on making work experience a
precondition for entrance to teacher training, both because of
the increased importance given to teaching young people about
working life in the schools and because of the need for better
understandin,7. between teachers and pupils from different social

backgrounds.
It must be stressed that e regulation of entrance to higher

education is not motivated' by a desire to hold down the num-
, ber of entrants for any reason other than budgetary constraints.

Taxpayers cannot be expected to provide money willingly for
higher education and research without any limits. Those pro-
grams with the greatest excess demand for student places will
probably receive increasing resources on the basis of a compro-

mise between satisfying the demand and projections of future
need, assuming there is a discrepancy between these criteria.
The actual demand for places is likely to be given considerable
weight, while maladjustments of demand and supply will be
met by improved vocational counseling aimed at persuading
students to prepare for those occupations in which demand is
rising. Experience in the past several decades has demonstrated
the precarious nature of occupational forecasts, the great adapt-
ability of people with the "wrong" training, and the extreme
sensitivity of students to changes in occupational demand.
Sometimes, in fact, this sensitivity 'appears too greatyleading to

overreaction to small and temporary changes in thellabor mar-

ket situation. .

(P.S. June 1980. Parliament has now changed the access

rules described above. From 1981 on, 30 instead of 20 percent

will be admitted (in the relevant groups) on the basis of school
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marks only. From 1982 on, thelmportance of work experience
will be reduced: The maximum for such points will be 1.7 in-
stead of 2.5, and the possibility of counting activities in organi-

zations as a point-giving merit will be eliminated. The reduction
of the weight to be given to work experience was opposed by
the opposition parties in Parliament.)

Relation to .e Labor Market

There were a number of misleading forecasts about the academic
labor market in the 1950s and the early 1960s, indicating large
oversupplies of graduates in 4 situation in which what actually
developed were large shortages. The methodology for such fore-

..-asts has been strengthened and hopefully improVed, so as to
provide better guidance to vocational advisers. Improved infor-
mation about local government plans for public service expan-
sionan important part of the demand for academic manpower
along with other improvements in occupational statistics should
have increased the reliability of the forecasts. Those for the
1970s have been more reliable than those of earlier periods, but
they are still based to a large extent on extrapolations with lim-

ited possibilities for predicting pronounced deviations from
observed trends.

Thus, the efforts to influence the flow of students into
various occupations through the new system for allocation of
study slots and regulation of entrance should not be viewed as
based on manpower planning guided by forecasts. Apart from
the case of professions with a long time span between the begin-
ning of studies and completion of those studies, and for which
the number of jobs is largely determined by public authorities
and thereby in principle foreseeablesuch as school teachers,
physicians, and dentiststhe guiding principle should rather be
preparedness for rapid adjustment unforeseen changes when-
ever these o, ir.

An important contribution zo ch adaptability is obvious-
ly provided by the large number of supplementary courses of all

sorts included in the system of higher education. Moreover, ad-
justment to changing labor market situations in various, parts of
the country should be enhanced by the freedom now given to
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regional and local higher education authorities to arrange such

courses on an ad hoc basis, whenever they perceive a need.
The adaptability of the system is also enhanced by the

broader geographical distribution of institutions of higher edu-
cation. In addition, there is a systematic promotion of distance
studies. These make it possible for persons who do not live in

one.-.4.-4 the 20 municipalities in which there are institutions of
higher education to participate in university-level study circles

and correspondence courses, keeping in touch with teachers,
through letters, telephone, tape-recorded lectures, and intermit-
tent short courses on a campus.

Another application of the emphasis on adaptability is the

opportunity for academic graduates to participate in labor mar-

ket training under the auspices of the Labor Market Board. Like

all other jobseekers whose chances of getting a suitable job in a

reasonable time appears limited, these persons can be admitted

to retraining courses. The order of magnitude of the number of

participants in such academic retraining is about 1,000 persons

a year. Their anxieties are perhaps alleviated to some extent by

the fact that they receive more generous financial support than

ordinary college students.
Thus, in spite of the absence of strict manpower planning,

the reform of higher education in Sweden is based to a high de-

gree on labor market considerations. The unified system with

its study programs and single courses is intended to facilitate
the student's path from education to working life and also his

return to studies. The system of public representation on region-

al and institutional boards is intended to ensure closer links be-

tween higher education and both social and working life. The

experimental 25:5 rule and the new admissions system of 1977

were explicitly designed to promote a pattern of recurrent edu-

cation. But recurrent education also implies increased adaptabil-

ity to rapid labor market changes.
At times in the past discrepancies have developed between

supply and demand for university gr,cluates. For example, there

was a rapid growth of enrollment in university-type institutions

in the 1950s and 1960sfrom 17,000 in 1950 to 120,000 in
1970. The proportion of 19- and 20-ye?- r)!ds enrolled increased
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from less than 5 percent in 1950 to almost 25 percent in 1970.
Using for purposes of international comparability the OECD
definition of higher education, the proportion in 1970 could be
estimated at slightly below 40 percent. The figures for new en-
trants grew in a similar manner. This development, however,
ceased in 1970, and a declining trend ensued until 1973-74,
especially in humanities and social sciences and other fields in
which there was free entrance for all those who were basically
eligible. The restricted faculties and schools grew slowly and
filled their available student places accordingly. In the free
fields, the number of new entrants seems to have gone down
from approximately 30,000 to below 20,000 between the peak
year 1968-69 and the trough year 1973-74. This was partly ex-
plained by a decline of the youth population and by the changed
rules for military service and examinations, which exaggerated
the peak, but there was also a marked decline in the demand for
higher education.

In the mid-1970s, the trend shifted upward again. Enroll-
ment in higher education institutions (according to the enlarged
definition applicable since 1977) has been around 45,000 a year
from 1977 to 1979. About one-third of these go to single

courses, most for part-time studies. In 1978 the total enroll-
ment was 172,300 (Table 19). In comparable terms, higher edu-
cation activities as a whole, as well as annual entrance numbers,
now probably have passed the peak level of the late 1960s. On
the other hand we are now- in a period of decreasing postgradu-
ate studies. Although explicable by the low entrance figures of
the early 1970s, pessimists see here a more serious decline of
interest in research.

All in all, about 50 percent of each cohort appears likely
sooner or later to enter some sort of higher education. This may
appear as a contradiction to the figures of Table 19, which show
only about 11 percent of the 20- to 24-age group enrolled in
postsecondary studies in 1978. This is explained by the fact
that nearly one-half of all new entrants to higher education
come in after their 25th birthday. These do, however, stay for
shorter periods of time, which explains the relatively rapid de-
cline of enrollment figures after this age. If the total enrollment
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at present is assumed to be 180,000 and if everyone stays on
the average three years (probably nowadays an exaggeration),
they would represent an annual inflow of new entrants by
60,000 a year, that is about one-half the size of one cohort.

A psychological reason for the reduced inflow to the uni-
versities in the early 1970s was the general loosening of the
labor market that occurred in Sweden in 1971-72, with unem-
ployment doubling (to 2.7 percent) for the entire labor force
and also for the 20- to 24-age group. Such reackic.1 appears
rather irrational. The young people involved woud have been
better off prolonging their education and postponing entrance
to the labor market until conditions improved ifistead of add-
ing themselves to the queue of unemployed.

It is sometimes claimed that a structural labor market
problem has developed for University graduates in the 1970s
and that this, among other things, has discouraged young peo-
ple from entering the universities. In fact, an appreciable rise in
unemployment rates for university graduates did occur in the
early 1970sa rise that was more pronounced than for persons
aged 20 to 24 in general or for those with only a secondary
school certificate 8 For those who graduated in 1970-71, the
unemployment ratt\six months after graduation was over 4 per-

cent, for a shorter period maybe even higher. The rate was high-

est for those with a degree in the humanities. Moreover, three
years after graduation many graduates found themselves in oc-
cupations other than those for which they had been studying.
After a few years, however, unemployment was again clearly
lower for graduates than for others in the same age group. Dur-

ing the slack, a number of graduates had had to wait a
few montlig--before getting a job, something that was very dif-
ferent from the situation in the 1960s. In fact, the predictions
for employment opportunities of graduates had already begun
in the late 1960s to indicate a more balanced situation than

8Central Bureau of Statistics, Trends and Forecasts- Population, Educa-
tion, and the Labor Market in Sweden, 1977:1, Table 2:4:6; and Student
Flows Through the Educational System and Number of Students Entering
the Labor Market, Projection to 1990, 1977:4, Table 6.4.
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earlier shortages, and decisions to enter higher education ap-
peared to be very sensitive to such signals.

Thus, one form of adjustment was not to enter higher edu-

cation. Another was downward djustment of expectations of
graduates with respect to the status and salary levels of jobs.
Within the civil service, formal eligibility requirements for post
tions have been changed. Graduates now must start civil service

careers at a lower level in terms of status and salary than in the
1960s, when there was a high demand for their services. The
development toward greater importance of internal labor mar-
kets and of work experience in private enterprises, moreover,
has definitely caused graduates to commence work at lower
levels in both the public and private sectors.9 Statistics confirm
the fact that initial salaries for new graduates stagnated and
even declined. This does not necessarily imply that their possi-
bilities for later advancement have 'diminished.

Another question is to what extent the increased outflow
of persons with higher education in the early 1970s may have
impaired the labor market outlook for other groups of young
people. This possibility is sometimes mentioned.° No doubt,
there is a connection between the appearance of increased num-
bers of graduates from both universities and secondary schools
and increased unemployment among the unskilled and those
without schooling beyond the compulsory vel. Whether this

is a cause-and-effect relationship, however, is ot clear. It may

also be that the disappearance of shortages 1y persons with
advanced qualifications has contributed to econ is expansion
that is beneficial for persons with lesser qualific tions as well.
On the other hand, if there is unemployment, i tends to be
concentrated on those with less schooling. If these are a declin-
ing proportion of total employment, one can imagine that their
unemployment rates rise to high levels, while those with certifi-

cates of advanced study stay unemployed only for short periods.

9See Ministry of Labor, Labor Market in Transition, English Summary of

a Report from EFA (The Expert Group for Labor Market Research),
1978.
MAnte Farm, Report on the Youth Employment Service Experiment,
Institute for Social Research, 1978.
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The latter usually have a possibility of choosing a job at a lower

level than that which has been traditional for their qualifica-
tions, but those without skills and education do not have the

opposite possibility of upgrading their choices. Only in some

specific cases do employers prefer young people without more
than basic :chool over those who are "overqualified" by theo-

retical education. More often they seem to prefer those with
immediately usuable dexterities, for example, typing, over
thwt with higher education, who have to supplement their edu-
cation with such skills. The predominant picture, however, is of

an inverse relationship between educational level and umem-
ployment rates. Thus, the large outflow from universities may
have contributed to a slow trickle-down process, with the result

that those with the least education have been most afflicted by

unemployment, while the graduates have experienced a decline

in earnings levels, at least in relative terms.
About half of the increase in youth unemployment from

1976 to 1978 consisted of young people who had had some
secondary education,but usually less than three years. This in-

crease in youth unemployment adversely affects the chances of

these young people to compete for admission to higher educa-
tion under the new rules. Critics have urged that the rules be
made more sensitive to the needs of this category of youth who

are disadvantaged in attaining work experience credits. In fact,

the programs for public service employment for young people
represent one way of meeting this need.

Official forecasts of the future labor market situation for
university graduates predict an aggregative balance during the

coming two decades. Some problems will arise, however, for
those with a background in the behavioral sciences, whereas the

outlook is for a balance between demand and supply for persons
with a backgroUnd in various areas of administrative, economic,
and social higher education:This reflects -the plans for -expan-

sion of public service activities in local governmentif these can
be fulfilled in view of the heightened financial difficulties of all

public authorities. There will, however, be a large surplus of stu-

dents with training for cultural and informational professions
throughout the entire 1980s. When the forecasts are broken
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down in greater detail, both excess and deficit demand in par-
ticular fields are predicted.

The authors of this study (from the Forecasting Institute)
stress the hypothetical character of their activity." "These dis-
crepancies," they state, "do not mean that so and so many per-
sons will be unemployed and That the number of vacant jobs
will be this or that high. Instead the discrepancies indicate that
some students must take jobs for which they lack training and
the number of jobs in which persons with inadequate training
will have to be placed." Furthermore, students will take the
forecasts into account in their vocational choices and the plan-
ning authorities in the educational system "will naturally . . .

change the capacity of this or that specific training and thereby
remqve the basis for this projection, at least for the period be-
yond 1985."

This sounds as if there actually was real manpower plan-

ning of theprovision of places in both secondary and higher
education. The very decentralization of the system, however,
implies that conformity between the predictions and the plans
will be rather limited. Probably the new capacity for rapid ad-
justment to unforeseen changes, by the school and labor market
authorities arranging and by workers entering specialized courses
at any age level will contribute to maintaining balance in the
various labor markets, just as much as planning at more central

levels.

The Integration Between the Sexes and Among Social Groups

Under the new definition of higher education, which includes
the special schools for nurses, artists, etc., that were outside the
old university concept, we find that women were in tie major-
ity (54 percent) among entrants in 1975-76, and, in fact, a ma-
jority that had grown somewhat since 1965-66. Men were in
the majority (55 percent) in the Iyaditional" universities, even

11Central Bureau of Statistics; Number of Students Leaving the Education-
al System and the Labor Market Recruitment Need for ManpowerFore-
cast to 1990, 1978:3.
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though the share of women here had also grown by a few per-
centage points. In other words, women were a large majority of
those in the new system outside of the traditional university.I2

The share of women among entrants to higher education
rose steadily during the experimental period from 1969 to 1976
for the 25:5 rule; it was 39 percent in the fall of 1969 and 52
percent in the fall of 1975. This development, however, was
partly due to a gradual extension of the 25:5 rule to humanistic
and general study courses, in which women are particularly
likely to enroll.

Women are clearly underrepresented in the technical sector
and somewhat underrepresented in the administrative, econom-
ics, and social sectors. Over a ten-year period, however, the
share of women has risen considerably in the sectors in which

they had been underrepresented and diminished considerably in
the health care sector, except for medicine and dentistry. The
new shortened training program for nurses who want to become
physicians can be expected to increase the proportion of women

in the medical profession.
Further efforts to promote equality between the sexes in

higher education are underway. A special working party of
UHA has concerned itself with the formulation of appropriate
measures and policies toward this end. A constant problem is
the underrepresentation of women in postgraduate studies

, women constituted only 26 percent of all graduate students in

the fall term of 1978, and this figu e had been roughly un-
changed throughout the 1970s.

In addition, the new rules granting extra credits for active .
work in civic organizations, as we have.4een, have negatively
affected the chances of female applicants to get into highly
competitive study programs. Thus, there seems to be a reduced
proportion of women in several lengthy programs, such as medi-
cine. If this continues to be the case, the rules will probably
be changed.

12Lillemor Kim, Admission to Higher Education: The Second Report,
Ufa, 1978:18, p. 25. (English translation of Swedish title)
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On the whole, it must be emphasized that the entire higher
education reform is subject to a great number of follow-up
research projects designed to evaluate its results in every con-
ceivable respect and then to apply the principle of a "rolling

reform."
As for the social background of the students, we have al-

ready noted that the 25:5 students enrolled from 1969 to 1976

were more likely to have a working-class background than tradi-

tional students, but even so, working-class students were a
minority of all 25:5 students. All in all, students from working-
class homes increased their share in higher education to 20
percent, compared to 15 percenvat-the beginning of the 1970s.
This 'development was certainly related to the rise in real in-
comes and to the gradual reforms in the system for financing
studies beyond compulsory school in the postwar period. The
skewness is still substantial, however, especially among people
continuing their studies -toward an academic degree and in the

restricted programs.
It is difficult to form a consistent picture of developments

during the 1970s. In fact, sample surveys of 23-year olds born
in 1948 and in 1953, as -well as other data, suggest increased
social-differentiation during the 1970s, at least up to 1976. It

seems to have been particularly the youth with working-class
backgrounds (with a high risk aversion) who overreacted to the

risks of an oversupply of academic graduates appearing in the
early 1970s. The results of the 1977 reform in these respects

cannot yet be determined.13
An analysis of changes in participation in different fields

of study indicates that "upper" social groups have substantially
increased their shares in humanities and social sciences and in
some short postsecondary education programs. On the other
hand, there seems to be a slight tendency for "lower" social
groups to increase their (very low) share in the most attractive
lines of study. Nevertheless, social 'background continues to
have a very strong influence op participation.patterns.

1J Allan Svensson, Equality Under Way? UHA report 1979:9, pp. 14-20.
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Of special interest is the effect of recent changes in the en-

trance criteria on admission to restricted lines. Applicants
with three to four years of secondary education obtained three-
fourths of the places in restricted lines in fall. 1978. Only 4 per-

cent of the places in these programs went to persons eligible

solely on the basis of age and work experience. In both cases,
this accords with the shares of the two groups among applicants.

The greatest changes brought about by the reform occurred
within the group of secondary school graduates. Because work
experience was a criterion in selection, a shift occurred favoring,
secondary school graduates with such experience. This explains
the growth of 'the average age of new entrants. Older applicants

are displacing the applicants who have to wait for their turn.
At least in the short run, one should not expect dramatic

effects of the new access rules on the social composition of the
university and college population. As we noted earlier, it is al-

ways those who already hays some educational or economic ad-

vantages who are the first to be both able and interested in
tilizing new openings. A basis is created, however, for activities

by the free educational associations and other broadly based

organizations, education and vocational counselors, and employ-

ment service officers) to advise possible candidates to prepare
themselves for broader utilization of the new chances within the

framework of recurrent education that has been created.

A Note on Democratization and Decentralizatioik

Our discussion of the changes in Sweden's higher education sys-

tem should at least give some indication of the ways in which

Sweden is trying to reconcile a number of partly conflicting ob-
jectives. On the one hand, there is increased decentralization,
so as to provide influence for both the representatives of democ-

racy external to higher education (political authorities, labor,
management, etc.) and of those internal (professors, etc.). On
the other hand, there is coordinated planning for a rational and

_ equitable allocation of the financial resources which the central

political authOiities consider- a sensible use of the taxpayers'
money. Actually, part of this decentralized influence-existed
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earlier in the form of a high degree of autonomy for full profes-
sors and faculty assemblies. There have also been elements of
student "codetermination," as we have seen, since the upheav-
als of 1968.

In a way, these changes can be viewed as involving a loss of
autonomy from the point of view of previously relatively inde-
pendent authorities, particularly the senior professors. But the
time has passed when scientific progress and its transmission to
new generations could be based on a small number of professors,
each with access to a library and perhaps a little laboratory, and
with a small grOup of devoted students sitting at his feet. Both
research and higher education are now big industries with very
costly inputs. The taxpayers, as we commented earlier, deserve
a say in the process of determining expenditures. The decentral-
ization that has occurred can be seen as a new form of pluralism.
If local power is misused by incompetence or political bias, the
proliferation of organs for decision making appears to be a guar-
antee that freedom of scientific research and objectivity of aca-
demic teaching can continue to be protected through other
channels, in the process of mutual scrutiny that is a basic aspect
of academic freedom.

Concluding Remarks on Education

We have tried to describe Swedish educational reforms in recent
decades with particular attention to two of their 'main goals,
i.e., a better relationship with working life and the elimination
of educational choices and career patterns based on traditional
class structure and prejudices. Educational policy has, along
with other components of social policy, undoubtedly consider-
ably increased the general level of skill and knowledge among
those going from school to work. Furthermore, it has obviously
changed the preconditions for social mobility and recruitment
patterns in the choice of education and occupation to an extent
that, at least in the realm of intersexual equality, is unique in

the world.
The picture is not, however, unambiguously positive. The

distribution of the two sexes and the various social groups
among different study lines and levels of educational attainment
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has not changed with the expected speed. The new admission
rules have often faVored groups other than those they were in-
tended to help. Even if unemployment has been kept low, by
international comparison, increased youth unemployment rates

(at times even for university graduates) indicate that Swedish
society has not been entirely successful in adapting educational

policy, to the labor market and vice versa. The tendencies toward
"squeezing" more people out of the labor market, discussed in

other parts of this volume, can be traced back to the school
system to a certain extent.

The existence of goal conflicts of course constitutes a
dilemma. This includes conflicts between the more general and
traditional goals of education and the goals of the more recent
reforms. The attempts to broaden the social composition of stu-
dents in higher education may haNT led to negative impacts on
educational standards, at least temporarily. Discipline prob-
lems and unrest, although concentrated in a minority of schools,
particularly in the big cities, imply that the policy of prolonged
compulsory education has had unwanted side effects. Goals for

working life, in addition are too unspecified to exclude internal
goal conflicts, for example, between flexibility and specializa-

tion of the labor force.
Some readers may have searched here for a discussion of

the political controversies over the reform policy in education.
My defense for the absence of such discussion (with the excep-
tions of the reference to the controversies about the 1975-1977
university reforins) is that there have scarcely been any deep
disagreements in Sweden about the reform policy. There are
those who feel that the policy issues have been handed over to

experts to a too high extent and that the politicians have dis-

agreed too little. However, there are signs that this consensus
period is over. The Social Democrats and the Conservative party

are the main opponents in a growing educational debate that

concerns both the questions of the right means and of goal pri-

orities. The Conservatives emphasize the failure of the schools

to cope satisfactorily with discipline problems (recognized as
such by all, but with different views on counteraction), the tra-
ditional goals of education, and belief in the importance of
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marks as an incentive for diligence. The Social Democrats ap-
pear as the main defenders of the reform strategy based on the
principles of latest possible separation into different streams,
democratized cooperation with pupils, recurrent education, and
contacts with social and working life as part of the curricula.

There is general agreement that at least some local school
authorities have been too lenient, permitting disorderly conduct
and lack of firm norms for pupils and teachers to hamper the
fundamental task of providing the young with the bask skills
they need for working life and further learning.

The IEA investigations 1970 showed not only that
educational achievements in Swedish schools were at levels sim-
ilar to those in other countries, but they also showed that in-
equalities among different areas are particularly small in Sweden.
In the 1979 OECD examination of Swedish education, the ex-
aminers pointed to the risk that the recent decentralization of
school and colleg' management would lead to increased inequal-
ity and segregation to the detriment of the underprivileged.
The Swedish representatives, recognizing this danger, indicated
that the national authorities can interfere if things go wrong.
Hitherto, this "interference" has largely had the form of advice.

The hope is, of course, that the positive aspect of decen-
tralization will dominate. Already a variety of ideas, which I
have discussed in part in this essay, are being al..7lied in differ-
ent places. After the ensuing experiences are evaluated. the
better ones should be used more widely.

Outside observers, e.g., Pedersen and Hunter, 198 ,m1

note that the problems of Sweden are not uncommon in tile in-
dustrialized world at large. To a great extent, these problems
come flat-In-ally during and after a period of .rapid expansion of
access to education at all levels. They may have become particu-
larly visible in connection with our ambitious rolling reforms.



Swedish Acronyms

AKU: Arbetskraftundersokningar (Labor Force sample surveys)

ALC: Arbetslioscentrum (Center' for the Study of Working-Life

Problems)
ALU: Arbetsliv och utbildning (Work-life training courses)

AMS: Arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen (National Labor Market Board)

AMU: Arbetsmarknadsutbildning (Labor market training

coursesY
BRA: Brottsforebyggande cadet (Crime Prevention Council)

EFA: Expertgruppen for arbetsmarknadsfragor (Expert Group

for Labor Market Questions)
ERU: Expertgruppen for regionalpolitisk utredningsverksamhet

_ (Expert Group for Regional Policy Studies)

KOMVUX: Kommunal vuxenutbildning (Municipal Adult Edu-

cation)
LO: Landsorganisationen (Swedish Trade Union Confederation)

PRAO: Praktisk arbetslivsorientering (Practical Work-Life Ori-

entation)
PRYO: Praktisk yrkesorientering (Practical Vocational Orien-

tation)
SACO/SR:- Sveriges Akademikers Centralorganisaticin och Stats-

tjiinstemunnens Riksforbund (Central Organization of
Academic Professionals and [higher] Civil Servants)

SAF: Svenska Arbetsgivareforeningen (The Swedish Employers'

Confederation)
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SCB: Statistiska Cetraibyran (Central [National] Bureau of
Statistics)

SIFO: Svenska Institutet for Opinionsundersokningar (Swedish
Institute for Social Research)

SOFI: Institutet for social forskning (Swedish Institute for
Social Research)

SO: Skoloverstyrelsen (NationoT Board of Education)
SYO: Studie- och Yrkesorientering (Stye./ and vocational

orientation)
TCO: Tjanstemannens Central9rganisation (Central Organiza-

tion of Salaried Employees)
UHA: Universitets-och hOgskile-dmbetet (National Board of

Universities and Colleges)
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by K. Helveg Petersen
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/Youth Unemployment
in Denmark

If one looks at Europe in general, it is easy to f'nd certain com-
monalities of the youth unemployment problem:

Unemployment among youths is more serious than
unemployment generally. On the average, 35 percent of unem-
ployed people in the European Economic Community are under

25. The percentage varies from country to country; for example,

it is 28 percent in West Germany and 44 percent in Great
Britain.

Over the past two years, there has been a considerable
increase in the number of young people who have been unem-
ployed for more than six months.

Young women, especially in the_age group 20 to 25, are

hard :r hit by unemployment than are young men.
In a number of European countries, there will be a con-

siderable rise, in die number of young people reaching the age of

employment between 1978 and 1980. Their numbers will great-

ly exceed those of people who will reach pensionable age during
the same period. In fact, the number of people about to retire
will decline. These trends suggest that youth unemployment
will remain a continuing problem over the next ten years.

What has been done to combat this deplorable state of
affairs? In most countries, including Denmark, the widespread
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feeling has been that youth unemployment was of an intermedi-
ate character, and the steps taken in response have been in line
with this view. Now attitudes have changed, and it is generally
accepted that economic difficulties will continue and that there
are no easy solutions to the employment problem.

A summary of the initiatives taken to combat youth unem-
ployment, in Denmark as well as in other countries, reveals two
basic tendencies: (1) orientation and guidance relating to occu-
pational opportunities have been expanded and (2t attempts
have been made to expand educational facilities preparing
young people for jobsnot only in training for skilled workers
but also in providing a period of preparation for those who need
it before they start actual training for skilled. jobs. (Courses of
the latter kind have been started in many countries, including
Denmark.)

Data on Youth Unemployment

The- precise number of unemployed young people in Denmark
is difficult to determine, but employment authorities estimate
it at about 45,000 for those 15 to 24 years old. This figure,
however, must be viewed with reservations. There is uncertainty
as to how many unemployed young people register with the em-
ployment offices, but it is certain that unemployment among
the young is much more cw equent than among older people.
Generally, the Ministry of Labor cor Ludes that, although
young people 15 to 24 account for only about one-fifth of the
labor force, they account for almost one-third of unemploy-
ment. The reasons for the larger share of unemployment among
young people include, among others, tendency to take into
account the fathily position of the employee when it comes to
dismissals. Th, se who have families to care for are kept on more
often than younger workers who have no families. Further,
those who were most rcLen ly hired are the first to be laid off.

The majority of the youthful unemployed have limited
educational ..ttainment. Moreover, the highest unemployment
rites are found among those who have previously had social or
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educational difficulties. According to data from the Danish Sta-
tistical Bureau for February 1975, about 23 percent of unskilled
young workers who had left school at the end of the seventh or
eighth grade were unemployed, compared with approximately
12 percent of skilled young people and about 11 percent of

t.iose who had received further education. Experience has also
shown that young people who leave school early are not easily
motivated for further education later in life; thus it is obvi-
ous that it is not possible to solve the youth unemployment
problem by extending the school-leaving age or by offering con-

tinued educational training.
Many people continue to believe that the present unem-

ployment situation is a temporary crisis. Thus, many attempts

to combat unemployment have focused on keeping unemployed
young people but of the labor market until society can absorb

them in employment. These measuressuch as continued school-

ing and various after-school activitiesare so planned that they
can be interrupted if and when occupational opportunities
change. Most young people who take part in courses or enroll at

a folk high school must sign a paper indicating that they are

willing to interrupt their education if work is offered to them.
This means that education is cbnsidered a way of Lorabatting
unemployment by preventing young people's working capacity
from deteriorating while employment is unavailable.

The question is whether we can expect conditions to im-

prove and, if so, whether we should continue to view education

as a temporary unemployment measure.
'We must remember that the majority of the unemployed

young as well as alder peoplebelong to social groups that com-
municate poorly with the educational system: It is not possible

to motivate them toward starting school again after leaving.

Statistics indicate that -'only a small portion of unemployed
people have participated in activities arranged for the unem-
ployed. For instance, during the period from May to November
1975, only 2,300 out of approximately 43,00C unemployed

aged 15 to 24 participated in educational alternatives.
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Often one hears the argument that the unemployed,
whether young or older, are not very keen on getting jobs but
are content to receive unemployment benefits. There is no real
substance to th. argument. On the contrary, the predominant
view among the unemployed is that work is worthwhile and un-
employmen, is considered an evil regardless of the economic
conditions. This is implied in the question, "What are you?"
a question that is always directed at what a person does in his
working life. The question that is raised in schools"What do
you want to be?"also illustrates the situation. Indeed, it is
considered degrading to have to answer "What are you?" with
"I am unemployed."

If one were to outline a sequence of events typical of un-
employed young people, it would look like this:

1. Drop out of school early
2. Work as an unskilled young worker
3. Be dismissed when exceeding the age that represents

the passage to adult status
4. Register as unemployed to receive unemployment

benefits
5. Transfer to the social department when the period for

receiving unemployment benefits expires
6. Participate in orientation-to-work courses especially ar-

ranged for the unemployed
7. Participate in educational activities for the unemployed

8. Participate in other arrangements for the unemployed

9. Back to unemployment.

Some Danish Experiments

Youth unemployment cannot be eliminated through a single
effort. To be effective, the solution must be coui ainated with
development in society, and this vicw'predominates in the Danish

government. Several experiments have been carried out in Den-
mark and have succeeded in creating c ,nsiderable motivation
and' interest arming youths. These projects have a number of
different activities, so that the young pee plc can see the inter-
relationship between practical theoretical training. In this re-
spect, the experiments differ considerably from traditional
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public work schemes, which usually consist of only one activ-

ity, such as planting trees or moving earth from one place to

another.

Aabaek Continuation School

Located in the southern part of Jutland, near Aabenraa, the
Aabaek Continuation School has been so successful that more
than 800 people are on a waiting list to be accepted as students.
The campus itself is an old farm and is quite primitive, and stu-
dents and teachers do all the necessary work to maintain the
farm and school, including agricultural work; fishing, furniture
repair, boatbuilding, automobile repair, and other producive
activities.

Closely associated with the practical work is the training
received by the students. Experience has shown that it is quite
easy to create interest in education when the education is di-
rectly motivated by, work experiences. As soon as students see
the necessity of learning to read and write, they acquire an atti-
tude quite different from the one they had as students in a for-
mal school. The guiding principle is that the students must
produce things that are necessary for survival. The very fact
that necessity forces them to act creates quite a.different atmos-
phere at the school from that at one where the student follows

a certain uniform curricuL.a. Each young person works in a
group to which he or she is responsible, and the groups are re-
sponsible to each other and to the school as a unit.

Life at the school has a meaning, and this meaningfulnes:
gives the young person's entire stay a specific character. Many
youngsters who were quite incapable of adapting to a regular
school flourish here, and the contact between the school and
the community helps greatly in getting the students placed in
jobs in the surrounding areas.

2 ne Schools in Tvind

About 200 kilometers north of Aabenraa, we find a vast campus

on which an experiment has developed that encompasses a con-
tinuation school for students 14 to 18, a folk high school, and

a teacher training college. In all, there are about 1,000 students.
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Associated with this campus, schools have been developed far-

ther to the north and south, so that a system is developing. The
principle is very much the same as at Aabaek, involving a combi-
nation of practical and theoretical work. One-half of the time
is devoted to various occupational activities; the other half of
the time is devoted to theoretical learning. Various grocr are
trained as auto hanics, fishermen, farmers, journalists, nu-
tritionists, office workers, energy technicians, gardeners, con-
struction workers, and so on. All of the training is practical. The
groups training to be auto mechanics, for example, purchase
cars, repair them, and sell them again. The fish that are caught
are either consumed at the school or sold at auction. Vegetables,
dairy products, and meat go to the school kitchen. Journalists
receive guests who want to see the campus. Clerical trainees
keep the accounts, answer telephones, distribute mail, and keep
records on the automobiles. The energy technicians work on
providing inexpensive energy, including experimenting with the
use of solar energy. Construction groups take part in repairing
old buildings and constructing new ones. In addition, more tra-
ditional disciplines are taught, such as Danish, English, German,

arithmetic, and physics.
One of the schools on the campus is called "The Traveling

Folk High School." Starting with one bus, this experiment has
been constantly expanding, so that the campus now has about
70 busses. Groups of students travel all over the world to gather
first-hand impressions. They learn about an area by staying
v,trith native people and then move on to other places. The ex-
perience leads to a better understanding-Of current problems
and developmental "sues, especially about conditions in poor
countries.

The third part of the campus is the teacher training college,

but it differs greatly from regular teacher training colleges.
Great emphasis is placed on the practical work experiences of
the students. For several years preceding final training, they
take part in production and visit offices and factories. After
having gained these impressions of working life through personal
experience, they begin the regular coin-se of studies for the final
examination in teacher training.
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The Tvind experiment has aroused great interest and has
had astonish., g results creating immense interest among youths.
Among the students' most unusual achievements are the build-

ing of the largest windmill in the world and the building of their

own houses without assistance. Activities like these show that

talent and ideas are available, waiting to be used.
There are other experiments, primarily in Jutland, that

follow the same principles. At the Production School in Vam-

drup, textile production has begun, modeled on the same
departments that would be found in a commercial firm: a pur-
chasing department, a sales department, and so on. There are
similar experiment; at Sor4), Herlev, Kofoed's Training School,
and other folk high schools. In these settings, the principles
mentioned -above are constantly being implemented in new
ways.

Difficulties Created by the Parent Administration

Although results have been achieved by some of these experi-
ments, a number of plans and ideas have foundered because the
administrative system, centrally and locally, has not provided
necessary support for new initiatives. In fact, the laws and ad-
ministrative rules are often far too restrictive and do not pro-
vide sufficient opportunity for this type of pioneer work.

There has been criticism of the rules and regulations. In a
critique of educational laws, for example, light is shed on the
laws regulating Continuation schools and folk high schools. The
existing laws provide that support can be given for educational
materials, but these materials must be of a traditional kind.
(such as books, paper, and so on) and cannot include materials

used in practical work. Generally speaking, many of the laws
dealing with educational problems are Out of date, and attempts
to revise them in order to take advantage of new challenges are

often inadequate.
One of the greatest administrative obstacles is that, legally,

experimental schools are not allowed to produce because it is

feared that they will,create unfair competition for existing in-
dustrial activities. Yet prodOction has been undertaken in s( me
of the experiments on a limited scale, simply because it has
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been necessary in order for the schools to survive. Along the
same lines is the notion that unemployed youths cannot be al-
lowed to carry out work in the public sector that would other-
wise be carried out by normally employed adults. This means,
in fact, that youths are excluded from a lot of meaningful work
in public service employment. In addition, the administration
of measures to cor. bat unemployment is extremely complicated,
because funds for these efforts and staff people who implement
them come from various sources, including the Ministry of Edu-
cation, the Ministry of-Labor, the Ministry of Social Affairs,
and other institutions.

A number of local boards have been established, with rep-
resentatives from the various administrative departments, and
this has sometimes resulted in a rather cumbersome mechanism.
On the whole, there is a lack of competence in this complicated
system and a great need for simplification. Ultimately, if we
want to achieve full employment for young people, laws and ad-
ministrative rules must be revised accordingly.

Suggestions for the Future

--one of the objections that could be raised to the experiments
we have described is that they are residential institutions in
which the students live together in a community. It is feared
that only a limited number of young people will participate in
these projects, because most young people want to stay in their
own communities rather than move to a distant place. For this
reason, an ambitious scheme is being considered, whereby cen-
ters would be established all over the country so that young
people could work while living at home.

It is characteristic of the development of society that over
Time, more and more institutions are established, each with spe-
cific tasks relating to education, social service, and health ser-
vices. There is a great need for coordination of these functions,
but tradition tends to maintain a separation of institutions. In
Denmark it is hard to find a specific need that is not covered by
some specialized institutionschool, social institution, cultural
institution, or other.
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In cities, in other countries as 'well as in Denmark, certain
common patterns have developed. As one approaches a city,
One finds exhibits of various merchandisefurniture, campers,
boats, agricultural machinery, and automobiles. Next one finds
a large number of gasoline stations. Then one arrives at the city
itself, with its numerous shops offering all sorts of goods in
great quantity. There are enterprises offering the public things
to eat, things to wear, things to be used in the household, and
luxury items, all in one confusing mixture. But can one find
public places where one can engage in painting, exercising, play-
mg musical instruments, and so on? In a normal city, or even in
a village, we can satisfy specialized material demands, but when
it comes to demands that are less clearly formulated it is quite
different. In fact, we encounter problems associated with the
changing structure of society.

In Denmark, as in other countries, the distance an individ-
ual must travel to reach shops and services in local communities
is often substantial. This is especially true in rural districts and
on small islands, but it is also the situation in other communi-
ties. The geographical distances have tended to increase, and
many peopleespecially the elderly and the handicappedhave
difficulty obtaining goods and arranging for services such as
painting, electrical work, equipment repairs, and the like. They
also encounter difficulties in filling out forms and applications
and, in many cases, feel quite uncertain in their relations with
public authorities.

In large new housing projects, with adjacent concentrated
areas for shops and service establishments, all the local inhabi-
tants are ingood health, have cars, television sets, washing ma-
chines, and even toolboxes. Moreover, they have the time and
ability to carry out necessary household tasks. But this is not
the case for society as a whole. Changes in the structure of soci-
ety have created new needs: help to people who are ill and help
for old and handicapped people in carrying out function. that
are difficult for them, because they have trouble in gettirg to
the places to which they need to go.

If the present trend continues, there will be an increasing
demand for services to the elderly, the handicapped, and others
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for whom the necessities of life are less accessible. When we
consider a situation in which, on the one hand, a number of
needs are not being met and, on the other, people are unem-
ployedespecially youthsa new way of thinking that will
bring these two forces together is called for.

In addition to the specific needs that have been men-
tioned, a number of other needs might be considered in light of
the youth unemployment problem.

Alternative Energy Sources

Scattered experiments are being conducted on the development
and use of energy from the sun, the wind, and the earth. These
could be multiplied if centers all over the country would carry
them out. Clearly there would be a need for technical assistance,
but that is not a problem, because there are unemployed
engineers and technicians who could be of assistance in these
projects.

Recycling

There are also many possibilities to collect materials from the
demolition of buildings, from old cars, and from other sources.
At many of the experiments discussed earlier, recycling activ-
ities are considerable.

Repair Services

It would be most helpful if automobiles and appliances could be
repaired in a less expensive manner. It should be possible to ini-
tiate programs whereby young people would receive limited
training to take on some of the repair jobs that do not require
the services of highly skilled mechanics. Indeed, the capabilities
of young people, even without formal training, in such tasks as
repairing busses and building houses are already very impressive.
This has been demonstrated in the experiments and would be
possible with a great many more young people.

Innovation and Development of Products

One of the trends to arise from the experiments is the develop-
ment of great talent among young people in dealing with prac-
tical tasks. Future planning of efforts to combat unemployment
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should take this into account. What would be more natural than
to call on the capabilities that are available among young people
in order to provide more possibilities for their development.
The leading principle should be the "small is beautiful" idea,
that is, the development of a technology that is more human.
One of the chafacteristics of the present technology is that it is
more efficient- in doing away with productive work by human
hands. In fact, such work is becoming more and more rare, and
it is becoming constantly more difficult to earn a living in this
way: Less than one-sixth of the total labor force in modern in-
dustrial society is engaged in actual production. This is a tragic
departure from the principle espoused by Thomas Aquinas, the
great religious philosopher, in his claim that human beings pos-
sess both brains and hands and enjoy nothing more than to be
creatively useful in activities'involving both.

If centers for the performance of repair work could be es-
tablished throughout the country, a great deal could be accom-
plished in the struggle against youth unemployment. The
development of an intermediate technology built upon the con-
structive efforts of many people, including the young, might
even help stop the encroachment of heavy technology, which
reduces people to the role of commodities.

It can be argued that this type of development would slow
the growth of productivity. I believe, however, that if we in
Denmark were to concentrate on developing the quality of our
products while conserving resources, it would be possible not
only to sell these products abroad but also to meet the present
need to change the course of social development. In this con-
nection, the needs of developing countries are also relevant.
There is undoubtedly too much emphasis on hard technology
in the industrialized world; and economists in developing coun-
tries (who have received the same education as European spe-
cialists) perpetuate this overemphasis in their own countries.
The result is that people have left the villages and migrated to
the cities in the hope of finding work in industry, often in vain.
In fact, unemployment in the developing world is catastrophi-
cally high, sometimes as high as 40 to 50 percent of the labor
force. Thus, there is an obvious need to help villagers acquire
various necessities, such as pumps for drinking water.
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We must include this global thinking in our efforts to com-
bat unemployment. Great interest could be aroused in providing
opportunities for young skilled workers from industrial coun-
tries to go to developing countries and live in the villagesas
many American Peace Corps volunteers have doneworking
among the people there and helping, them develop intermediate
technology. This, I believe, would not only benefit the people
in the developing countries but would also stimulate the devel-
opment of trade between developed and developing countries.

Educational Activities

The issue of productive centers for youths raises the issue of co-
operation with employers and unions. Ern2loyers as well as
Libor organizations must be included in the planning process in
order to avoid conflicts. If all parties keep open minds, reason-
able solutions can no doubt be found. Common sense tells us
that it is necessary to avoid a situation in which habits and pat-
terns created under totally different conditions are still treated
as totally valid.

Finally, it is important to peint out that practical work
must go hand in hand with education at these centers.,Infac-t,
the only way in which many young people and adults can ac-
quire theoretical knowledge is when it is combined with prac-
tical work; and yet this idea has not been used to any great
extent. What actually is called for is a new type of person. We
must turn away from many of the traditions and habits that we
have inherited. It is no longer entirely good to expand, exploit,
and be dynamic and competitive in a material direction while
neglecting dynamic efforts at human development. In the last
analysis, it is a question of culture -of turning away from oae-
sided goals we have pursued and of seeking a balance in our
national and international lifewhich thus far has not been
found. The need for a revolution in our thinking goes far be-
yond the choices between new systems and systems that were
established at a time when different conditions prevailed. No
system can save us; only a change of attitudes will succeed.
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In the efforts to combat youth unemployment, we have
manifestations of all the trends in our society: the generation
gap, problems of education, the question of alternative technol-
ogy, and the questions of cooperation with developing countries,
resources, pollution, economic growth, and so on. Youth unem-
ployment is a common problem for all of us, and in devising
ways to meet it we can develop in all of these areas.


